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Abstract 

Software project management is the art and science of planning and controlling software 

projects. Software project management incorporates activities that ensure software is 

delivered on time, within budget, and in accordance with the requirements. Regarding 

challenges such as growing size, complexity, and continuous change, projects must be 

managed effectively; otherwise the results can be destructive for the organization. 

The focus of this thesis is on a decision support system for planning and controlling 

an iterative software development process as a novel and evolutionary method. The main 

contribution lies in the design, application, and validation of a decision support system 

through modeling the process while integrating static defect prediction model and 

dynamic SD simulation models. On the other end of capabilities, this decision support 

system conducts the analysis to cope with balanced functionality and quality during the 

iterative development process. In this thesis effort was made to model certain aspects of 

the development processes and to integrate all available data, knowledge, and experience 

with a sound methodology to provide the foundation for making effective project 

decisions. To reach the defined objectives the major key contributions are: 

 Modeling a real-world iterative software development process with the system (i)

dynamics modelling approach to support project management decision scenarios to 

control the balanced functionality and quality during the construction phase. 

 Designing and evaluating an attribute weighting technique using sensitivity analysis (ii)

based on a neural network and employing it in an analogy-based defect prediction 

model. 

 Providing customization support for developing a CBR-based defect prediction (iii)

model with a rule set defined by the source code and project information. 

  Refining the models through process progression, in addition to employing results (iv)

from the prediction model, iteratively, to update built-in predicted parameters of the 

SD model. 

 Employing a bi-criteria decision support method during planning to provide trade-(v)

off scenarios for balanced functionality and quality, considering the risk and value 

of features, according to the premise of providing a target quality level. 
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 Prototype DSS development, incorporating a knowledge base and dashboard, and (vi)

initial evaluation for the case study project.  
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 : Introduction Chapter 1

 Motivation 1.1

Software project management (SPM) is the art and science of planning and controlling 

software projects. As a sub-discipline of software engineering, it investigates issues such 

as how software projects are planned, implemented, monitored, and controlled. SPM 

comprises knowledge, techniques, and tools; the true art in SPM is applying the correct 

method and then using proper tools to support the method. In fact, SPM is concerned 

with activities that ensure the software is delivered on time and in accordance with the 

requirements [SWEBOK]. 

The software industry frequently deals with increasing complexity of software 

products while demanding the project manager to improve the performance with less cost 

and time. Based on the Standish Group Chaos report [Chaos ‘09], besides cases when the 

project is completed or cancelled, which is more than half of them, the other cases are 

challenged, i.e. completed and operational with at least one downgraded aspect; it can go 

over-budget, over the time estimate, or provide less functionality than originally 

specified. While the loss associated with overruns is considerably high, it is even worse 

for larger companies, and more problematic for the growing fast paced software 

industries. For example, a single project may involve participants across the globe. Also, 

products in information and communication technology, including software products, are 

growing considerably in terms of size, scope, and complexity. In addition, to the 

complexity and increase of size and scope, the evolution in software systems continue 

with the dynamic change of requirements, making the situation even more complicated. 

Therefore, in today's complex and fast paced business environment, the importance of 

proper project management cannot be overemphasized. To address the challenge tools, 

methods, and models are proposed to assist project managers with timely predictions, 

optimized solutions, and intelligent guidance. 
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1.1.1 Challenges in SPM 

As Fred Brooks stated in 1987, “… today’s major problems with software development 

are not technical problems, but management problems”. The book, “The Mythical Man 

Month” [Brooks ’78], initiated the discussion of commonly occurring problems in large 

and mid-scale development projects and breaks them down. Poor estimation and schedule 

monitoring, as part of the project management responsibilities, have been mentioned as 

reasons for late delivery of software development projects.  

A number of studies have investigated factors influencing the failure rate of software 

projects; the majority of them discuss failure in general, and provide lists of risk and 

failure factors [Boehm ‘91], [Glass ‘98], [Verner et al. ‘08], [Standish ‘95Chaos ‘09], 

[Charette '05]. Among the factors many are common and closely related to project 

management, such as: unrealistic or unarticulated project goals, inaccurate estimates, 

poor reporting of the project’s status, unmanaged risks, and inability to handle the 

project's complexity. 

To deal with the above mentioned issues, the traditional practice of SPM, largely 

motivated by disciplined software development and evolution, includes the approaches of 

effort estimation, project planning, scheduling and staffing, risk management, quality 

management, and process management. Despite employing these approaches, because of 

the substantial growth in the size, complexity, and demand for qualified software 

systems, new challenges and issues have emerged in SPM. While the new requirements 

of SPM need to be coordinated, previous common mistakes, that continue to recur, must 

also be prevented in the course of decision-making.  

In order to accommodate changes to software projects, the trend continued using 

more advanced tools and management processes to monitor and control. This trend 

progressed with the introduction of more flexible approaches (e.g. Agile [Beck et al. 

‘01]), lifecycle processes (e.g. iterative [Larman, Basili ‘03]), and process improvement 

standards (e.g. CMMI [CMMI]) to support project management tasks through 

consideration of overall project objectives, timeline, and cost, as well as the roles and 

responsibilities of all participants and stakeholders. 
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1.1.2 State of the practice 

Primarily, the critical role of SPM is defined to handle planning, staffing, organizing, 

directing, and controlling. The main task is to determine the scope of the project, estimate 

the effort, and design a schedule to meet all the restrictions [Stellman, Greene ‘05].  

An effective plan is essential in order to make the complex development process of 

software products manageable. Moreover, to handle the dynamic changes evolutionary 

development processes are more often employed than monolithic ones to provide early 

feedback and simplify the project management [Ruhe ‘10]. In addition, among the top ten 

factors determining the failure or success of a project, proper planning, smaller project 

milestones, and management support are the factors associated with the decision support 

for iterative based project management [Standish ‘95]. 

In order to improve the quality of managerial decisions during the project's progress, 

proactive evaluation of the impact of changed parameters is the key to improvement; this 

fact explains the importance of a decision support system to serve management. To 

provide a decision support system (DSS) software process modeling, as an approach to 

analyze the complex business, has gained interest among practitioners and academic 

researchers. The simulation model, as a process modeling technique, is capable of 

supporting the behavior prediction, what-if analysis, and evaluation of the project 

situation [Kellner et al. ‘99]. Moreover, employing a simulation model appears to be an 

obligation, when changing or adapting the real system is restricted in terms of the cost, 

risk, or logistics [Madachy ‘08]. As instances in this category, two main techniques 

enabling quantitative software process simulation are system dynamics (SD) [Madachy 

‘08], [Pfahl et al. ‘06] and discrete-event simulation [Kellner ‘91] [Raffo ‘95]. 

In contrast, the static models [Boehm et al. ‘00], [Price ‘05], which are valuable in 

providing a snapshot of the system, cannot assist in analyzing the complex dynamic 

behavior of projects; however, no specific approach, incorporating the time, is able to 

satisfy all objectives. 
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 Problem statement 1.2

There is a growing effort to not only measure or model certain aspects of the 

development processes, but to go further and integrate all available data, information, 

knowledge, and experience to provide a foundation to make proper decisions. This 

includes searching for all the objectives and constraints that influence a decision, as well 

as elaborating the solution space for possible courses of action  [Ruhe ‘10]. In the 

presence of various models and techniques, comprehensive decision support is still 

needed for qualifying project management during planning and controlling the project. 

The focus here is on planning and controlling within iterative software construction as 

part of the RUP software development process. The thesis is focused on decision support 

in the context of balancing functionality against quality of the resulting system. More 

precisely, the final decision support incorporates the following topics:  

• Trade-off analysis between functionality and quality to be considered in the 

plan and incorporating the changes during re-planning.  

• Modeling the process with a SD model to support decisions regarding the 

balanced combination of programming and testing capacities, considering the 

quality required in any specified point of time. 

• Evaluating proper actions to reduce the gap between the plan and the actual 

performance in terms of functionality and quality, and evaluating proper timing 

to implement these actions to provide more effective control. 

• Integrating a defect prediction model as the updating mechanism for the SD 

model. The objective is to improve the effectiveness of corrective actions 

based on more accurate and more up-to-date project information. 

• Improving the performance of a CBR-based defect prediction model based 

upon the empirical analysis of options for weighting the impacting attributes. 

• Supporting decisions about the combination of components to develop an 

effective CBR-based defect prediction, then providing a set of rules to 

customize a CBR-based defect prediction model. 
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 Research objectives 1.3

The main objective of this thesis is to design and develop a model-based DSS for SPM 

scoped to iterative software construction of a Rational Unified Process (RUP) [Kruchten 

‘04] type of development process. The emphasis is on planning and controlling tasks by 

integrating the static prediction and dynamic simulation models. Unlike other studies in 

this area of research, this model-based DSS facilitates a balanced functionality and 

quality of the software under iterative development. The main Research Objectives 

(RO’s) of the thesis are: 

1. RO1: Designing a systematic planning phase, by incorporating the trade-off 

analysis for balancing functionality versus quality target, which provides 

alternatives accommodating the functionality in terms of the value and risk 

associated with the features to be implemented during the construction phase; 

and target quality in terms of the remaining defects. 

2. RO2: Facilitating the evaluation of project management decision scenarios 

regarding the allocation of programming and testing efforts for balanced 

functionality and quality by modeling a real-world iterative software 

development process at SAP Canada,. 

3. RO3: Designing a control phase to monitor the progress of the project in 

comparison with the plan, using introduced measurements and pro-actively 

prevent deviation by providing decision support with introduced scenario 

evaluation procedure during iterations, and even more fine-grained tuning 

during sub-iterations of an iteration in the construction phase. 

4. RO4: Designing and evaluating a novel weighting technique for the attributes 

considered in prediction model, and its integration into the CBR-based defect 

prediction model. This research objective also includes customization support 

for developing a CBR-based defect prediction model based on project 

characteristics. 
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5. RO5: Integrating the prediction model, as the updating mechanism, with the 

SD model, and evaluating the effectiveness of changes made for preventing 

the gap between plan and actual performance. 

6. RO6: Incorporating a complete DSS by design and implementation of 

fundamental components of a DSS for iterative software construction; the 

prototype Knowledge and Experience Base (KEB) and the Graphical User 

Interface (GUI),dashboard,. 

7. RO7: Design and implementation of the SIM-DASH* method as the 

concluded model-based DSS and evaluation of its effectiveness regarding the 

integration of static prediction model and dynamic SD simulation model 

which are distinct regarding their dependency on time. 

 Research approach 1.4

1.4.1 Overview 

The research topic in this thesis was motivated by an NSERC Collaborative Research and 

Development project with SAP Canada. Their business success relies on an ability to 

timely deliver quality software products with an appropriate set of features. From a 

comprehensive analysis of existing problems a methodological framework was defined 

with the focus on providing decision support for SPM. The key methodological 

components considered for this research were: (i) modeling and simulation of processes 

based on System Dynamics, (ii) similarity-based reuse of information following the case-

based reasoning approach, (iii) continuous process monitoring and control, and (iv) 

predictive models and their integration into the SD-based DSS with dashboard 

functionality.  

The first step of the research was the literature review to distinguish the current gaps 

and challenges of the domain. Furthermore, this phase of study assists in finding suitable 

components for following steps. To construct the DSS static and dynamic modeling 

methods were explored. Static prediction models are based on the previous experiences 
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with no time consideration. Conversely, dynamic models are capable of exploring the 

different planning options and their consequences during time.  

The power of feedback loops created by stock and flow parameters makes system 

dynamics modeling approach beneficial for studying the behavior of large complex 

systems such as software engineering [Abdel-Hamid, Madnick ‘91]. The construction 

phase of the RUP-based development methodology [Kruchten ‘04] inspired from actual 

development processes at SAP Canada is considered here. The construction phase is 

selected because of numerous construction iterations and effort to divide the use cases 

into manageable segments that produce demonstrable prototypes. Moreover, the main 

focus of this phase is on implementation tasks, causing a number of feedback loops; 

especially since managing this phase involves changing effort allocation policies. The 

aforementioned characteristics make this phase complex and dynamic enough to be an 

effective choice for modeling with SD.  

The use of a case base, accommodating the historical data, in addition to the 

incorporation of other components such as similarity function and combination of similar 

cases as part of a data mining method, make the case-based reasoning (CBR) method 

beneficial for domains with un-known aspects. Since in software development there are 

un-identified aspects before its completion, CBR is selected as the proper method. Its 

proposed solutions are based upon what has actually happened as opposed to 

hypothesized models. The CBR model is an intuitive approach that also learns through 

new cases. In addition, this method is transparent by making the justification through 

precedents that increase its acceptance [El-Emam et al. ‘01]. The case base of the CBR 

model is revised consecutively by incorporating new cases; this also makes the model a 

proper match to be used through the iterations of software development while integrated 

with a dynamic model. 

As the complementary part of the system this prediction model supplies the 

simulation model with revised, updated, timely, and more accurate estimations. 

Augmenting a defect prediction as an instance of a prediction model is another way to 

assist in providing the balanced quality and functionality for the final product. Although 

integrating these two modeling approaches includes the value of their advantages 
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simultaneously, the proper interconnection between these models is a challenge. In 

addition, the iterative process in this framework establishes perfect partitions to consider 

updating the SD model with the predictions from the CBR model. 

1.4.2 Steps of the technology transfer model 

The initial attempt to create the SD simulation model was conducted in cooperation with 

software development industry, SAP Canada. This industry-relevant research requires 

close cooperation so results from the academic side can be validated and improve the 

development process. In [Gorschek et al. ‘06] a technology transfer model is presented 

through seven steps that emerged during long term collaboration, dictating the activities 

depending on the industry’s needs and academic validation purposes. The following list 

represents these steps: 

1. Identifying potential areas to improve based on industry needs and 

observations 

2. Formulating research objectives and defining the problem statement by 

studying the domain 

3. Formulating a proper solution during cooperation 

4. Conducting lab validation 

5. Performing static validation  

6. Performing dynamic validation via pilot projects  

7. Releasing the solution step by step 

First step, identifying potential improvements for industry needs, and then 

formulating the research agenda and a candidate solution as the second and third steps, 

were done through hours of discussion and meetings with the industry partner. Defining 

the problematic and complex domains of the project management for an iterative 

development process formed potential and needed improvement points. An extensive 

literature review directed the discussion about formulating the research agenda and 

candidate solution. The primary objective was to provide a framework to assist the 

project manager in balancing the quality and functionality of the final product through the 
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iterative construction process. The proposed technique to provide such a resolution was 

the SD simulation discipline to cover the relations and feedback loops while also able to 

simulate the large and complex development process purposes. Communication, sharing 

ideas and information, is the key to forward activities in this step. Another significant 

aspect is to link state of the art research to take advantage of the techniques and tools 

already developed and validated, then augmenting new ones as necessary. 

The first version of the SD model focuses more on planning issues such as defining 

the need of effort, time, or quality to reach the project goals. At this point the lab and 

static validation was accomplished as part of the technology transfer model. These 

validation steps involved the comparison of results gained from the model and existing 

information and makes the calibration step of the SD modeling complete. The following 

interviews and seminars to investigate the validity of the model by checking the usability 

issues of the model, extreme point checking, and the performance evaluation of the 

model through example runs make the static validation complete.  

The two last steps, performing dynamic validation and releasing the solution steps, 

were accomplished by testing the model through the information from retrospective 

projects and less interactive communication. 

1.4.3 Overview of the solution approach 

To complete the technology transfer, extensive effort was put on construction and 

validation of the SD simulation model in order to cope with the dynamic complexity of 

the construction process. The development of the SD model was performed under the 

process guidance of Integrated Measurement, Modeling and Simulation (IMMoS) model 

[Pfahl, Ruhe ‘02] and was revised iteratively based on the Dynamic-GQM [Pfahl, Ruhe 

‘04] principles. Industrial scenarios and case studies were defined and examined, and the 

model was validated during the collaboration project with SAP Canada. This model was 

inspired by the SAP Canada, and thus based on real-world scenarios. This model 

incorporates the key variables of balanced quality and functionality in terms of expended 

efforts for programming and testing.  
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A method called SIM-DASH was designed and analyzed; it combines three 

established techniques for providing decision support to the software project manager in 

the context of RUP-based development. SIM-DASH consists of (i) a system dynamics 

modeling and simulation component for RUP-based construction, (ii) dashboard 

functionality providing aggregated and visualized information for comparing actual 

versus targeted performance, and (iii) a knowledge and experience base describing 

possible actions that have proven successful in the past about how to bring a project back 

on track. As part of (iii), decision trees and experience-based guidelines are used. The 

interplay between these three components provides pre-evaluated actions for bringing the 

current project iteration back on track. 

Finally, the scope of the SIM-DASH method was further extended, resulting in what 

is called the SIM-DASH* method, presented in Figure  1.1. The first extension is in the 

scope of planning, added as a new phase. The planning phase advances in considering 

both functional and quality requirements and the proposition of trade-off solutions. This 

is modeled and solved as a bi-criteria decision problem. Afterwards, the SD model 

simulates the plan during specified iterations. Next step focuses on controlling issues and 

the balanced resource assignments to retain the corresponding balance from the planning 

phase; to focus on this, a CBR-based defect prediction model was integrated with the SD 

model.  

After exploring the static defect prediction models CBR methodology was chosen and 

revised for better prediction performance. For this purpose, neural network analysis was 

utilized for weighting the attributes in similarity function during the CBR construction. 

This refinement almost outperformed other weighting techniques employed in other 

studies. Afterwards, a customization framework for defect prediction was proposed. The 

framework assists in configuration of a CBR-based defect prediction model to mitigate 

the construction of an efficient model in different circumstances. 
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Figure  1.1 Components and their relationships in the research approach 

Through integration corrective actions could be analyzed pro-actively and works best 

on more up-to-date and accurate information. Industry use case scenarios for the SD 

model, industry case studies for the SIM-DASH method, experiments for the CBR-based 

defect prediction, and application case study to evaluate the SIM-DASH* methodology 

were conducted towards the validation of the effectiveness of the DSS. 

 Structure of thesis 1.5

Results of the research are presented in the thesis as follows: chapter 2 represents the 

foundation as a literature review of associated topics. Chapter 3 summarizes the SD 

modeling process conducted with SAP Canada, this process follows the IMMoS 

framework. An abstraction of the resulting model forms the backbone of the SIM-DASH 

methodology. Related example scenarios and capabilities of this model are also presented 
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in this chapter. Chapter 4 introduces the essential components and steps of the SIM-

DASH method. 

Chapter 5 focuses on the prediction component later used in SIM-DASH*. An 

efficient CBR-based defect prediction model utilizing neural network analysis for the 

purpose of optimizing the weights of attributes is presented. To guide the usage of the 

method for new and upcoming data sets, a rule set is derived guiding customization. 

Chapter 6 depicts the architecture of the final decision support system, called the SIM-

DASH* method, containing the components introduced in previous chapters. Then, 

chapter 7 presents a case study validating parts of the SIM-DASH*. The thesis concludes 

with a summary of contributions and an outlook to future work in chapter 8. Figure  1.2 

represents the sequence of the material presented as the thesis structure. 
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Figure  1.2 Thesis structure 
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 : Background and Literature Review Chapter 2

 Introduction 2.1

In this chapter an overview of fundamental concepts and previous work on different 

components of decision support systems for software project management is presented. 

For each concept or component, an introduction, background, and review of related work 

are presented.  

Project management explores developing the effective project schedule, tracking of 

effort against plan, and managing costs against resources. There are difficulties clarifying 

the needs and employing proper resources to deliver the proper project goals. As such, 

software project management methods are evolving and the recent approaches proceed in 

a more cyclic project delivery model that imitates a software life cycle. 

 In this chapter, to provide a foundation for model-based DSS, fundamentals of DSSs 

and different types of Software Engineering (SE) modeling approaches are explored. 

Then, more specifically, defect prediction model as a static modeling approach and 

System Dynamics Model (SDM) as a dynamic modeling approach are reviewed in the 

literature to define the challenges and advances. Finally, related work of integrating these 

models in context of SPM is investigated. 

 Decision support systems 2.2

In this section principals of a DSS are investigated and the proper characteristics of a 

DSS for SPM are discussed. The process of selecting an option among others is called 

decision-making; this process starts with a decision problem, and according [Keeney 

‘92], introduces additional options.  

Generally, a DSS accommodates a computer-based information system to support 

organizational decision-making activities. In addition, a DSS considers the involvement 

of a human as a user and/or expert, or even a combination of both. DSSs are mainly 
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utilized for planning, managing, and operating at different levels of an organization and 

over a course of time of the decision making process, particularly in a dynamically 

changing environment. The above mentioned aspects are also key factors considered in a 

DSS for SPM management. 

2.2.1 Key components of DSS  

The essential components of the architecture of the DSS are the database, model, and the 

user interface [Marakas ‘02]. Bringing more detail to the picture, the implementation 

elements are: 

• Inputs: Factors, numbers, and characteristics to analyze from the database and 

user. 

• User Knowledge and Expertise: Inputs requiring manual analysis by the user 

stored in the model. 

• Outputs: Transformed data generates and presents DSS "decisions" in the user 

interface. 

• Decisions: Results generated by the DSS based on user criteria and presented 

in the user interface. 

A more comprehensive and idealized set of requirements of a DSS for software 

management is presented in [Pfahl et al. ‘06]: knowledge, model, and experience 

management; integration; process orientation; process modeling and simulation 

component; negotiation component; presentation and explanation component; analysis 

and decision component; intelligence component; and group facilities. Many of these 

components are the result of the main objective of a particular DSS [Pfahl et al. ‘06], 

which is learning. In addition, as presented in this thesis, process modeling and the 

simulation component are the main components of a simulation based DSS. Integration 

with existing information systems or group facilities is required for a practical group 

based DSS to be used in an organization, but are more related to the implementation 

phase of the DSS.  
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In order to develop a DSS for software management key components, such as 

mechanisms to collect the input and knowledge and to present outputs and decisions need 

to be provided. Regarding the DSS introduced in this thesis, the models and their inputs 

are clearly explained in the following chapters. Also, the user knowledge and expertise is 

considered in the Knowledge and Expertise Base (KEB) of the SIM-DASH method as 

part of the DSS, and is explained in chapter 4. Different forms of knowledge and 

expertise base extracted from historical data is considered in the CBR model for defect 

prediction and as part of the DSS. Furthermore, the user interface, again as part of the 

SIM-DASH method, assists in analyzing and presenting outputs and decisions. 

2.2.2 Classification of DSSs  

Although there is no universally accepted classification of DSSs, there are some proposed 

classifications that are more often used. The proposed approach in [Power ‘02] 

differentiates five DSSs: 

• Communication-driven DSS: Supports one or more users working on a shared 

task [Stanhope ‘02]. 

• Data-driven/oriented DSS: Provides access in conducting a time series of 

internal or even external data [Power ‘02]. 

• Document-driven DSS: Handles, retrieves, and changes unstructured 

information in different formats. 

• Knowledge-driven DSS: Addresses specialized problem-solving expertise 

stored as facts, rules, or procedures [Power ‘02]. 

•  Model-driven DSS: Focuses on alternation of a statistical, optimization, or 

simulation model. This class of DSS employs data and parameters provided by 

users for analyzing a situation, but they are not necessarily data-intensive 

[Gachet ‘04]. 

The DSS introduced in this thesis is in the class of the model-driven DSS. This DSS 

uses integration of simulation and prediction models, and optimization method for 

decisions related to the planning phase. 
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Conversely, there are three types of decision making strategies employed in a DSS:  

• Normative decision making strategy: Considers the availability of a rational 

and informed decision maker capable of computing with perfect accuracy and 

looks for the best decision to make [Simon ‘55]. In this type, theoretical 

multiple criteria decision analysis [Figueria et al. ‘05] approaches, such as 

multiple attribute utility theory [Keeney and Raiffa ‘02] or the analytical 

hierarchy process [Saaty ‘80] emerge. 

• Descriptive decision making strategy: Focuses on psychological facts, and 

extracts the processes underlying the behavior. The bounded reality is the main 

idea while claiming the rational behavior originated by the physiological and 

psychological limitations. In contrast with the normative strategy, descriptive 

decision making looks for satisfying and not optimized solutions [Simon ‘55]. 

• Prescriptive decision making strategy: Takes advantage of both the theoretical 

foundation of normative theory and the observations of descriptive theory, and 

is tuned to both the specific situation and the needs of the decision maker 

[Stuart ‘98]. 

Since there are both technical and human factors, many SPM related problems are 

placed between completely structured and unstructured decisions. So, they can be solved 

by either normative decisions, descriptive, or both [Donzelli ‘06]. 

2.2.3 DSS for software project management 

Support for project management usually includes topics such as: estimation, planning, 

scheduling, cost control and budget management, resource allocation, and quality 

management.  

There are different DSSs provided as software project management tools, and the 

model driven ones, specialized in complexity, are more frequently used. Although the 

software engineering decision making problems seem to be similar to the descriptive 

decisions rather than the normative ones, both strategies are possible choices as a 

decision making strategy. In fact, because of dealing with human and technical 

parameters, software engineering decision making problems are located between these 
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strategies, as much as these problems can be structured and unstructured [Donzelli ‘06]. 

So, along this range, the structured parts are closer to normative and unstructured ones 

are similar to the descriptive strategy.  

As a tool for software project management, Software Process Simulation (SPS) 

visualizes the behavior of software development process parameters over time. Software 

development processes basically articulate a supporting framework for the management 

of software development. The software process drives the software development in the 

direction of becoming repeatable or cyclic, then to behave predictably and deliver a 

quality product – on schedule and within budget.  

Furthermore, the software engineering life cycle is composed of several phases 

starting with requirements extraction progressing to the operational system. At each 

phase a number of decisions need to be made. Inadequacy of mathematical models to 

reproduce the behavior of the final product requires the software industry to decide based 

upon subjective judgments [Strigini ‘96]. Some difficulties in software engineering 

decision problems come from the following important issues [Ruhe ‘03]: 

• Software is developed, not produced or manufactured. Most development 

techniques are human-based, implying that decision experiences cannot be 

easily transferred across projects. 

• The discipline itself is experimental experiences are constantly gained from 

development projects. 

• It is difficult to predict the results of actions and decisions.  

Difficulties motivated advocates of the decision-based paradigm for software 

engineering. Modeling the software development process with a set of decisions 

corresponding to the development activity is then needed [Wild et al. ‘94].  

The dynamics and level of complexity of software engineering problems involving 

competing and even conflicting goals cannot be addressed without supplementary 

decision support [Ruhe ‘03]. DSSs have been proposed to consider computational and 

human intelligence to support decision making [Ruhe, Ngo-The ‘04]. Moreover, to 

conquer the complexity and overcome the variation of problems, hybrid approaches that 
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integrate more than one technique, each with a suitable mechanism, have been introduced 

for software project management [Donzelli ‘06]. 

 Classification of software engineering modeling 2.3

approaches  

To model the complexity of real world software engineering (SE) projects, two main 

classes of static and dynamic modeling approaches are used. Each class studies a 

distinctive dimension of this context. Following categorization of SE is extracted from 

[Pfahl, Ruhe ‘02]. 

2.3.1 Static SE models 

The static models can be categorized in two groups: 

1. Measurement-Based Analytic Model (MAM): MAMs present the cause-effect 

dependencies via mathematical equations (as a quantitative model) or logical 

rules (as a qualitative model). Quantitative models are results of statistical and 

analytical analysis applied on quantitative data. Qualitative models are the 

result of applying data mining methods on qualitative data such as Rough Set 

Analysis technique [Ruhe ‘96]. Goal/Question Metric (GQM) [Basili et al. 

‘01] is an effective method for constructing MAMs. Primarily, MAMs contain 

one or more qualitative model, while a hierarchal structure of a set of 

primitive qualitative models forms an Analytic Summary Model. 

• Quantitative Model (QM): QMs define the functional relationship between a 

dependent variable and independent variables using statistical or inductive 

models. 

• Analytic Summary Model (ASM): ASMs present high level relationships 

between dependent and independent variables and provide estimates as a result 

of the impact of independent variables on the dependent variable. One example 

of a static model in the form of an ASM is the COCOMO model [Boehm ‘81], 

[Boehm et al. ‘00]. 
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2. Static Process Model (SPM): SPMs present the entities of a process and their 

relationships via a graphical notation [Rombach, Verlage ‘95]. SPMs can be 

categorized based on what should happen and actually did happen, into two 

models: 

• Descriptive Process Model (DPM): DPMs divide into formal and informal 

models. The formal ones use verbal process descriptions such as life-cycle 

models. While informal ones present a graphical process with semantic 

structure or formal process description. 

• Prescriptive Process Model (PPM): PPMs utilize altered DPMs to seize the 

process improvements or software process standards such as IEEE1074-1991, 

ISO 15504 (SPICE). 

2.3.2 Dynamic SE models 

Dynamic SE models [Kellner et al. ‘99] represent the behavior of a real project. These 

models differ by being time dependent in a continuous manner or event-driven. This 

model class can be categorized in three groups: 

1. Process Enactment Model (PEM): PEMs can be event-driven, rule-based, or 

based on logic language, attribute grammars, automata, imperative 

programming languages, and abstract data types. As a prescriptive model they 

can be qualitative or quantitative to support actors of a process. 

2. Process Simulation Model (PSM): PSMs are descriptive, formal, and conduct 

a process with a sequence of process steps. PSMs are generally based on 

discrete-event simulation approaches, enhanced Petri-nets, or process 

description language approaches. 

3. System Dynamics Model (SDM): SDMs are considered as an approach for 

process simulation modeling due to their ability to capture the behavior of the 

process. Moreover, they include distinctive features such as information 
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feedback, delay, and non-linearity. SDMs consist of networks of 

quantitatively modeled cause-effect relationships as the feedback mechanisms. 

 Application of static SE models in SPM 2.4

Static complexity of a model represents elements and the level of detail to define the 

elements. The static model cannot describe changes over time; it just shows the 

characteristics of the reality at a certain point in time. So, there are a number of static 

models involved in decision making during software project management, however, these 

models cannot adequately assist the software project manager to perform all tasks. 

The latest major extension to the original COCOMO (COnstructive COst Model) 

COCOMOII® is a model that allows the user to predict the cost, effort, and schedule 

when planning a new software development activity. The model uses a basic regression 

formula with parameters that are derived from historical project data and current project 

characteristics [Boehm ‘81], [Boehm et al. ‘00]. Although this model uses statistical 

method the capability to predict different aspects such as effort, cost, and schedule 

differentiate it from similar models. Another extension of this model, Constructive 

Quality Model (COQUALMO) [Chulani, Boehm ‘99], goes further and finds the impact 

of various defect removal techniques and predicts the number of residual defects in a 

software product.  

Among the static models COCOMO, as an ASM, employed hierarchy of QM for 

three different aspects: cost, effort, and schedule, providing comprehensive support for 

these aspects make it more valuable. Other primary QM models focus on only one aspect. 

In fact, the goal of a QM, defining the functional relation between independent variables 

and one dependent variable, results in estimations for the target dependent variable. Since 

there are several parameters that need to be predicted during project management such as 

cost, risk, quality QM models are frequently utilized. 

The prediction models are largely discussed and investigated in a SE context, but 

their application in SPM is explained briefly. This circumstance originated with their 

static characteristic. Timing for using them, regular updates, and their accuracy are the 
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main issues to be solved for their effective application in SPM. Since the focus of this 

thesis is on the quality aspect of the defect prediction model, as a QM model, is 

considered. In the next section development and parameters of a defect prediction model 

is explored and a specific modeling approach is reviewed. 

 Review of software defect prediction studies 2.5

Defect prediction model, as a static model, is one part of the integrated model used in the 

DSS for the construction phase of an iterative software project management. A review is 

presented in this context to explore the challenges and find a proper choice. Improved 

reliability for the prediction of the number of defects or predicting faultiness of modules 

helps the project manager to adopt a better policy about efficient resource allocation. 

Software metrics-based quality prediction model is known as an effective tool for 

identifying the defects of modules [Catal, Diri ‘09a], the use of such models considerably 

improves the quality. 

Software defect prediction models are divided into two groups. The first group 

predicts if the given segment of the code, as a method or module, is defect-prone, which 

is referred to as software quality classification [Menzies et al. ‘07], [Ganesan et al. ‘00]. 

The second group predicts the number of defects in a given segment of the code 

[Khoshgoftaar et al. ‘06], [Ostrand et al. ‘05]. 

Quality classification models need to define the term defect-prone, which is not clear 

in the first stage of modeling. The exact number of defects that defines the threshold to 

qualify as defect-prone varies across different software projects and is not independent 

from other constraints such as budget and time. Regarding these issues, there are other 

studies for predicting the number of defects [Tosun et al. ‘09], [Park et al. ‘06]. 

To review the defect prediction studies their properties should be investigated. Key 

elements of a defect prediction model are: 

• Modeling method 

• Dataset 

• Metrics 
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• Performance evaluation metrics 

Looking at the existing reviews [Catal, Diri ‘09a], [Catal ‘11], [Catal ‘12], [Hall et al. 

‘12], [Malhotra, Jian ‘11], [Elberzhager et al. ‘12], the first point is the growing number 

published during the last two years. Each study looks for a different goal, such as 

reducing test effort [Elberzhager et al. ‘12], fault prediction performance [Hall et al. ‘12], 

software fault prediction for Object Oriented systems [Malhotra, Jian ‘11], performance 

evaluation metrics [Catal ‘12], and a systematic review of the existing trends [Catal, Diri 

‘09a]. [Catal ‘11]. Results of the reviews do not present a golden rule for any of these 

elements; they only describe the trends and statistical results to guide future research. 

A recent systematic literature review in the context of defect prediction model was 

accomplished in conjunction with the research done for this thesis. The review is based 

on the guidelines and stages presented in [Brereton et al. ‘07] and results are presented 

similar to those in [Catal, Diri ‘09a] so they are comparable. The complete review of 201 

papers from 1990 to 2012 can be found at http://people.ucalgary.ca/~epaikari/DPM, but 

parts of the results are presented here.  

The ultimate goal of almost all the studies is the ability to predict the 

faults/defects/bugs in the product. Defect prediction models have been utilized with 

similar objectives of software quality classification and software readiness prediction. 

Some of the studies utilized the defect/fault prediction models to assess additional aspects 

of the software: readiness, cost, run-time failures, identifying change-prone classes, and 

reducing test effort. 

In addition, there are studies that look at the same concept while investigating other 

objectives that are categorized as:  

• Providing software defect-proneness prediction framework/benchmark 

[Khoshgoftaar, Allen ‘00], [Lessmann et al. ‘08], [Ma et al. ‘06] 

• Introducing defect prediction models [Yang et al. ‘07] or comparing them 

[Challagulla et al. ‘05] 

• Finding the proper set of measures for the best performance in prediction 

[Nagappan et al. ‘11] and comparing them [Denaro et al. ‘03] 
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• Investigating performance evaluation metrics for assessing the prediction 

model [Tomaszewski et al. ‘05] 

• Locating the defects to be effort aware during testing [Ostrand et al. ‘04], 

[Ostrand et al. ‘05]  

• Improving the defect prediction performance regarding one or more 

components [Shin et al. ’09], [Boetticher ‘06] 

Despite all these objectives there are no comprehensive studies that construct a 

specific defect prediction model and apply it during software development to assist the 

software project manager. In the following sections different elements of a prediction 

model and the existing choices to assign to them are explored. 

2.5.1 Datasets 

The utilized dataset and its characteristics play an important role in two ways: (i) the 

suitability of the dataset for the model or evaluation criteria used in the study, (ii) the 

availability of the dataset so the study can be repeated or compared. To make the datasets 

available and improve or criticize existing results, software engineers have PROMISE 

repository [PROMISE], which has several public datasets since 2005. The NASA MDP 

[NASA-MDP] defect prediction datasets are also included in PROMISE.  

Generally, datasets can be categorized as public, private, partial, and unknown. As 

explained in [Catal, Diri ‘09a], public datasets are mostly located in PROMISE and 

NASA MDP repositories. Private datasets are not available publicly and are collected 

from companies in different contexts such as telecommunication, operating systems, etc. 

Partial datasets are from open source projects, so the exact value of each metric may not 

be publicly available and needs to be calculated. If there is no information about the 

dataset, the type of dataset is called ‘‘not-known”. Finally, there is a study [Yang et al. 

‘07] that used an artificial dataset, but cannot be validated in comparison with other 

studies. Figure  2.1 presents the share of each kind of dataset among the reviewed papers. 
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Figure  2.1 Distribution of datasets 

2.5.2 Methods 

Five categories of methods have been observed: (i) statistical methods, (ii) machine 

learning based methods, (iii) statistical methods and expert opinion, (iv) statistical 

methods and machine learning based methods, and (v) statistical methods and machine 

learning based methods in addition to the expert opinion. There are two main categories: 

statistical and machine learning based methods. The five mentioned categories come 

from the combination of them or with the expert opinion. The most frequent statistical 

models used in papers reviewed are Logistic Regression Model and Linear Regression 

Model. To summarize the large number of machine learning methods, Figure  2.2 presents 

the 10 most frequent individual machine learning methods.  

 

Figure  2.2 Ten most frequent machine learning methods 
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As shown in Figure  2.3, among the 10 most frequent methods, including statistical 

and machine learning methods, the statistical methods have a smaller share and just two 

of them are among the 10 most frequent. Also, logistic regression method, as a statistical 

method, is the most frequent method used for software defect prediction with 19 percent. 

 

Figure  2.3 Ten most frequent statistical and machine learning methods 

Finally, Figure  2.4 shows the distribution of methods used in reviewed papers. There 

are three papers that included the expert opinion in the study.  

 

Figure  2.4 The distribution of methods 
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prediction. Other metrics such as organizational related ones have been investigated 

[Nagappan et al. ‘11]. In addition, characteristics of UML documents [Cruz ‘10], social 

networks [Bicer et al. ‘11], other networks [Misirli et al. ‘11], [Tosun et al. ‘09], and 

qualitative metrics [Wang et al. ‘12], [Bibi et al. ‘08], [Hribar, Duka ‘10] have been 

employed. Many of the studies looking at these types of metrics to predict the defect were 

done in 2011. 

In addition to the above mentioned metrics, the main groups of metrics can be stated 

as product, process (including changes), Object Oriented (OO), defect related, 

quantitative, and execution metrics. The distribution of these groups is shown in 

Figure  2.5, more than half of these studies investigated product metrics for defect 

prediction.  

 

Figure  2.5 Distribution of metrics 
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Figure  2.6 Distribution of software artefacts to collect the metrics for prediction 

2.5.4 Performance evaluation criteria 
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Table  2.2 Ranked performance evaluation criteria for predicting the number of 

defects 

Rank Criterion 

1 Determination Coefficient (R2) 

2 Mean Square Error (MSE) 

3 
Adjusted Mean Square Error (AMSE)/root-mean-square error 

(RMSE) 

4 
 Mean Magnitude Relative Error (MMRE)/ Mean Relative Error 

(MRE), Average Relative Error (ARE) 

5 Average Absolute Error (AAE) 

The investigation shows that the number of studies looking at the number of defects is 

significantly less than the ones that classify the code segments as defect-prone or defect 

free. Since creating a model with high performance at predicting the number of defects is 

a complicated task, effective modeling together with other proper elements is important. 

2.5.5 Conclusions  

Researchers have implemented plenty of defect prediction approaches that varying in 

accuracy, complexity, and the required input data. Also, a large number of modeling 

techniques have been used to construct prediction models. Considering the large number 

of models and comparison of the number of methods no comprehensive and systematic 

effort is considered to evaluate the impact of selecting a particular modeling technique. 

Given the establishment of public repositories, better results from machine learning 

methods, and few benchmarks, it is almost impossible to compare all approaches.  

The trend of using machine learning methods, which works through the training and 

reasoning steps, gain a higher attention. In contrast, the statistical methods work like 

black boxes and depend more on the data with less overall effort. Machine learning 

methods provide more evidence and reasoning through the training step of the model 

construction. The relationship between software metrics and defect-proneness of software 

modules is often complicated and nonlinear, in this context machine learning methods 

showed efficiency [Khoshgoftaar et al. ‘97]. 
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Machine learning based methods have hit a “performance ceiling” [Menzies et al. 

‘08]; meaning the information gain from product metrics has hit the upper boundary. In 

[Menzies et al. ‘08] the authors suggest more improvement during training to reach 

higher progress in defect prediction. The authors also suggest using more sophisticated 

methods with more focus on the importance of the metrics, such as case based reasoning 

method. 

 Case-based reasoning model 2.6

It has been argued that CBR, as a machine learning method, is in a class of modeling 

techniques more suited to the analysis of software engineering data (compared with 

classical statistical techniques, such as least squares regression) [Gray, MacDonell ‘99], 

[Khoshgoftaar, Seliya ‘03]. The CBR methodology is used for different problems in the 

software engineering field, including software cost estimation [Idri et al. ‘02], software 

reuse [Ramamoorthy et al. ‘93], software design [Bartsch-Spoerl ‘95], effort prediction 

[Li, Ruhe ‘08], and software quality [Ganesan et al. ‘00]. The defect prediction is 

characterized by lack of theory, inconsistency and uncertainty that makes it well suited to 

CBR approaches. In defect prediction one empirical evaluation found CBR to be 

competitive with discriminated analysis model [Khoshgoftaar et al. ‘97]. Another study 

that considered models for predicting the number of faults found the CBR model has 

superior predictive performance compared to an ordinary least squares regression model 

[Ganesan et al. ‘00].  

In CBR a case is a previously experienced situation with a final result that can be 

utilized for future similar problems. Since results from CBR models are based on actual 

historical cases CBR can deal with poorly understood domains.  

Different parameters are involved in the development of a CBR model. In 

[Khoshgoftaar et al. ‘06], an empirical study investigates the results of using different 

similarity functions, solution algorithms, and numbers of nearest neighbor cases on the 

prediction accuracy of the CBR model. In [El-Emam et al. ‘01], the performance of a 

CBR model with different parameters (distance measures, standardization techniques, use 

or non-use of weights and number of nearest neighbors used for prediction) is evaluated. 
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The authors concluded that there is no significant difference in prediction performance 

when using any combination of parameters. On the contrary, there are some studies about 

utilizing heuristics  [Tosun et al. ‘09] or rough set analysis [Li, Ruhe ‘08], to assign the 

weights to attributes when using CBR causing higher performance in the context of effort 

prediction in software engineering. While, in defect prediction using CBR, there is a lack 

of employing weighting techniques other than regression used in [El-Emam et al. ‘01] 

and [Khoshgoftaar et al. ‘97]. In this thesis better performance of a CBR-based defect 

prediction model is investigated while varying (i) the attribute weighting technique and 

(ii) the number of nearest neighbors [Paikari et al. ‘12b]. 

Furthermore, a CBR model can be instantiated in different ways by varying its 

components; however, it is not clear what combination of components provides the best 

performance [El-Emam et al. ‘01]. In this thesis a variety of techniques and approaches 

are investigated as different components of a CBR-based defect prediction model to find 

out which one, and in which specific situation, works most effectively [Paikari et al. 

‘12a].  

In the CBR model used in this thesis complexity metrics as the most frequently used 

metrics for datasets from Promise are considered, while these metrics are from design, 

test, and implementation phases of software development. This model focuses on the 

prediction of number of defects and as suggested in [Menzies et al. ‘08], it employs a 

training step as one important step of modeling and keeps the case base updated. 

 Application of dynamic SE models in SPM 2.7

Dynamic modeling approaches are beneficial to a wide variety of SPM activities: to 

assess and analyze the as-is process, to design the to-be process, to forecast different 

aspects of the process for controlling the project, and what-if analysis. Software process 

simulation models are considered an effective choice towards all the needed support to 

understand, predict, manage, and improve. These models are extensively accepted in 

software engineering to assist project managers in estimation of process behavior 

[Donzelli ‘06]. When more complex mathematical interactions need more sophisticated 
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models that cannot be expressed in a closed mathematical form simulation techniques 

come into the picture [Kellner et al. ‘99]. 

In order to address the complexity of real software systems, inexpensive simulation 

models accommodate the manipulation of real processes. The complexity of these 

processes comes from the uncertainty and dynamic behavior of the software system. The 

simulation models control the uncertainty of complex systems in comparison with the 

analytical models [Raffo ‘96]. They also support the dynamic behavior of the system in 

terms of changes of the variables over time [Madachy ‘94]. In fact, the feedback 

mechanism of the simulation model enables these models to deal with the complexity and 

dynamic behavior [Lehman ‘94]. 

Moreover, simulation models employed for decision making help reduce the risk of 

applying decisions. The abstract form of these models in comparison with reality, in 

addition to the capability to focus on a particular part of the process, makes them a 

perfect choice for representing the process when it is planned or implemented. 

Software process simulation modeling (SPSM) is a promising approach to address a 

variety of issues in software project management, including risk management, concurrent 

projects, requirement engineering, quality improvement, cost-effective trade-off, software 

outsourcing, and software engineering training. Overall, this modeling approach assists in 

evaluation and prediction of planning, while it also manages and evaluates changes 

during the completion of the project. Therefore, process modeling, and particularly the 

simulation of the process to make the evaluation of policies possible, makes it the 

mechanism for a variety of purposes and audiences utilizing a wide range of notations 

and tools [Raffo et al ‘99]. 

A software process simulation model, as an abstraction, investigates the process as 

implemented or planned in only one aspect of the process to answer the potential issues. 

Besides the process programming, functional models, and Petri net models with less 

scalable capabilities, system dynamics, and discrete-event simulation methods have 

gained more attention during the last two decades. Using these techniques, the equations 

will be run for as many times as needed to present the passage of time. In case the 

equations run in a defined interval, continuous simulation [Abdel-Hamid, Madnick ‘91] 
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with system dynamics is implemented. If they run in occurrence of an event, discrete 

event simulation [Hansen ‘96], as with queuing network model, is implemented [Donzelli 

‘06].  

In discrete-event models the structure of a process is implemented by components and 

the flowing entities among them. In contrast, in continuous models the process is 

implemented by equations representing the relationships among the parameters. The 

discrete-event approach, representing the structure by activities and exchanged artifacts, 

depicts the process analysis. Since the computation step takes place when declared events 

happen the CPU usage of this technique is more efficient; however, the continuous 

variation of the variables cannot be provided. Even though continuous models represent 

the continuously changing variables the process activities cannot be easily presented by 

them [Kellner et al. ‘99]. Recently, the agent-based approach [Smith et al. ‘06] and 

various hybrid approaches, such as combination of system dynamic and discrete-event 

model [Martin, Raff ‘01], or a hybrid two-level modeling approach combining analytical, 

continuous, and discrete-event methods [Donzelli, Iazeolla ‘01] have been increasingly 

used. 

 Review of modeling software processes with system 2.8

dynamics studies 

After using SPM in SE to model the software process in [Abdel-Hamid, Madnick ‘91], 

many other studies have used different SPSMs to present the dynamic behavior of 

software processes. There are two recent systematic reviews on different SPSM [Bai et 

al. ‘11], [Zhang et al. ‘10]. The purpose of software process modeling with simulation 

models includes variety of applications. To characterize the modeling problems in terms 

of purpose and relevant modeling in terms of scope, the matrix structure introduced by 

Kellner in [Kellner et al. ‘99] was used [Madachy ‘08], [Pfahl et al. ‘06]. 

Narrowing down to SDM as one of the most popular SPSM techniques, this thesis 

employed it to visualize the complex behavior of an iterative construction process. A 

literature review was done on the utilization of SD as a tool for SPSM and is based 

partially based on the guidelines and stages presented in [Brereton et al. ‘07], and 
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categorizes studies based on the matrix introduced by [Kellner et al. ‘99]. Additional 

issues reviewed in existing works are: 

• What other models are integrated with system dynamics?  

• What other models and their results are compared with system dynamics in 

context of SPSM? 

• What portion of the process lifecycle, what aspects of process performance, 

and what topics and frameworks related to the development process were 

included in these papers? 

For this review, in the context of software process modeling under the system 

dynamics simulation discipline, titles, keywords, and abstracts of studies found by 

searching the databases were considered. The databases searched were ACM Digital 

Library, IEEEXplore, and Science Direct.A large number of studies excluded utilized the 

system dynamics model for other aspects of SE, including many papers that looked at 

service-based systems and supply chain management. 

In this review 46 papers are categorized in two directions forming the characterization 

matrix by [Kellner et al. ‘99]. These 46 papers are presented in Appendix A. For one 

direction the primary purposes are summarized as: 

• Strategic management: Investigating the long term effect of polices  

• Planning: Focusing on predictions for planning or re-planning 

• Control and operational management: Monitoring the project in comparison 

with the plan 

• Process improvement: Comparing the impact of the changes with ultimate goal 

of improvement 

• Training and learning: Learning and understanding the process to educate 

personnel or instructing the project manager 

For the second direction the scope of the model is under investigation, and can be 

divided into the following parts: 
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• Portion of life cycle considered for the process 

• Development project 

• Multiple concurrent projects 

• Long-term product evaluation 

• Long term organization 

The results of categorizing the reviewed papers according to this matrix are presented 

in Table  2.3. 

Table  2.3 Process modeling characterization matrix 

           Scope 

 

 

Purpose       

Portion of 

life cycle 

Development 

project 

 

Multiple,  

concurrent 

projects 

 

Long-term 

product  

evaluation 

 

Long term  

organizatio

n 

Strategic 

management 
 

[Pfahl, Lebsanft ‘99] 
[Chen et al. ‘08] 
[Barbieri ‘92] 

[Abdel-Hamid 
‘93a] 
[Powell et al. 
‘99] 
[Lee, Miller ‘04] 

[Aguilar-Ruiz et 
al. ‘02] 
[Lehman, Ramil 
‘99] 
[Lehman ‘95] 
[Wernick, 
Lehman ‘99] 
[Lehman et al. 
‘05] 

[Cocco et al. 
‘13] 
[Pfahl, Ruhe 
‘02] 

Planning 

Requirement 
[Williams et al. 
‘99] 
Requirment 
[Ferreira ‘10] 

[Pfahl et al. ‘07] 
[Naunchan, Sutivong 
‘07] 
[Abdel-Hamid ‘90] 
[Pfahl, Lebsanft 
‘00a] 
[Lin et al. ‘97] 
[Rus et al. ‘99] 

[Madachy et al. 
‘07] 

 

[Abdel-Hamid 
‘93b] 
[Williford, 
Chang ‘99] 

Control and 

operational 

management 

Requirement 
[Choi, Bae ‘09] 

[Collofello et al. ‘98] 
[Paikari et al. ‘12a] 
[Meilong et al. 08] 

[Sycamore, 
Collofello ‘99] 

 
[Abdel-Hamid 
‘96] 

Process 

improvement 

Testing 
[Saurabh ‘10] 
Inspection 
[Madachy ‘96] 
Inspection 
[Tvedt, 
Gollofello ‘95] 

[Barbieri ‘92] 
[Ruiz et al. ‘02] 
[Garousi et al. ‘08] 

   

Training and 

learning 

Requirement 
[Andersson et 
al. ‘02] 

 

[Pfahl et al. ‘01a] 
[Jain, Boehm ‘06] 
[Huang, Liu ‘08] 
[Hsia et al. ‘99] 
[Rodriguez et al. ‘06] 
[Pfahl et al. ‘01b] 
[Pfahl et al. ‘04] 
[Pfahl et al. ‘03] 
[Collofello ‘00] 

   

This matrix structure was originated by Marc Kellner for Annual Software Process 

Simulation (ProSim) workshops. As a framework for characterizing modeling problems 
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in context of software engineering, this matrix highlights what is covered and why. 

Results of the review are presented in the following sections. 

2.8.1 Integration and comparison of system dynamics model with other 

models  

Among the papers reviewed, there are number of studies that include system dynamics 

method in addition to other dynamic or static models, these combinations introduce new 

methods. There are two studies that combined the COCOMO model with the system 

dynamics method [Choi, Bae ‘09], [Abdel-Hamid ‘93]. Five other studies combined 

system dynamics with evolutionary computation [Aguilar-Ruiz et al. ‘02], discrete event 

simulation [Rus et al. ‘99], multi-project network constructing method called Critical 

Chain Project Management (CCPM) [Lee, Miller ‘04], COCOTS model for cost 

estimation [Naunchan, Sutivong ‘07], and traditional estimation models [Ruiz et al. ‘02]. 

Two papers used the combination of system dynamics, descriptive process modeling, and 

goal-oriented measurement method (GQM) [Pfahl, Lebsanft ‘99], [Pfahl, Ruhe ‘02]. Two 

other studies compared the learning level of students, using COCOMO and system 

dynamics simulation models [Pfahl et al. ‘04], [Pfahl et al. ‘03]. 

Finally, two papers were found that focused only on the comparison of system 

dynamics modeling with other dynamic modeling methods. In the first one [Kožusznik 

‘11], the authors compared discrete-event modeling and system dynamics in a real case 

study of the software process, and discussed the type of information to get from the 

simulation results and how it can be used for decisions about the software process. In the 

second study [Cherif, Davidsson ‘10], the authors compared multi agent-based simulation 

versus system dynamics in software development process simulation. They claimed that 

although system dynamics is the dominating approach within SPSM, multi agent-based 

simulation reflects the problem domain more realistically.  

2.8.2 Portion of lifecycle, aspects and topics of development process 

There are number of studies among the reviewed papers that looked into a special part of 

a development project. Testing, inspection, and requirement acquisition are the portions 
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under investigation in 15 percent of the studies and are found in the first column of 

Table  2.3.  

The three aspects in software engineering that represent the development process 

performance is called the magic triangle: cost, time, and quality are frequently discussed 

in reviewed studies: cost as revenue, total budget, or resources; time as schedule or 

change criterion such as reducing time; and quality as rework effort or residual defects 

are discussed exclusively in about half of the studies with different goals. 

There are additional significant topics discussed in these studies; for example, 

investigating the brook’s law [Hsia et al. ‘99], [Williams ‘04], defining thresholds 

between the plan and the real performance to take action [Saurabh ‘10], analyzing the 

stability of release plans [Pfahl et al. ‘07] , improving productivity [Abdel-Hamid ‘96], 

[Williford, Chang ‘99], and providing frameworks based on the system dynamics 

simulation models[Williams et al. ‘99], [Ruiz et al. ‘02].  

2.8.3 Conclusions 

In five studies a prototype or a complete tool is introduced: software process 

improvement tool [Ruiz et al. ‘02], simulation tool to control the effects of dynamic 

project environment [Choi, Bae ‘09], prototyped software project management tool 

[Sycamore, Collofello ‘99], (DynaMan) a tool to improve software process management 

through dynamic simulation [Barbieri ‘92], and SIM-DASH to control the development 

process [Paikari et al. ‘12a]. On the other hand, there are four studies that present what–if 

scenarios [Sycamore, Collofello ‘99], [Tvedt, Gollofello ‘95], [Collofello et al. ‘98], 

[Paikari et al. ‘12a].  

Moreover, in two studies a dashboard providing adjustable parameters is introduced 

[Williford, Chang ‘99], [Paikari et al. ‘12a]. All the parts are closely related to 

components and capabilities of decision support systems. The simulation models are 

capable of supporting the decision makers, particularly software project managers, 

through their management actions and decisions. Although the model forms the heart of 

the model-driven decision support system, other components such as knowledge base and 

user interface or dashboard, are necessary to create a decision support system. 
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 Final conclusions: integration of static and dynamic 2.9

models and balancing functionality and quality aspects in 

a DSS for SPM 

There are two novel ideas in the final DSS presented in this thesis: (i) integration of static 

and dynamic models, and (ii) balancing functionality and quality aspects. The DSS 

presented in this thesis need to be positioned among the major related works. Integrating 

a static prediction model with a dynamic simulation model establishes a framework, 

while taking advantage of both. There are combinations of models integrated for assisting 

the project manager. 

The first example of integration of static and dynamic models is presented in [Pfahl, 

Lebsanft ‘99] this approach, called Integrated Measurement, Modeling and Simulation 

(IMMoS), integrates system dynamics modeling with descriptive process modeling and 

goal-oriented measurement. The goal of this integration is to solve the problem caused by 

lack of a procedure to utilize from real-world projects for developing SD models. It 

integrates and synchronizes individual GQM models from a global perspective, then 

incrementally increases the validity of both models while integrating the real world 

empirical results with simulation experiments.  

After COCOMO II® [Boehm et al. ‘00] and COQUALMO [Chulani, Boehm ‘99], 

ODC COQUALMO was capable of predicting software defects and classifying them with 

Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC). Dynamic ODC COQUALMO [Madachy, 

Boehm ‘08] is an example of integrating static and dynamic models. Combining 

COCOMO, as an analytical model, with system dynamics approach defect generation and 

detection over time were used for interactive training to assess decisions for continuous 

usage on a project when updated with actuals. In this study, however, system dynamics 

model is used mainly to update the parameters of the COQUALMO, this combination can 

then define the situation of the process statically. 

 In contrast, in this thesis the static model is employed to update the dynamic model 

to prevent the constant consideration of parameters, which also means using the IMMoS 

iteratively during the project, and not only at the end of it. This combination is considered 
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repeatedly during an iterative process to provide accurate and up-to-date information for 

the dynamic model.  

In another attempt to integrate models in a DSS for SPM a hybrid two-level modeling 

approach in [Donzelli ‘06] enables project managers to exploit DSS’s capabilities in their 

daily activities. Three modeling approaches, including analytical models, continuous, and 

discrete-event simulation have been employed in this DSS. The queuing network, as a 

discrete-event simulation approach, represents the process structure of organizational 

standards, and is considered as the NASA SEL software process. Then a COCOMO-like 

model as the analytical model, with a Rayleigh model as the continuous model, provides 

information for work stations in queuing network. This hybrid approach can provide both 

qualitative and quantitative suggestions on tuning the software process to improve its 

quality and better meet organizational needs. 

Although the hybrid model in [Donzelli ‘06] offers similar capabilities as presented in 

the DSS of this thesis there are number of differences. First, the dynamic simulation 

model is a discrete-event and the applied continuous model is not dynamic. Second, the 

considered software process model is based on a specific process model used in NASA 

SEL, which limits the applicability of the model. Different models collaborate for 

effective and accurate modeling; however, the quality aspect is not clearly defined. 

Another characteristic of the DSS presented in this thesis is related to balancing 

aspects of functionality and quality; not many studies look at these two competing 

aspects while trying to balance them. 

In [Al-Emran et al. ‘10] balancing between quality and functionality was studied and 

re-estimation, based on predicting these two aspects, showed beneficial results in 

development of a product release. Balancing these two aspects, however, is considered in 

a broader range in this thesis, including the planning and controlling steps of the 

development process. Also, in this range, GENSIM 2.0 [Khosrovian et al. ‘08] as a 

process simulation model which is customizable for organization-specific processes, and 

can be calibrated to empirical data, intends to capture quality attributes according to 

ISO9126. 
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Moreover, looking at the quality aspect, a quality performance model for cost-benefit 

analysis of non-functional requirements, called QUPER, is presented in [Regnell et al. 

‘07]. This model aims at supporting decision-making in early requirements engineering 

and at finding the right balance among competing quality requirements. To address this 

issue, QUPER, as a conceptual model incorporates quality of developed functional 

requirements [Svensson et al. ‘08]. Again, this model focuses on the planning phase and 

does not offer any mechanism to control the development process to effectively 

implement the model. 

Finally, the DSS introduced in this thesis, as a model driven DSS, also includes the 

main components of the knowledge base and the user interface as a dashboard, while 

providing different analysis on the results.  
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 : SD Model for Project Management in Chapter 3

Iterative Software Construction 

 Introduction  3.1

Activities in project management are based on a process of decision making that has 

become more complex over time as a consequence of the increasing number of decision 

variables [Madachy ‘08]. Thus, decisions that are not made dynamically and without 

considering future consequences are more likely to result in failure. To deal with 

challenges in software business adopting development processes provides support for 

project decisions. Despite this, however, the common result is the overrun in budget and 

cost or delivering a poor-quality product [Ambrósio et al. ‘11]. One reason is the 

insufficient understanding of the managerial aspects of the process. System Dynamics 

(SD) helps the managers to learn about dynamic complexity of the process and design 

more efficient policies in the long term [Madachy ‘08]. 

Action research is valuable in explaining the process of an organization; it combines 

theory and practice through a situation via a proper framework for both sides. Such an 

iterative process, including circular activities, assists in problem definition, 

recommendation of action, and reflective learning [Avison et al ‘99]. 

The SD modeling, with the objective to model the construction phase of the RUP-

type development process is originated from the collaboration with SAP Canada. For this 

purpose, the usage of case studies, as action research approach, was considered strongly. 

Case studies were used for validation purposes and example applications during the SD 

modeling. To answer the management questions regarding the process used in SAP 

Canada, the SD modeling was employed, to explain what goes on during the construction 

phase of the development process in SAP Canada, which is the key objective of action 

research. Furthermore, action research as an iterative process for close communication 

between the research and practice through the change and reflection of the problematic 
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situation under the investigation, which is the issue during the construction phase of the 

RUP-like process used in SAP Canada, assisted the completion of SD modeling.  In this 

chapter, the result of collaboration with SAP Canada, as a collaborative, learning and 

research type of action research based on the classification presented in [Santos, 

Travassos ‘09], is presented via an application of IMMoS methodology for SD modeling. 

This model is primarily considered as a motivating case study to design a methodology as 

the decision support for managing a software project, too. 

 Problem statement 3.2

As explained in chapter 1, the technology transfer model [Gorschek et al. ‘06] was 

adopted for completing the industry relevant research. As the result of step one and two 

suggested by the technology transfer model – (i) identifying potential areas to be 

improved based on industry needs and (ii) formulating research objectives and defining 

the problem statement by studying the domain – the main problems for a project manager 

during the iterative software construction are highlighted as: 

• Allocation of two distinct and interleaved efforts of programming and testing, 

over the construction phase. 

• Incorporating dynamic behavior of important variables under the impact of 

project constraints as inputs and execution constants. 

Defining these problems as a guide through the third step – (iii) formulating a proper 

solution during the cooperation. Although the SD model is a comprehensive and sound 

modeling approach that contains qualitative and quantitative representations in graphical 

and mathematical equation layers, there are no adequately and universally accepted 

process descriptions for development of SD model. There are authors such as Forrester 

[Forrester ‘61] who provided phase models and description, but there is no detailed 

guidance. In addition, the existing guidance is more about technical issues of SD 

modeling and less related to SE context. Therefore, the next problem to address is 

whether to use a process model or a life cycle model to accomplish the SD modeling 

effectively and efficiently. 
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 Solution approach 3.3

In order to provide a comprehensive perspective to plan, control, and improve for project 

managers a process-oriented dynamic model was designed. The model formulates the 

process to answer the problems stated previously.  

The SD model precisely looks at the construction phase of the RUP-type process used 

in SAP Canada. As one objective of this SD model, to balance distribution of capacities 

for programming and testing as resources related to outstanding features and defects, the 

focus is on balanced functionality and quality aspects. 

The results presented at the end of this chapter focus on questions stated in the 

problem statement. The development of this SD model, as a motivating case, helps 

answering more questions in the next chapter via the SIM-DASH method. 

One attempt to guide through the process of SD modeling with detail description in 

SE context is Integrated Measurement, Modeling, and Simulation (IMMoS) [Pfahl, Ruhe 

‘02]. The SD model is developed according to IMMoS process guidance; specifically, 

utilizing the Dynamic-GQM approach [Pfahl, Ruhe ‘04] is explored in this chapter to 

efficiently develop the SD model. 

 The employed software development process model 3.4

Before going through the IMMoS process the development process employed in SAP 

Canada is presented. The development process under investigation is a RUP-like process; 

as a process model, Rational Unified Process [Kruchten ‘04] captures many of the best 

practices in modern software development. The model is designed for iterative software 

development and emphasizes the development and maintenance of (UML related) models 

with semantically rich representations of the software system under development. This 

process model defines different phases for software development, as shown in Figure  3.1. 

Organization according to phases helps minimize the risks of resource allocation. 
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Figure  3.1 RUP organization along time (adopted from [Kruchten ‘04]) 

The structure of the development lifecycle of this model is inspired by the RUP. The 

phase considered in the SD model from SAP Canada is the construction phase, and is 

circled in Figure  3.1. 

 Development of the SD model with IMMoS  3.5

The detailed process guidance of IMMoS for developing a SD model includes a set of 

models; these are revised based on specific implications of this project: 

1. The IMMoS Phase Model: Throughout the four phases the SD model is 

developed. During the pre-study or initial modeling, the goals were defined 

and the initial model reproduced the reference behavior. The initial validation 

was evaluated under the experts’ control. Through the enhancement and 

application phase the model is enhanced and applied according to the 

solutions. The IMMoS presents phase models to complete the development of 

the SD model. The phases are explained in the next sections of this chapter. 

2. The IMMoS Role Model: A set of roles involved in modeling: customer, 

user, developer, facilitator, moderator, and expert. The customer, SAP 

Canada, was aware of the cost and benefits from the modeling process and 

defined the users and experts. Users provided the necessary information based 

on the goal and participate during the model validation. As developers, we 

were knowledgeable in SD modeling and tools, GQM, communication skills, 
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and basic information about the organization. The facilitator was responsible 

for contacts and planning, then technical support during the project. The 

moderator guided the meetings with experts, who provided technological and 

managerial information during the software development.  

In this cooperation project number of users collaborated as experts. In 

addition, the moderator and facilitator worked together and were involved as 

experts.  

3. The IMMoS Product Model: Several work products were produced during 

the development project, such as contracts, plans, datasheets, minutes of 

meetings, and the documents from the pre-study phase. Products of the initial 

model phase include definition of goals and assumptions, system boundaries 

and parameters, in addition to the minutes of meetings. During the model 

enhancement and application phase several technical reports, including the 

flow graph and mathematical equations, were created. The goal definitions, 

assumptions, and project constrains are included in each report to assure 

compliance with the primary plan.  

In addition, the validity of each product, including reports, models, and results 

were evaluated based on the comparison with actual performance and data. 

4. The IMMoS Process Model: The roles and detailed activities in each 

modeling phase were provided as a control-flow to be followed during the SD 

model development project. According to this process model each phase of 

modeling is performed during the development of the SD model. 

Each phase of modeling included a round of evaluations to validate the results 

from the developed model compared with existing data and expert opinion.  

In the following sections the phase models (except the pre-study phase) are presented 

according to the IMMoS. The pre-study phase was accomplished during several meetings 

and exchanging the working reports. Technology transfer steps are considered as the 

underlying instruction to define the goal, formulate the objectives, and define the 

potential improvements. 
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There are a number of improvements made in these models during this project. As 

mentioned for each model, changes include (i) the added validation step for each model 

considering the contributors and available data, and (ii) switching roles to include 

different opinions. 

 Initial model development and model enhancement as 3.6

phase models in IMMoS  

To develop the SD simulation model, the first stage is to model baseline (current) system 

dynamic simulation model simulating the reference behavior of the existing process. The 

baseline model is based on the knowledge and experience gained during interviews and 

discussions with experts at SAP Canada [Paikari, Ruhe ‘09a], [Paikari, Ruhe ‘09b], 

[Paikari, Ruhe ‘09c]. As a result, the baseline SD model was constructed and validated. 

During the enhancement iterations a hybrid approach that includes system dynamics 

and goal-oriented measurement is used. The approach combines individual GQM plans 

into one consistent model and adds time dynamic behavior on top of it, thus it offers a 

comprehensive view on what is actually happening in the software project. In fact, SD-

based simulation modeling helps analyze real world problems involving dynamic (time-

dependent) behavior, while GQM-based measurement aims to quantitatively describe real 

world phenomena [Briand et al. ‘96]. 

During the development of the SD model three intermediate models were produced as 

enhanced models. To accomplish the enhancement phase, Dynamic GQM [Pfahl, Ruhe 

‘04], was employed to organize mutual interaction and support between sequences of 

models from SD simulation modeling and goal oriented measurement following the 

GQM paradigm. The subsequent models are related, and their increased quality resulted 

from the supplementary character of the two types of models. The benefits of Dynamic 

GQM are three-fold [Pfahl, Ruhe ‘04]: 

• It integrates and synchronizes individual GQM models from a global system 

perspective so the experts were able to systematically integrate more detail into 

the actual system. 
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• It incrementally increases the validity of both GQM and SD models by 

mutually reusing and validating models generated from SD and GQM, 

respectively.  

• Real world empirical results can be integrated with experiments in the virtual 

world offered by SD. 

The process of utilizing dynamic GQM to reproduce the current software 

development process is summarized in Figure  3.2. The goal is to present a model that 

allows at any point in time to predict future progress and bottlenecks of a software 

development project based on its current status (continuous).  

 

Figure  3.2 SD modeling and simulation process (adopted from [Pfahl, Ruhe ‘04]) 
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The resulting models from iterations of this process are presented in [Paikari, Ruhe 

‘09a], [Paikari, Ruhe ‘09b], [Paikari, Ruhe ‘09c]. SD model boxes in Figure  3.2; initial, 

enhanced, and finalized models, are explained in detail in the following sub sections. 

3.6.1 Initial SD model 

The initial SD model, with focus on programming and testing efforts, defines the 

dependencies and impacts of related variables. Key variables and their relationships are 

presented in Figure  3.3. The causal model in Figure  3.3 represents the principal feedback 

loops between activities, artifacts, and resources during programming and testing.  

The simple and abstract presentation of programming and testing effort, with the same 

flows and impact are provided on the left hand side for programming and on the right 

hand side for testing, in Figure  3.3. The programming/testing provisioned capacity is the 

total considered capacity. Then, during the progress of the project, and expending the 

programming/testing effort, presented as “programming/testing effort expended” 

parameter, the total capacity is divided to two parts, presented by “programming/testing 

consumed capacity” and “available programming/testing capacity” parameters. The more 

the programming/testing effort is expended, the more programming/testing capacity is 

consumed and less programming/testing capacity is available. On the other hand, 

expending programming/testing effort results in delivering more programming/testing 

output, presented as “programming/testing output delivered” parameter. The growth of 

“programming/testing output delivered” parameter cause the decreases of the “available 

programming/testing output” parameter, while “available programming/testing output” 

parameter is defined and increased in case of programming/testing output required. The 

“programming effort expended” and “testing effort expended” parameters in the center of 

Figure  3.3, are connected with “programming intermediate work product” and “testing 

intermediate work product” parameters, to form a positive feedback loop. While the 

programming or testing parameters on the left and right hand side of Figure  3.3 present 

the coding and testing activities, the programming and testing intermediate work products 

in the center, respectively refer to defect removal and retesting activities. This loop 

indicates that expending more programming effort results in more coded segments 

(programming intermediate work product). Then, the coded segments require more 
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testing effort to be expended. And then, tested segments (programming intermediate 

work product) require defect removal activities or more programming effort, which later 

cause more retesting activities or more testing effort. Then, the “programming 

intermediate work product” parameter may contain the coded segments or the segments 

which their defects have been removed. Moreover, the “testing intermediate work 

product” parameter may contain the tested segments or the segments which their defects 

have been removed and retested. 

The main loop in the center of the model, as a positive feedback loop, illustrates the 

relations among the programming and testing effort. Considering the programming effort 

utilized for functionality and the testing effort utilized for quality, the balance between 

these two efforts results in balance between quality and functionality. 

 

Figure  3.3 The causal model and feedback loops in initial SD model 

Figure  3.3 does not provide any information about the activities during programming 

and testing, policies about the effort allocation, or methods used for programming and 

testing. The figure only illustrates the initial step as a simplified causal model that needs 

to be incorporated in the final enhanced SD model. This initial model was developed 

based on collaboration with SAP Canada as the initial step to define the objectives as the 

result of the first three steps of the technology transfer model [Gorschek et al. ‘06]. 

As shown in Figure  3.2, with the integration of GQM into SD modeling, three 

iterations of expanding the SD model with the well-established GQM approach 
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(Dynamic-GQM) occurred in the collaborative project with SAP Canada. The iterations 

to enhance the SD model based on GQM models are briefly presented.  

3.6.2 Model enhancement based on Dynamic-GQM 

The model enhancement was completed in three rounds of meetings and reports were 

created. During this phase, in the first round the GQM models focused on simulating the 

complete construction phase, including testing and programming activities. So, more 

variables representing the effort were added to the SD model, including programming 

tasks, testing and fixing tasks, plus productivity parameters. 

During the second round, in order to reach the goal of more precise results in 

comparison with what actually happens, more GQM models highlighted intermediate 

parameters such as injected defects. Because of the comparison with actual performance, 

activities with validation purposes, confirming the validation step of IMMoS was 

accomplished, as well. 

According to GQM models, in the third round of enhancements the ability to reuse 

the model in a similar context (iterative construction) and numbers of parameters were 

adjusted in a way to be iteratively updated. Some parameters such as idle efforts, 

remaining defects, etc. were added to assist in measuring the effectiveness of adopted 

policies, including prioritization in effort allocation during the planning. These 

parameters provide the capability to compare different approaches in controlling the plan. 

With these parameters the results are measured for applying different pro-active actions 

to prevent deviation from the plan (such as added effort) and making the proper decision. 

The validation of the model is demonstrated by showing how it appropriately adjusts its 

prediction relative to changes. Validation was completed during communication with 

different experts such as the project manager, the engineering manager, and the research 

manager at SAP Canada. 

SD modeling is a staged and highly iterative process that can be described as a 

sequence of specification, design, implementation, execution, and application activities. It 

should also be noted that there are two types of iteration loops; a global iteration loop that 

involves all SD modeling and simulation products and activities (from goal definition to 
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problem solution), and a local iteration loop focusing on refinement and revision of the 

flow graph and its associated model equations. Local iterations may also require a 

revision of the underlying causal diagram [Briand et al. ‘96]. In addition to the iterations 

for model enhancement, there were several iterations to complete the causal models and 

flow graphs. The final SD model, as a result of the process, is shown in Figure  3.3 and 

presented in the following section. 

 The developed SD model 3.7

The tool used for the SD modeling process is Vensim® [Vensim], as a commercial 

simulation software for SD modeling. Its purpose is to help companies to find an optimal 

solution for various situations that need analysis and where it is necessary to find all 

possible results of future implementation or decisions. Vensim® is able to simulate 

dynamic behavior of systems that are impossible to analyze without appropriate 

simulation software, due to influences, feedback, etc.  

The causal model constructed, based on all the parameters and their relationships 

from applying the IMMoS and Dynamic GMQ process, is shown in Figure  3.4. Further 

explanation of the variables and their relationships as the equations are presented in 

Appendix B. 

 

Figure  3.4 The causal model of the life-cycle of feature sign off  
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The simulation model was built based on all of the parameters that affect the project 

in terms of duration and required effort. In this model functionality is considered as the 

features implemented in the project. Quality has been put into effect by defining three 

levels, each level takes care of different quality aspects. The issues have been recognized 

as defects in the project and the levels of quality have different consequences in the 

process, such as different amount of effort to remove them. 

3.7.1 Features implementation and quality levels  

Three levels of quality are considered for features to be implemented; they are called 

quality levels zero (Q0), one (Q1), and two (Q2). 

 A feature is in quality level Q0 if it has passed programming and Definition 3.1

subsequent verification. At any point in time t, the set of all features at Q0 is called 

FQ0(t).  

 A feature is in quality level Q1 if it has passed the unit test and validation. Definition 3.2

At any point in time t, the set of all features at Q1 is called FQ1(t).  

 A feature is in quality level Q2 if it has passed the system test and Definition 3.3

validation. At any point in time t, the set of all features at Q2 is called FQ2(t). 

If all required features are implemented and signed-off from Q2, then any defects in 

the existing functionality EX (completed features from previous iteration of the project) 

need to be removed. 

With the total number of features to be implemented at the end of a specific iteration 

denoted by TNF, inequalities in ( 3.1) state that the number of features in a given quality 

level cannot be greater than the number of features in a higher quality level, at time t, 

before the end of that iteration. 

0	 � 	���(�) 	� 	���(�) 	� 	���(�) 	� 	���	 ( 3.1) 

for all t taken from the interval of the iteration. 

In Figure  3.4 all the features, defects, and efforts related to quality levels 1, 2, and 

existing functionality have been shown as one part to represent a clear sense of the whole 
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process and to avoid having a huge complex model. This is possible, because the process 

for the three parts of the model, quality level 1, 2, and existing functionality, have the 

same forms in the causal model. These parts, however, are different regarding the value 

of their parameters, which can cause differences in the simulation model. 

3.7.2 Defects transition from programming through feature sign off in 

Q1 and Q2 

In this model functionality is described by implemented features. Quality is achieved 

incrementally by passing different levels of quality. The quality levels have different 

consequences in the process, such as different amount of effort to remove the related 

defects. 

Based on the testing practices of SAP, three levels of quality are considered in the 

model. Level one and two conform to the testing levels in V-Model [Rook, Rook ‘86]. 

Quality level zero Q0 is achieved when programmers complete programming and code 

verification. Then, two other levels are considered as (i) the unit testing and (ii) system 

testing, which are concerned with system design and functional specification. In quality 

levels Q1 and Q2, testers execute the test cases and report the defects. Programmers then 

fix the defects, once a defect is dealt with by the programmers it should be validated. 

Quality levels Q1 and Q2, conforming to levels of the V-model, and their associated skills 

are listed in Table  3.1. 

Table  3.1 Quality levels and associated testing levels, and the necessary skill sets to 

complete each quality level 

 Q0 Q1 Q2 

Testing level 

(V-model) 
- Unit testing System testing 

Skill set 
Programming  

(coding, verification) 

Testing 

Programming (defect fixing) 

Testing 

Programming (defect fixing) 

A defect in each level of quality is subject to the transitions presented in Figure  3.5. 

After programming, features can be considered as signed-off from quality level Q0. 

During programming some defects may be injected; then the flow of defects in quality 
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levels Q1 and Q2 is the same. Detected defects are fixed and validated; if the validation 

result is successful, then the defect is removed. Otherwise, it goes back for fixing. 

 

Figure  3.5 Defect injection and transition flow 

3.7.3 Effort for programming and testing 

 EPQ0(t) is the available programming effort at time t for quality level Q0. Definition 3.4

EPQ1(t), EPQ2(t), and EPEX(t) denote the available programming effort for defect 

removal tasks at quality levels Q1, Q2, and for existing functionality from previous 

programming activities at time t.  

 IdleCP(t) is the part of the available programming capacity that is not used Definition 3.5

by any other programming effort at time t. 

The capacity available for programming at time t is called CP(t). Changing the value 

of these programming efforts, representing the allocation for each effort, can affect the 

stabilization policy. For example, allocating less effort EPQ0(t) for programming will 

result in more capacity available for defect removal at time t. The relation among these 

efforts and the programming capacity is formulated in equation ( 3.2). 

��(�) 	� 	����(�) 	�	�����) �	����(�) 	� 	����(�) 	� 	������(�)	 ( 3.2) 

In addition to the efforts defined in the programming at each level of quality, there is 

an assigned effort allocation for testing. In quality level Q0 features are coded and there is 

no testing effort allocated, features in this level are verified by programmers. 

Injected defects 

Detected defects 
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Fixed defects 
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Defect for fixing 

Feature sign off 
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 ETQ1(t), ETQ2(t), and ETEX(t) denote the available effort for testing in Definition 3.6

quality levels Q1, Q2, and for the existing functionality EX at time t.  

 EVQ1(t), EVQ2(t), and EVEX(t) denote the effort for validation tasks in Definition 3.7

quality levels Q1, Q2, and the existing functionality EX at time t, respectively. 

 IdleCT(t) is the portion of available testing capacity that is not used by any Definition 3.8

other testing effort at time t. 

In this method, (re-) allocating of effort is based on the number of defects detected 

during testing in Q1 and Q2. More effort for testing reveals more defects for fixing. Even 

after fixing, expending effort for validation reveals new defects that are injected as a 

result of fixing or failed fixing. The policy of effort allocation in testing is based on the 

available testing capacity called CT(t), their relations are shown in equation ( 3.3). 

��(�) � 	����(�) �	����(�) � 	����(�) �	����(�) 	�	����(�) �	����(�) 	� 	������(�)		 ( 3.3) 

Allocating the efforts from the available total capacity has two parts: effort needed (i) 

for programming and (ii) for testing. The allocation policy is assumed to be the key factor 

in achieving stated project goals. Conversely, an important input to the model is the 

stabilization policy, i.e. under what circumstances during the project; efforts will be 

allocated for coding the new feature versus the removal of injected defects. This policy 

question is another input for allocating effort from the available capacity for testing in 

each level of quality. 

3.7.4 Execution constants in the SD model 

There are a number of process parameters as constants in this SD model. The actual 

values of the constants are determined based on expert knowledge gained from previous 

similar projects, the meaning is listed below. 

TNF  – Total number of features requested to be implemented at the end of a 

specific iteration. 

NFP – Number of features programmed in parallel during feature sign-off. 

NDFH  – Number of defects fixed per hour. 
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NDVH  – Number of defects validated per hour. 

NDDH  – Number of defects detected per hour. 

PDF – Percentage of defects for validation which were fixed successfully. 

NDIDF  – Number of defects injected per defect fixed. 

NDIQ1  – Number of defects injected per task in Q1. 

NDIQ2  – Number of defects injected per task in Q2. 

NDIEX  – Number of defects injected per task in EX. 

 Model application: balancing between programming and 3.8

testing effort  

Drilling down to the problem statements presented in this chapter, an example result is 

presented that can be considered as the last step of IMMoS model application. In the 

following chapter a more general version of this model, as a motivating case that 

describes the construction phase of the RUP-type development process is used as part of 

an introduced decision support methodology. 

In this example, the assignment of programming and testing effort from a total 

capacity is investigated. Different scenarios here are considered based on the assumption 

of flexibility to switch between programming and testing. For this purpose, four example 

scenarios are defined by experts from SAP Canada, considering data of a large-scale real-

world project, and according to their experience. The number of features to be delivered 

at the end is TNF=600. The available capacity is 640 hours per day. Among the 80 people 

for programming and testing, 40 are productive in programming and 25 are in testing. 

Still, there are another 15 people who are productive in both tasks adequately. Assigning 

the right number of programmers and testers results in a different number of features 

signed off at the end.  

Here only four different effort allocation scenarios are implemented by the SD model, 

as example application. The baseline scenario is considered with an equal number of 

persons for tasks; 40 for programming and 40 for testing (maximum). This situation 

means that all 15 people with both skills are helping with testing. In each new scenario 
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five people switch to programming; the configuration for these four scenarios is shown in 

Table  3.2. 

Table  3.2 Scenario configuration 

 a b c d 

Capacity for Programming (Hours/Day) 320 360 400 440 

Capacity for Testing (Hours/Day) 320 280 240 200 

Number of Programmers 40 45 50 55 

Number of Testers 40 35 30 25 

The project completion patterns for four scenarios are shown in Figure  3.6 a, b, c, and 

d respectively. 

  

Figure  3.6 Project completion patterns for all four scenarios defined in Table  3.2 

# of features 

Days Days 
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In the four scenarios the pattern of feature sign-off is different, because of differences 

in the availability of resources for different tasks. The other interesting point is related to 

the number of the features signed off at the end of the project, which is considered as 730 

days in this example. This number, especially for features signed off from quality levels 

�1 and �2, is an important indicator for the quality of the product. 

 

Figure  3.7 Number of features signed off from three levels of quality for four 

different configurations  

As shown in Figure  3.7, for having all the features signed off from the second level of 

quality, the option is to have 50 people for programming and 30 people for testing, which 

corresponds to the third scenario, shown in Figure  3.6 c. The numbers help to decide 

different configurations of the programming and testing groups based on available 

capacity and possible changes to make. 

 Validity of the SD model 3.9

System dynamics models are employed for a variety of purposes including behavioral 

prediction, policy analysis, and for hypothesis testing of complex system behavior.  

Software process analysis and improvement relies heavily on empirical research. 

Empirical research requires measurement, experimentation, and modeling. Moreover, 

whatever evidence is gained via empirical research is strongly context dependent. Thus, it 

is hard to combine results and capitalize upon them in order to improve software 

development processes in evolving development environments. Having a model that is 
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more customizable and easy to calibrate would be one step forward to general models. 

One related work in this part is an example introduced in [Garousi et al. ‘08]. 

This model was validated by showing how it appropriately adjusts its results relative 

to changes of status and allocations. Four example scenarios are presented, but only 

looking at the effort allocation examples can be considered as one limitation regarding 

this aspect.  

The model will allow development of tools that assist project managers to get better 

insights into the expected bottlenecks and progress related to the external validity of this 

modeling process. The generalizability of the model is the main issue of the external 

validity. Here, this model simulated the SAP specific process, and using it for other 

processes requires calibration, policy and parameter changes, and data. Using it for the 

project in the same organization with the same process definitely assists the project 

manager through the evolutionary development process with learning and understanding 

capabilities.  

For internal validity the results should be assured to be gained from changing the ones 

under examination. Considering the errors in all the measurements and actual data in 

addition to all the estimations used in the modeling process, this cannot be claimed here. 

Due to the complex relations in all the models, the validity can be evaluated by 

comparison with the actual results; this issue was confirmed by the comparison done 

between the results and existing data. In addition, the trends of process and changes 

during the project completion course was confirmed and justified by the experts involved 

from SAP Canada. 

In terms of conclusion validity, due to the lack of data  there is not enough evidence 

to back-up the completeness of all the statements made. We consider the approach 

employed and the conclusive SD simulation model as the main results.  

  Summary 3.10

The steps of creating the SD model for the RUP-like development process employed in 

SAP Canada were presented. The approach employed during the modeling is IMMoS 

with the focus on the Dynamic-GQM in model enhancement phase. The resulting SD 
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model is then used to answer questions regarding effort allocation for programming and 

testing during the construction phase of the development process. 

The action research, SD modeling based on the SAP projects, results in a mature and 

stable model that accommodates the causality and relationships of the available data. 

Alternatively, following the IMMoS as the process to develop the SD model, the last step 

is to apply the model in the same direction of the objective. Then, the application of the 

model based on the problem statement is presented. The example and corresponding 

scenarios aim at assisting the project manager in revising the project plan.  
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 : Simulation-based Decision Support for Chapter 4

Bringing a Project Back on Track – The Case of 

Iterative Software Construction 

 Introduction  4.1

A number of studies have investigated the factors that cause software projects to fail. The 

majority of them discuss failure in general and provide lists of risk and failure factors 

[Boehm ‘91], [Standish ‘95], [Glass ‘98], [Verner et al. ‘08]. In [Verner et al. ‘08] the 

authors investigated the data from approximately 70 failed projects and analyzed 57 

development and management factors as potential root-causes. They reported all of the 

projects suffered from poor project management; in addition, many of them were also 

confronted with organizational factors. 

Other studies look at the simulation results gained from dynamic behavior of key 

parameters to support managers in evaluating different policies. For example, in 

[Ambrósio et al. ‘11], a SD simulation model is used to depict the key factors that impact 

increases in workforce and considers the overwork. 

In this chapter a DSS is introduced to support the project manager’s decisions during 

the iterative software construction and employs the SD model developed in the previous 

chapter. In addition, a dashboard built on top of the established SD simulation model is 

designed to get an overview of enterprise health and provide a mechanism to enter 

necessary inputs. As a GUI, it displays the output results based on alteration of 

parameters in the form of graphs to highlight the important modifications. Also, a 

knowledge and experience base (KEB) is employed to describe the structure of possible 

root-causes of an off-track project, the KEB is considered as another component of a 
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DSS. A use case scenario based on a retrospective real world project is investigated in 

this chapter, too. 

 Problem statement 4.2

In this chapter, we consider the construction phase of the RUP-based development 

methodology [Kruchten ‘04] inspired by the actual development process at SAP Canada. 

In an iterative RUP-based software development process, what needs to be built and how 

it should be built is defined during the inception and elaboration phases. The construction 

phase is about building the product, then deploying to end users in the transition phase. 

During the construction phase the primary objective is to build the software system by 

development of features. The construction phase incorporates the implementation and 

testing disciplines.  

Numerous iterations and effort to divide the use cases into manageable segments that 

produce demonstrable prototypes are considered in the construction phase. The focus of 

this phase on implementation tasks causes a number of feedback loops. The 

aforementioned characteristics make this phase complex and dynamic so modeling with 

SD is an effective choice. The influencing parameters in construction are considered in 

the SD model and presented previously in chapter 3. To continue in this chapter, two 

aspects are investigated: 

• Controlling the project’s operational aspects, e.g. incorporating future dynamic 

behavior of important variables, such as project constraints as inputs and 

execution constants. 

• Performing adjustments in case of deviation from the original plan. Or 

controlling future dynamics of projects by changing project process and input 

parameters. 

 Solution approach 4.3

The main solution approach is to provide a method called SIM-DASH to combine three 

established techniques to provide support for the software project manager, and 
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answering the questions stated in the problem statement. SIM-DASH consists of (i) a SD 

simulation model component describing a variant of the RUP-based construction phase 

(originated from a real-world project with SAP Canada), (ii) dashboard functionality 

providing aggregate visual information to compare actual versus predicted iteration 

performance, and (iii) a KEB describing possible actions, proven successful in the past, to 

bring a project back on track. 

To illustrate the methodology an example is presented here for an off-track situation 

at a particular cycle, Ci, that corresponds the iterations of the construction phase with a 

defined start and end time [a, b]. Using the dashboard, this situation is simulated by the 

SD model, which is able to predict and investigate the results for the next cycle, Ci* = 

[b+1, c]. The plan can be compared with the new situation in this cycle, Ci*, as shown in 

Figure  4.1. The gap between the target and actual number of features in Ci and Ci*, 

signed-off from each level of quality, FQ0/1/2 target (t), FQ0/1/2 actual (t), is shown by the bi-

directional arrows in Figure  4.1 and can be defined by ( 4.1).  

 �	(�):	���	"#$%"&	($) < ���	$"()*$	($)									 +	���	"#$%"&	($) < ���	$"()*$	($)									 +	���	"#$%"&	($) < ���	$"()*$	($) 
( 4.1) 

 

Figure  4.1 Illustration for an off-track situation 

The proposed SIM-DASH consists of eight steps; the sequence and dependencies are 

shown in Figure  4.2. 
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measuring key parameters of the actual development process. 

Step 3: Requesting actions to bring the project back on track based on the deviations 

analyzed between target and actual performance values. 

Step 4: Recommending actions to bring the project back on track. 

Step 5:  Run simulation scenarios to pro-actively evaluate the impact of the proposed 

changes. 

Step 6: Analysis of results and provision of recommended actions. 

Step 7: Implementation of the recommended action in the actual project. 

Step 8: Learning: Add the experience gained from applying the recommended action to 

the existing knowledge and experience base. 

In what follows, further details are given related to the content of the workflow 

introduced in Figure  4.2; this includes the SD model, implementation of the KEB, and 

implementation of the dashboard to provide the consequences of different simulation 

scenarios and recommendations for the proper action.  

 

Figure  4.2 Workflow of SIM-DASH method 
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4.3.1 Modeling of RUP-based construction phase using SD 

In larger projects several construction iterations take place so the main challenge is to 

manage the iterations in terms of producing operational capability [Kruchten ‘04]. In 

manageable prototypes the model needs to support the decisions during the construction 

phase of the large software development process. The SD model developed in chapter 3 

is an example that can be used in the SIM-DASH method.  

An important input to the model is the stabilization policy (i.e. under what 

circumstances during the project efforts will be allocated for different tasks in 

programming or testing). For example, the effort assigned to programming may be 

allocated for programming the new features versus the removal of injected defects. There 

should be a similar policy for testing; the testing effort may be allocated for testing 

(executing test cases) versus validation at each level of quality. 

4.3.2 The dashboard – A management tool to monitor the process 

The dashboard is an interface that presents the systematic view of the project’s progress 

and proposes a number of options to deal with off-track situations. The simulation model 

is created by SD tool Vensim [Ventana ‘97]. The parameters that can be updated and the 

desired outputs from the model are summarized in a visualized format in a project 

dashboard; this offers a user interface to track the actual versus targeted project states. 

The sample dashboard created for the simulation model is shown in Figure  4.3. The 

dashboard provides two tabs that present two sets of parameters; the first tab includes 

process parameters (top). Process parameters would only be changed if the process – 

and thus its capability or performance – changes. By changing these parameters the 

simulation model is able to pro-actively evaluate the impact of changes of the process 

parameters. Three separate output graphs show the number of signed-off features in the 

three levels of quality FQ0/1/2, respectively.  

The second tab presents the input parameters as two slides that correspond to 

programming and testing capacities, defining the value of programming/testing 

capacities. Input parameters would change for every new project or as an action to deal 
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with the changed performance. By modifying these variables the number of outstanding 

features will be updated in the graphs below them. Finally, drilling down to more detailed 

information, two graphs at the bottom of the tab provide information about the idle effort 

of different capacities. 

The dashboard example provided in Figure  4.3 looks at a specific sample project. The 

model is based on a real world software development process that was provided from the 

retrospective analysis and the perspective of a project manager. 

Start and end dates of an iteration can be specified in the dashboard. After each cycle 

the simulation model can be updated based on the reality, with process parameters 

provided in the first tab of the dashboard. In each cycle the actual performance is 

compared with the plan.  
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Figure  4.3 Dashboard provided based on a sample simulation run 
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4.3.3 Implementation of the KEB with a schematic decision tree 

The content of the KEB is integrated and updated based upon the information extracted 

from the recordings of different off-track situations. The corresponding action taken, their 

consequences, and the cost needed is required to update the KEB. 

There are established methods, tools, and techniques proven to help the project 

manager to bring a project back on track. There are two key factors related to the process 

of bringing a software project back on track. The first factor is the cause and the second 

factor is the action to take in order to bring it back. Studies [Bennatan ‘00], [Kappelman 

et al. ‘06] provide a list of factors that most frequently occur. 

The cause refers to the variety of parameters of a development process can lead to the 

off-track situation, and occurs when the progress criteria of the current situation do not 

meet the targeted values. Typically, it is a combination of multiple factors that cause a 

software project to fail [Cerpa, Verner ‘09]. 

Here, we look at factors related to an incorrect decision made by the project manager, 

such as improper estimation of the effort needed to complete a task (i.e. project 

underestimate, no incorporated risk factor in plan, parallelization of the sequential 

activities, poor scope change management, time conflict in task completion, or reduced 

productivity with complex tasks). There are a number of methods to prevent a failure, or 

to get an off-track project back in order, such as re-allocating resources, risk 

reassessments, checking for possible changes in dependencies, preventing the scope 

changes, etc. 

Each technique assists in addressing a specific cause. There can be a number of 

methods to deal with a specific cause, but not all of them can be prescribed for an off-

track project. The project constraints regarding budget, due date, required quality, and 

complexity determine the appropriate approach. Whenever a cause is detected, the proper 

method to tackle the specified cause can be adopted, these problem-solution pairs 

constitute the content of the KEB. 
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The causes and the recovery actions form a schematic decision tree; a correct path 

through the decision tree can be defined based on predefined constraints. A simplified 

view of a decision tree is presented in Figure  4.4. The first level presents root causes and 

the second level presents the options to tackle the cause. Each level of the tree is 

completed by a process inspired by the fishbone diagram [Ishikawa ‘90], which identifies 

potential factors that lead to an overall result. This method breaks down (in successive 

layers of detail) root causes that potentially contribute to a particular result. Moreover, 

based on the constraints of the project, each leaf in the tree can be tagged with the cost of 

taking the corresponding path. Each leaf derives a number of methods to implement the 

action. For example, process improvement can be accomplished by choosing a different 

technique for testing or development. 

To complete the methodology to bring the software project back on track, we use the 

decision tree in conjunction with the SD model to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

selected action. To facilitate the comprehensive communication between the two 

components (the decision tree and the SD model), the dashboard, representing the options 

provided by the SD model, is also introduced. An illustrative example from a real world 

project is presented in the next section to demonstrate how to employ the methodology 

and the results from the SD simulation model. 

 

Figure  4.4 Decision tree for selecting the proper action for an off track project 
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 Application 4.4

An example scenario presents an off-track situation, discovered at time t, when the gap 

between the target and the actual number of features signed off is detected. In this 

section, this example is presented according to the steps explained in the methodology. 

4.4.1 Step 1: SD modeling of RUP-based construction phase  

In this real world project there are 17 modules, containing 95 features that must be signed 

off from the highest level of quality, i.e. Q2 at the end of the project. The project is 

programmed in Java, using web services for communicating with the backend SAP 

banking application. The project duration is seven months, with 11 programmers and 15 

testers worked to complete it.  

The project budget is approximately 2.5 million dollars. In addition, the total function 

points are about 282 and the final software contains approximately 60 thousand lines of 

code. The SD model, previously introduced, simulates the adopted process in the project. 

The construction phase of the project is considered as the input for the SD model. The 

example project with all the input variables is modeled as a SD model and the results, in 

terms of the number of features signed off from quality levels Q0/1/2 at the end of the 

project, t = 210, based on the plan are presented in Figure  4.5. 

 

Figure  4.5 Target number of signed-off features from quality levels Q0/1/2 at the end 

of seven months 
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For the proposed methodology to bring a software project back on track, the 

simulation model is employed to show the results for the relevant cycle.  

4.4.2 Step 2: Detecting the deviation between target and actual 

performance values and measurement of key parameters of actual 

development processes  

The completion of the project is modeled using the input variables, such as the capacity 

considered for programming and testing, process variables such as the productivity of 

programmers in defect fixing, and the policies to assign the effort for each task in 

programming and testing. The SD model reflects the baseline situation at t = a, called 

SD[P,a], where P is the vector of all baseline parameter settings at t = a. 

At the end of each iteration, considered as 30 days, corresponding to iterations of the 

construction phase, the number of features in each quality level is compared with their 

values in the plan. The gap, Gi0/1/2, between the actual and target plan indicate a deviation 

between target and actual performance values as defined in equation ( 4.2). 

,-	�/�/� 	� 	���/�/�	"#$%"&	(�) − ���/�/�	$"()*$	(�)	 ( 4.2) 

The detected gap may be the result of altering the value of the process parameters, 

which are predefined in the plan and implemented in the SD Model as SD[P,a]. Some of 

these parameters, included in the dashboard, represent the productivity of programmers 

and testers, and are considered variables to be adjusted based on their actual values 

versus their predefined values in each iteration. The parameters are the components of the 

dashboard. The number of features signed off from each level of quality is also 

considered as output parameters in the first tab. 

The model is updated by adjusting the process parameters that caused the gap in the 

previous cycle, Ci-1, in the dashboard. The number of features signed off can be predicted 

by the simulation model in the next cycle, Ci, denoted by SD[P*,a] in the SD model. In 

other words, the SD model reflecting the changed situation at t = a, is denoted by 

SD[P*,a], where P* is the vector of all changed parameter settings at t = a. In the 
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example the off-track situation is detected at the end of the fourth cycle, Ci-1 = C4 = [91, 

120]. The deviation was caused by degraded values of three process parameters related to 

productivity of programmers and testers, and is listed in Table  4.1. 

Table  4.1 Degradation percentages of the detected root causes 

Parameter % Degradation 

Number of defects tested per hour 30% 

Number of defects fixed per hour 20% 

Number of defects validated per hour 25% 

After defining the actual value of these parameters they can be updated in the SD 

model using the components in the first tab of the dashboard. By adjusting these 

parameters the behavior of the model is simulated, according to feature sign off in the 

previous cycle. The continuation of the simulation for the next cycle, Ci* = C5 = [121, 

150], predicts the number of features signed off from three quality levels, FQ0/1/2. In 

Figure  4.6 the number of features signed off from quality levels FQ0/1/2 is presented based 

on the planned and actual values. 

 

 Figure  4.6 Deviation between target and actual values FQ0/1/2 
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4.4.3 Step 3: Request actions to bring the project back on track based 

on the deviations analyzed between target and actual performance 

values 

In this scenario, the cause of the off track situation is stated as the degraded value of three 

productivity factors. The cause is included in the KEB and the example follow-up 

methods to bring the project back on track are presented in Figure  4.7. The included 

example follow-up methods are selected among many others, because of the limited 

possible actions in this example. 

 

Figure  4.7 The cause and recommended methods to deal with it 
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The recommended actions from the KEB should be analyzed based on project 
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4.4.5 Step 5: Run simulation scenarios to pro-actively evaluate the 

impact of the proposed changes  

In order to interact with the simulation model for the recommended action, the dashboard 

provides the related components in the second tab and also presents the output 

corresponding to options in the form of graphs. Pro-actively running the simulation 

scenarios assists evaluation of the options. 

The results of the simulation model, in case of decreased productivity, show the 

availability of the number of idle testers while there are no idle programmers during the 

fifth iteration, C5. Although there are idle testers, their skill sets are different from the 

programmers and it is not possible for them to do programming. Therefore, the question 

here is narrowed to: “How many additional programmers are needed to reduce the gap 

between the planned and actual results?” 

Assuming the application of a revised parameter setting P*, in C5, the proposed action 

by the KEB is P*: Reallocate within CP[a,b] in C5 = [a, b] when a= 121 and b= 150, in 

order to minimize the gap between FQ2target(b) and FQ2actual(b). The application of a 

revised parameter setting P* is projected by the SD model as FQ0/1/2 projected(b). The 

Projected Distance, PD(P*,b), is quantified by different options concerning the cost of an 

increased capacity for programming as shown by equation ( 4.3).  

�0(�∗, 2) � 345�� ∗ 6���	$"()*$(2) −	���	7(89*#$*:(2); � 

																									345�� ∗ 6���	$"()*$(2) −	���	7(89*#$*:(2); � 

																									345�� ∗ <���	$"()*$(2) −	���	7(89*#$*:(2)=		
( 4.3) 

So, more details on minimization of the gap, for the FQ0/1/2, and the imposed cost of 

the taken action can be provided. For the case study, the value of the cost0/1/2 is assumed 

to be 1, 4, and 2, respectively. 

A significant drawback of increasing the capacity during execution of the software 

project is the impact of communication and training overheads on software development 

productivity as based on Brook’s law [Humphrey ‘90]. It takes time for added developers 
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to gain experience; training requires communication between them, as Brooks’ law states, 

"Adding people to a late project just delays it". While new developers are added to the 

project, the SD model considers the training, communication overhead, and the 

assimilation rate parameters in order to simulate the real world situation. Communication 

and training overheads result in decreased productivity. Another impact is that more 

people are available for development and the productivity will increase. It is difficult to 

draw a conclusion directly from just the qualitative analysis; the effects detailed here 

need further analysis by simulation through the quantitative model.  

In the SD model, Brook’s law is implemented by considering factors that impact 

training and communication overheads, increased capacity with less productivity, in 

addition to the assimilation rate of adding a new programmer to the group, based on the 

historical data. The recommendation of increasing the programming effort introduces a 

number of simulation scenarios derived from determining the proper amount of increased 

programming effort. 

Running the pro-active simulation scenarios and evaluation of the results is 

accomplished by employing the dashboard. Increasing capacity for programming results 

in a different number of features signed off from each quality level. The graphs in the 

second tab of the dashboard demonstrate the changes in these numbers associated with 

any increase. 

Table  4.2 presents the final number of signed-off features associated to each 

programmer added and the associated projected distance. The original (baseline) number 

of developers is abbreviated by BL#P. The number of features signed off from first 

quality level FQ0 is excluded here, because it already reached 95 in the previous cycle. 

The target and actual values of FQ1/2 are presented at the bottom of Table  4.2. The 

results show that increasing the number of programmers by up to seven, positively 

decreases the distance of the target value. Adding more than seven programmers, the 

number of features FQ1/2 decreases and the reduction in quality level two is dramatic. No 

other changes are made in the simulation model, and there are still idle testers waiting to 

complete their tasks due to increased programmer’s products (fixed defects for validating 
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and testing). The reduction of number of features is the result of the negative impact of 

increasing the capacity. The overhead of communication and training negate the power of 

added programmers to complete their tasks. 

Table  4.2 The resulted FQ1/2 at the end of the fifth cycle for different scenarios 

# Progr. FQ1 Projected (150) FQ2 Projected (150) PD(P*,150) 

BL#P +10 84 28 52 

BL#P +9 85 34 36 

BL#P +8 85 38 28 

BL#P +7 86 38 24 

BL#P +6 86 38 24 

BL#P +5 86 37 26 

BL#P +4 85 37 30 

BL#P +3 85 36 32 

BL#P +2 85 36 32 

BL#P +1 85 36 32 

BL#P  85 36 N/A 

Plan 87 48 N/A 

4.4.6 Step 6: Analysis of results and provision of recommended actions  

After providing the evaluation results from the simulation scenarios recommendation can 

be made. In the example of an off-track situation, the criterion to provide 

recommendations is the minimal distance between the planned and actual performance. 

In terms of the number of features signed off from each level of quality, as the value of 

PD presented in Table  4.2. Regarding the results provided in the previous step, the case 

of adding six or seven programmers minimizes the gap. Due to the extra cost of 

programmers, adding six programmers is the final recommendation as the proper action 

(case BL#P +6). 
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4.4.7 Step 7: Implementation of the recommended action in the actual 

project  

A recommendation is provided to implement the selected action. In the next cycle this 

action is taken to bring the project back on track. 

4.4.8 Step 8: Learning: Add the experience gained from applying the 

recommended action to the existing knowledge and experience 

base  

As one of the goals of the SD model, learning is accomplished in this step. The 

recommended action and the results of applying it in the real world are added to the KEB; 

this way the information integrated into the KEB is continuously updated. The KEB at 

this point is more in a conceptual level of implementation. In [Seaman et al. ‘03] the 

implementation of a successful experience management tool is described. 

 Validity of results 4.5

The SD model presented in chapter 3 and applied in this chapter, simulated a scenario 

from SAP Canada. The results of the simulation model are evaluated against the data 

from a retrospective project. To show the effectiveness of using the SIM-DASH method, 

the results from the application of the model and the actual data were compared. This 

comparison represents the capability of SIM-DASH method to decrease the gap between 

actual and target performances, in this example application. 

The model looks for control and operational management; a dashboard provides a key 

component of such a system. In the next level the approach includes the KEB for 

handling the process changes. Controlled experiments could be used to evaluate the 

efficient application of these components. 

Other threats of validity related to the model itself have not changed from the one 

introduced in chapter 3. The only difference here is because of looking at the smaller 

iterations, which results in more limited conclusive validity.  
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 Summary 4.6

Software project management relies largely on decision-making. In this chapter, a system 

perspective is taken by modeling the activities of RUP-based construction from a SD 

perspective. A hybrid approach is proposed to integrate dashboard functionality with 

simulation. The whole process of running pro-active ‘what-if’ scenarios is guided by a 

KEB, to accommodate rules and lessons learned on how to react in case of unexpected 

situations. A retrospective case study illustrates the approach 

. 
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 : CBR-based Defect Prediction - SANN Chapter 5

Technique for Attribute Weighing and 

Customization 

 Introduction  5.1

As part of this thesis, prediction models were chosen to be integrated with the dynamic 

model during the software development process. Although employing different prediction 

models, such as effort and defect prediction models, has shown beneficial results in [Al-

Emran et al. ‘10], here the focus is on the defect prediction model. One issue is the 

availability of data to study their impact. Moreover, using a defect prediction model to 

improve the accuracy of the quality measurement can reasonably depict the advantage of 

employing and integrating these models. 

In [El-Emam et al. ‘01] the performance of a CBR model, as the defect prediction 

model, was evaluated using J-coefficient with different parameters (three different 

similarity functions, two different standardization techniques, use or non-use of weights 

and 10 different numbers of nearest neighbors). The authors conducted an experiment 

with a dataset from a real-time system; they concluded there is no preference with any 

combination of the parameters for the accuracy of the prediction model. In contrast, 

another empirical study [Khoshgoftaar et al. ‘06] was performed with different 

conclusions using datasets from large legacy telecommunications system. They 

investigated the effects of selection among the three different similarity functions, and 

two different solution algorithms. Evaluation of the model’s accuracy is based on the 

average absolute and relational error, demonstrated that the Mahalanobis similarity 

function and the inverse distance weighted solution algorithm are the best parameters.  
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Furthermore, there are studies that utilize heuristics [Tosun et al. ‘09] or rough set 

analysis [Li, Ruhe ‘08] to assign the weights for attributes, or binary tree of clusters of 

data [Kocaguneli et al.’12], when using CBR for effort prediction in software 

engineering. In defect prediction using CBR, however, there is a lack of techniques 

employed other than regression for weighting the attributes, as used in [El-Emam et al. 

‘01].  

As part of the comprehensive model-based DSS components a CBR-based defect 

prediction model is investigated here; moreover, the selected method is improved 

regarding the prediction performance. In this approach, software metrics data are 

collected from past development processes, available in the public repositories of NASA 

[NASA-MDP] and Promise [PROMISE]. The output is the prediction of the number of 

defects for a new module. As was extensively discussed in chapter 2, the CBR model is 

employed here as a proper choice for defect prediction in a software engineering context. 

In this chapter, two main questions regarding the prediction performance of a CBR 

model in the context of defect prediction are under investigation. Therefore, two sets of 

results are presented in two sub-sections of chapter 5.  

First, section 5.2 presents details of employing the sensitivity analysis based on neural 

networks (SANN) [Larose ‘05], used for attribute weighting in CBR; Then, the prediction 

performance of the developed CBR with SANN is compared with two other weighing 

methods. Further analysis is carried out towards finding patterns resulting from different 

numbers for nearest neighbors. 

Then, in section 5.3, single and multiple parameter analyses investigate the frequency 

of options considered for each component of the CBR model from among the best 

prediction performances. Later, Dependency Network Analysis (DNA) is employed to 

induce proper rules for customization of the CBR. 
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 An attribute weighting technique based upon sensitivity 5.2

analysis in neural networks  

5.2.1 Problem statement 

Defect prediction refers to the construction of predictive models from software attributes 

to enable a timely identification of the number of defects in the modules. An important 

goal of defect prediction models is to have precise estimates to be utilized in project 

management.  

In a typical CBR approach, a case is a pair (problem, solution) with a case base as a 

repository; the problems are project descriptions and the solution is the defect prediction. 

The fundamental setup for applying CBR to build a prediction model is based on: (i) a set 

of known cases from the past, (ii) a new case to be predicted, and (iii) attempting to 

predict the new case by adapting a set of the most similar cases from the past. In order to 

do that, a number of parameters need to be specified:  

• P1: A similarity (distance) function defined on the set of the case base;  

• P2: Attribute weighting technique; 

• P3: Determining the number of similar cases used for the prediction; 

• P4: Combining solution consists of combining the nearest neighbor solutions; 

and 

• P5: Measurement for accuracy of prediction.  

When using a CBR system three crucial choices need to be determined: the attributes, 

the similarity measures, and the number for the nearest neighbor to be retrieved. If a 

weighted linear measure is taken then the weights also need to be determined.  

5.2.2 Solution approach 

An overview of the proposed solution approach is given in Figure  5.1. Input data 

represent the attributes (software metrics) for each module. A case is a pair (problem, 
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error prediction) that has a case base. The problem description uses features such as 

Cyclomatic Complexity and Lines of Code. 

The accuracy of the prediction depends on the chosen attributes and the attribute 

weight vector. The higher the weight of an attribute, the more influence it has on the 

prediction. The use of weighted sums also requires independent attributes. For this reason 

the CBR approach needs to be extended by two techniques that are concerned with 

removing dependent attributes and learning the weights.  

 

Figure  5.1 Proposed approach 

Here, a new attribute weighting technique called Sensitivity Analysis based on Neural 

Networks (SANN) is proposed for (P2). SANN is compared with two existing techniques 

(uniform weights and weights received from multi-linear regression) from the perspective 

of two different measures used for (P5). In addition, the impact of the various options for 

(P3) on the accuracy of the predictions is studied. 

This section explains the details of the steps specific to this approach. In addition to 

attribute selection, the emphasis is on performing sensitivity analysis by a neural 

network. The sensitivity of the attributes, in terms of their estimated impact on predicting 

the number of defects, is used at the weighting function (P2), as introduced above. 
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5.2.2.1 Attribute selection 

One of the difficulties in CBR is the attribute selection and its relation to the similarity 

measure. To have a more successful measure extraneous and misleading attributes should 

be removed [Shepperd ‘03]. Knowing what attributes are useful is not always easy or 

clear. The first problem is related to the availability of data. In addition, the importance of 

the attributes varies for different problems and contexts [Shepperd ‘03]. By considering 

equal impact on the result no attribute standardization used by similarity measures is 

helpful. 

Approaches searching for attribute subsets fall into two categories: filters and 

wrappers [Kohavi, John ‘97]. Filters are used to reduce the number of attributes before 

training. Wrappers find the fitness of samples from the dataset and are more intensive 

regarding the required computation [Shepperd ‘03]. In addition, because we use the 

datasets for sensitivity analysis by neural networks, we used the filter approach, which is 

independent from the method. The filter used for attribute selection is from Weka 3.4.14 

[Witten et al. ‘11]. To select the attributes, the filter CfsSubsetEval, as the attribute 

evaluator, and Greedy search as the search method from Weka are used. CfsSubsetEval 

evaluates the value of a subset of attributes by considering the predictive ability of each 

attribute along with the degree of redundancy. The next section discusses the additional 

problem of dependency with weights. 

5.2.2.2 Attribute dependencies 

Dependency among attributes means that the attributes have a combined influence on the 

global measure; that means the global measure is not monotonic in the local measures. 

Although such attributes may be sufficient to describe some situations exactly, their 

importance lies in their combination. Unfortunately, there is no automatic method for 

their discovery so human interaction is usually required.  

A simple but important dependency is functional dependency; to find out these 

dependencies among attributes the relationships between all combinations of any two of 

them (with a graph including two of them on each axis) can be created using Weka 3.4.14 
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[Witten et al. ‘11]. Some of the dependencies are used as the result of the composite 

measures. We removed these dependencies by deleting them from the attribute list. 

The reduced list of attributes, now essentially independent, allowed a manual 

inspection of the remaining dependencies and was simplified by the visualization 

provided by the Weka tool. On the basis of the dependencies handled, we were able to 

use linearly weighted measures as required. 

5.2.2.3 Similarity function 

The most important part of CBR is measuring similarity, and many different measures 

have been proposed. The main objective is to rank cases in order of similarity to the 

target case and then select the existing solutions of the nN nearest cases [Shepperd ‘03]. 

To measure the similarity between two objects, q and p, we apply the local-global 

principle [Richter ‘07]. Accordingly, the (global) similarity is defined as the weighted 

sum of local similarities related to attribute i	as shown in equation ( 5.1). 

5�?	(@, A) �BC- 5�?-(@-, A-)	 ( 5.1) 

In the equation above, 5�?- is the local measure defined on the ranges of the 

attributes and C � 	 DC�, … , CFG is the weighting vector.  

A popular and straightforward distance measure for each attribute is Manhattan 

Distance function. The Manhattan distance between a current case (q) in the test data set 

and a past case (p) is shown in equation ( 5.2). 

HIJℎI��IJ(A, @) � 	∑ C-	|@- − A-|- 		 ( 5.2) 

Typically, there is no specific difference to other similar distance functions, unless 

there is a huge set of data available and many test runs are performed. Our motivation 

was the efficiency and the simplicity of the function. The accuracy of the prediction 

depends on the attributes chosen and the attribute weight vector. 

5.2.2.4 Attribute weighting technique 

The determination of weights generally requires a learning process; here a neural network 

is used. An empirical investigation is provided to show the impact of incorporating 
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different attribute weighting techniques: uniform weights, weights obtained from 

sensitivity analysis based on neural networks, and weights obtained from applying multi-

linear regression. 

The importance of the attributes (or their influence) should be reflected by their 

weights. The accuracy of the predictions depends on the proper choice of the weights. 

The question for attribute weighting is, which attributes influence the prediction and in 

what way. 

A general form of weights definition uses a form of reinforcement learning. Consider 

we have a set (vector) of m weights C	 � 	C�, C�, . . . , CO in our model and we wish to 

find the values for each of these weights that, together, minimize the error. The error is 

calculated by summation of the errors related to each	C. In the case where there is only a 

single weight	C�, the abstract procedure, including the learning steps is as follows:  

• Perform a test with the solution; this test is the evaluation of accuracy of the 

model with assigned weight. The evaluation provides the feedback,	∆+ for 

changing the weight. 

• If the outcome is positive, meaning that the accuracy of the model is increased, 

give a positive reward ∆+ > 0 to the weights.  

• If the outcome is negative, meaning that the accuracy of the model is 

decreased, give a negative reward ∆+ < 0	to the weights. 

• The new reward is determined as shown in equation ( 5.3): 

+ � 	+	 �	∆	 ( 5.3) 

These steps continue until R reaches a local minimum error. To be more precise, we 

introduce a formal definition of the importance of the attributes that allows for their 

evaluation. For our problem we need to judge the accurateness of the predicted number of 

defects. For this purpose, we divide the number of defects into ordinal scale classes such 

as low, medium, and high. 
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The concept of the predictive power of one attribute is introduced to define the power 

of attribute A in a dataset, for prediction and is denoted by �S���4C(T). The concept is 

defined in steps beginning with finding the prediction power of	A, considering one object 

O, called �S���4C�S(T,  ).  
Equation ( 5.4) shows the expected value Exp of �S���4C�S(T,  ), multiplied with 

the a priori probability of that object,	�S42( ), defines the prediction power of attribute 

T, called �S���4C(T). 
�S���4C	(T) � �UA(�S���4C�S(T	,  ) × �S42( ))	 ( 5.4) 

The predictive power of attribute T in one object   is defined in equation ( 5.5). To 

calculate this predictive power we need to know the predictive power of each possible 

value W of this attribute, called	�S���3��W��4C�S(T, W,  ). To 

calculate	�S���4C�S	(T,  ) we need to multiply the expected value of 

�S���3��W��4C�S	(T, W,  ) by the probability of having value v in the range of attribute 

T. 

�S���4C�S	(T,  ) �	�UA(	�S���3��W��4C�S(	T, W,  ) × �S42(W|	W	є	+IJZ�(T)))		 ( 5.5) 

The predictive power of attribute T in object  , while its value is equal to W, and is 

defined as �S���3��W��4C�S	(T, I,  ) as shown in equation ( 5.6). The class of the 

project under consideration is defined as 3. 

�S���3��W��4C�S	(T, W,  ) � 	�S42(3	|	WI�[�(T) 	� W)	 ( 5.6) 

We define the weight C(T) for attribute A as defined in equation ( 5.7) this means the 

weight indicates how often the attribute got increased value to be selected. 

C	(T) 	� 	�S���4C	(T)		 ( 5.7) 

The predictive power is about classification; in our case the values are split into a 

number of classes to represent the number of defects, the evaluation of the experiments 

using the metrics follow this process. 
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Three weighting techniques are investigated that are quite different from one another. 

Two of these techniques are based upon a non-uniform weighting approach and the other 

one is uniform weighting. The first non-uniform technique uses Weka 3.4.14 [Witten et 

al. ‘11] and applies multiple linear regression to assign the weights. All attributes A\ in 

the dataset are used in the process of constructing the Multiple Linear Regression model 

(MLR) and is expressed with a formula for the corresponding Number of Defects (ND). 
The coefficient	w\ in the formula of MLR, as shown in equation ( 5.8) is considered as the 

weight for attribute T`. 
�0 � 	C� �	C�	T� �	…�	CF	TF 				 ( 5.8) 

The second technique for weighting uses a neural network constructed by NeuroXL 

Forecaster tool [Neuroxl Predictor] to assign the weights as a result of performing a form 

of sensitivity analysis; this technique is explained in detail in section 5.7.3. 

5.2.2.5 Number of nearest neighbors  

CBR systems return the nearest neighbor and a ranked sequence of nearest neighbors. It 

is of interest how the combination of different number of neighbors can influence the 

accuracy. The result of varying the number of nearest neighbors is investigated here for 

all three different methods of attribute weighting. In addition, the result of varying the 

numbers of similar objects is studied; these numbers can be varied to explore their 

influence on prediction accuracy. 

5.2.2.6 Solution algorithm 

After finding the most similar cases, the next step of CBR is to adapt it to have a better fit 

to the target case, which is done using rules. This process, is performed by a human 

expert or by a simple statistical procedure, is called as solution algorithm. The statistical 

procedure can be done by utilizing the k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) technique. For the 

solution algorithm to predict the number of defects in the target module the cases with the 

biggest value of similarity are selected. Once the number of nearest neighbors nb	 is 

selected a solution algorithm is used to predict the number of defects.  

There are different types of solution algorithms. Here we have applied the un-

weighted average as one of the simple and common algorithms. The algorithm estimates 
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the Number of Defects �0 by calculating the average of the number of defects	of the 

most similar cases called 3c. The predicted value is presented in equation ( 5.9). 

�0 � 	 1Jd 	B3-
Fe
-f�

	 ( 5.9) 

5.2.3 Neural networks 

5.2.3.1 Topology and construction 

For the new attribute weighting technique, SANN, we used feed forward nets with back 

propagation. We used a pure form of the net topology, sufficient for our purposes, called 

Neural Networks (NN).  

Neural networks provide a standard mathematical and computational model. In an 

artificial neuron model the inputs (xi) are collected from the dataset and combined 

through a combination function such as summation (∑), then input into an (usually non-

linear) activation function to produce an output response (y), which is then channeled 

downstream to other nodes [Larose ‘05]. 

To elaborate, a combination function (usually summation) produces a linear 

combination of the node inputs and the connection weights into a single scalar value, 

called net. For a given node � netj is determined as shown in equation ( 5.10).  

J��9 �	Bg-9U-9-
�	g�9U�9 �g�9U�9 �⋯�gi9Ui9 	 ( 5.10) 

In equation ( 5.10) xij represents the �th input to node �. Wij
 represents the weight 

associated with the �th input to node �. There are � � 1 inputs to node �. Note that 

U�, U�, . . . , U- represent inputs from upstream nodes, while x0 represents a constant input 

analogous to the constant factor in regression models, and takes the value x0j = 1. Thus, 

each hidden layer or output layer node � contains an extra input equal to a particular 

weight W0j x0j = W0j [Larose ‘05]. 

The structure of the network is based on the flow of information. During the learning 

process the weights are changed, not the net topology. The neurons perform non-linear 
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computations and the net is capable of modeling the complex relationship between inputs 

and outputs and for finding the patterns in the data [Bishop ‘95]. 

The topology we have taken consists of three types of processing nodes: (i) an input 

layer that receives external inputs, (ii) one hidden layer, and (iii) an output layer to 

produces the results. When data is presented at the input layer the network nodes perform 

calculations in the successive layers until an output value is obtained at the output node. 

The topology is shown in Figure  5.2.  

 

Figure  5.2 Basic topology of the NN 

The detail for the best number of hidden layers and their nodes was chosen by the tool 

NeuroXL Forecaster tool [Neuroxl Predictor], which helps to find the best configuration 

regarding the accuracy of the output, based on inputs provided by the user. NeuroXL 

Forecaster receives information as inputs that influence the speed and quality of the 

training (learning) process. The numbers were selected as averages. Another input for the 

tool is the error that specifies the point at which the neural network stops training, and set 

to the smallest possible value.  

The neural network was used for sensitivity analysis in conjunction with its ability to 

perform predictions. A supervised learning phase was conducted in the application. One 

network was constructed for each dataset. For each network the whole dataset is given as 

a set of example pairs	(U, j)	C��ℎ	U ∈ AS42��?5	IJ�	j ∈ 54�[��4J5. The aim is to find 

a function l: � → n	in the allowed class of functions that matches the examples. In other 

... 
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words, we wish to infer the mapping implied by the data, a mismatch between our 

mapping and the data will result in application-dependent costs for the user.  

The output of the neural network is the projected Number of Defects	�0. When 

defining the thresholds for the classes each set of inputs is assigned to a class of �0s as 

the output. The output �0 of the network is adjusted to the smallest integer; greater than 

or equal to �0 (abbreviated by o�0p). 
During the network construction, the whole data is used for training. NeuroXL 

Forecaster was applied after constructing the model. This tool uses the model for 

providing the results (i.e. the output from the neural network, applying a new set of 

inputs, different from the original dataset). The next section explains how to compute the 

inputs. 

5.2.3.2 Sensitivity analysis based on neural networks (SANN) 

To build the NN we used the prepared datasets in the pre-processing step of the CBR 

model, including the same attributes. A form of sensitivity analysis is performed based 

upon the constructed NN. The analysis measures the relative influence of each attribute 

as its weight by investigating the difference of impact obtained from applying the 

maximum and the minimum value for each attribute.  

If the network shows a bigger variation in its output value in response to the changing 

input values, this demonstrates that the network is more sensitive with respect to that 

attribute. For SANN, we assume that the attribute is playing a more important role in the 

network. SANN consists of three phases [Larose ‘05] as shown in Figure  5.3. 
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Figure  5.3 Steps of the sensitivity analysis 

The value of the sensitivity of the network related to one attribute is calculated as the 

difference between maximum and minimum among all output values, this is illustrated in 

Figure  5.3. Phase 1 constructs the �O*"F observations, including 

H�IJ	(T1),… ,H�IJ	(TJ), these values serve as a “baseline” input for NN.  

In Phase 2 variation of inputs is performed, so all attribute values but one remains 

fixed. For the one selected, we set one input attribute to its minimum value (gained from 

the dataset) while all other input attributes are set to their mean values (gained from the 
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dataset). The second output is obtained from the network when we set the same input 

attribute to its maximum value (gained from the dataset) and all other input attributes are 

set to their mean values (gained from the dataset). The process is repeated for all input 

attributes. In Phase 3 the differences obtained from applying minimum and maximum 

input per attribute are used as weight of that attribute for performing defect prediction. 

The sensitivity analysis is implemented as an algorithm in Figure  5.4. 

 

Figure  5.4 SANN algorithm 

The sensitivity analysis is implemented as an algorithm to determine weighting 

factors. In this algorithm a matrix with 2J rows (two rows for each attribute, where J is 

the number of attributes) and J columns (one column corresponds to each attribute) is 

built. The value of each column is assigned to the mean value of corresponding attributes. 

The first column of the first row in the matrix has the minimum value of the first 

For i from 1to (2*#of Attributes) 
//i is the number of rows 
       { 
          For j from 1 to (# of Attributes) 
            //j is the number of columns 
             { 
             Value [ij] ← Mean (att[j])  
             // Aassign the Mean value of the existing data for the jth attribute to the element of the ith row 
and jth column of the matrix 
            } 
         }         
i←0 For j from 1 to (#of Attributes) 
        { 
           i←i+1;             
           Value[ij] ← Min (att[j]) 
              //Assign the Minimum value of the existing data for the jth atribute to the element of the ith row 
and jth column of the matrix 
           Output_Min[j] ←NN_Forecaster(Value[i,j←1..14]) 
             //Assign the output of Neural Network with the value of all attributes of the ith row of the matrix 
            i←i+1; 
            Value[ij] ← Max (att[j])  
             //Assign the Maximum value of the existing data for the jth attribute to the element of the ith 
row and jth column of the matrix 
             Output_Max[j] ←NN_Forecaster (Value[i,j←1..14]) 
               //Assign the output of Neural Network with the value of all attributes of the ith row of the 
matrix 
           Weight_NN [j] ← Output_Min [j] - Output_Min [j] 
           } 
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attribute, while other columns in the first row have the mean value of other attributes. 

The values of the current row (all values of the n attributes on the current row) are an 

input for NN. The neural network provided for this analysis receives the value of all the 

input attributes and returns the number of defects corresponding to the inputs. 

The difference between the output values related to attribute Aj is called ∆9, as shown 

in equation ( 5.11), it is used as the attribute weighting heuristic in SANN. 

∆9� | q��q�?�J(T�) − 	 q��q�?IU(T�)|	 ( 5.11) 

5.2.4 Empirical evaluation 

5.2.4.1 Empirical data  

There are well-established research communities in defect and effort prediction 

[PROMISE]. The Metrics Data Program (MDP) is one of the most comprehensive 

software engineering data repositories and databases that stores problem data, product 

data, and metrics data [NASA-MDP]. To construct a defect prediction model historical 

datasets are used for training; however, there are studies that use other approaches such 

as sampling from historical data. Five datasets from NASA-MDP [NASA-MDP] are used 

to empirically evaluate the attribute weightings technique of SANN. We considered a list 

of exclusion criteria to select these five datasets from the datasets in that repository. To 

make this process well-defined and repeatable we have excluded datasets with at least 

one of the following issues: 

• No data provided for the attributes: Some of the datasets only have zero for all 

the records of some attributes as the value in all rows.  

• No data provided on the number of defects: some records that did not provide 

any reported value as the number of the defects. 

• Missing attributes: Some of the datasets did not provide some of the attributes. 

Selection of attributes was done based on the frequency usage in similar 

studies.  
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For attribute selection we have applied the algorithms provided in Weka, and selected 

the ones that are most frequently used on similar studies (to allow better comparison of 

results). All together, the datasets include more than 5000 modules. The characteristics of 

the datasets are shown in Table  5.1.Considering these datasets, 66% of the prepared 

dataset is considered relevant for the case base, the remaining 34% of the data is used for 

evaluation of the model. The separation from the original dataset to form the composition 

of the training and testing data was accomplished with the objective to properly balance 

the number of defects between the two sets. The data split was done manually, which can 

also cause randomness and a potential threat to validity of results. 

Table  5.1 Characterization of datasets 

Dataset # of modules % of defective modules  Code LOC 

CM1 505 9.6 C 17K 

KC3 458 9.39 Java 8K 

PC1 1107 6.87 C 26K 

PC3 1563 10.24 C 36K 

PC4 1458 12.21 C 30K 

The data available in the NASA repository includes four groups of data attributes and 

provides the number of defects. The first group is from McCabe metrics, and measures 

the complexity of a program, it directly measures the number of linear-independent paths 

through a program's source code. The second group, Halstead complexity measures, is 

computed statically without program execution. The difficulty measure is related to the 

difficulty to write or understand the program, e.g. during code review [NASA-MDP]. 

The third group of metrics are called code metrics and constitutes the largest part of 

attributes in the data repository and can be used to build a composite metric (e.g. some 

metrics in the previous mentioned types), which may have more information to predict 

the number of defects. The fourth group of attributes is related to the defects, which are 

introduced here as the number of the errors (error count) of the target attribute. 
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5.2.4.2 Tool support for CBR 

The employed CBR tool is myCBR [myCBR], an open source tool that was developed 

under the General Public License (GPL) at DFKI in Kaiserlautern, Germany. myCBR 

builds on top of Protégé [Protégé], a well-known software in knowledge representation 

that provides advanced functionality for defining and visualizing object-oriented case 

representations.  

For the evaluation we need to check the model with a test set and measure the 

accuracy of the method. myCBR is designed to retrieve only one query with its values of 

the input attributes entered manually. We used the web demonstration version of myCBR 

to evaluate our model with multiple records. We used its code and changed it to an 

application that receives the input values of query from an input file in Comma Separated 

Values (CSV) format and put the retrieved case(s) in the output file, again in the CSV 

format. For this, we needed the xml file from myCBR, which includes information about 

the input attributes and the model, this application also provides the option to choose the 

number of the retrieved cases. 

5.2.4.3 Evaluation criteria 

Average Absolute Error (AAE) and Average Relative Error (ARE) are metrics that are 

frequently used to measure the accuracy of predictions in case of considering the number 

of defects. Their formal definitions are given in equations ( 5.12) and ( 5.13). The 

difference between the predicted value pi and actual value yi is called the absolute error. 

For example, in T+� the absolute error is divided by the actual value to give the relative 

error. The denominator in T+� has a ‘1’ added to avoid division by zero as suggested in 

[Khoshgoftaar et al. ‘06]. In both cases J denotes the number of data points in the dataset. 

TT� � 1JB|A- −	j-| �
F
-f�

1JB|�-|
F
-f�

	 ( 5.12) 

T+� � 1J	BrA- −	j-j- � 	1 r
F
-f�

	 ( 5.13) 
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5.2.4.4 Comparison of SANN with uniform weighting 

By considering the same attributes for all datasets we compare the results from the 

different prediction models to measure their prediction power. In the first comparison the 

results from applying SANN are compared with the results obtained from using uniform 

weightings. The prediction performance measurements are shown in Table  5.2. The best 

result for each dataset is the one that has the smallest AAE and ARE, respectively. They 

are highlighted by the shaded areas in Table  5.2. 

Table  5.2 AAE and ARE for SANN and uniform weighting with five different 

numbers of nearest neighbors for five datasets 

Datasets  K 
Weighting with SANN  Uniform Weighting 

 AAE ARE  AAE ARE 

CM1 

 1 0.259 0.119 0.265 0.127 
 2 0.265 0.129 0.271 0.137 
 3 0.249 0.114 0.257 0.125 

 4 0.251 0.115 0.269 0.133 
 5 0.258 0.121 0.267 0.131 

KC3 

 1 0.295 0.162 0.365 0.228 
 2 0.314 0.193 0.321 0.193 
 3 0.316 0.210 0.357 0.237 
 4 0.332 0.219 0.353 0.245 
 5 0.322 0.212 0.342 0.233 

PC1 

 1 0.162 0.094 0.177 0.106 
 2 0.186 0.116 0.177 0.109 
 3 0.191 0.124 0.196 0.127 
 4 0.183 0.116 0.197 0.128 
 5 0.184 0.118 0.197 0.128 

PC3 

 1 0.145 0.084 0.158 0.097 
 2 0.151 0.097 0.167 0.112 
 3 0.159 0.104 0.179 0.122 
 4 0.158 0.103 0.175 0.119 

 5 0.164 0.110 0.186 0.131 

PC4 

 1 0.167 0.167 0.196 0.196 
 2  0.155 0.155 0.182 0.182 
 3 0.151 0.151 0.167 0.167 
 4 0.152 0.152 0.158 0.158 
 5 0.151 0.151 0.156 0.156 

There are two main findings. The first one refers to the comparison between SANN 

and the application of uniform weights. In addition to the small changes, the SANN 
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almost always performs better. In the cases of weighting with SANN, the TT� and T+� 

are smaller than the TT�	and T+� of the uniform weighing. The only exception is in the 

PC1 dataset; when we considered two as the number of the nearest neighbor uniform 

weighting had a better result.  

The second finding is related to the question of what number of nearest neighbors 

creates the highest improvement. For each dataset using SANN, in comparison with 

uniform weighting, the row with the biggest improvement is highlighted by a frame. For 

KC3 and PC1, the best results occurred for the same number of nearest neighbors, K = 1. 

5.2.4.5 Comparison of SANN with MLR-based weighting of attributes 

The results of the second comparison are presented in Table  5.3. For the first model the 

weights of the attributes come from the MLR method, and for the second model the 

SANN method was applied.  

Table  5.3 AAE and ARE for SANN and MLR with five different numbers of nearest 

neighbors for five datasets 

Datasets  K Weighting with SANN Weighting with MLR 

 AAE ARE  AAE ARE 

CM1 

 1 0.259 0.119 0.306 0.182 
 2 0.265 0.129 0.285 0.157 
 3 0.249 0.114 0.273 0.141 
 4 0.251 0.115 0.266 0.135 
 5 0.258 0.121 0.261 0.132 

KC3 

 1 0.295 0.162 0.449 0.303 
 2 0.314 0.193 0.433 0.305 
 3 0.316 0.210 0.380 0.256 
 4 0.332 0.219 0.346 0.238 
 5 0.322 0.212 0.344 0.239 

PC1 

 1 0.162 0.094 0.205 0.139 
 2 0.186 0.116 0.198 0.133 
 3 0.191 0.124 0.189 0.122 
 4 0.183 0.116 0.186 0.117 
 5 0.184 0.118 0.187 0.119 

PC3 

 

 1 0.145 0.084 0.181 0.122 
 2 0.151 0.097 0.187 0.132 
 3 0.159 0.104 0.212 0.154 

 4 0.158 0.103 0.214 0.158 
 5 0.164 0.110 0.214 0.157 
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Datasets  K Weighting with SANN Weighting with MLR 

 AAE ARE  AAE ARE 

PC4 

 1 0.167 0.167 0.127 0.127 
 2 0.155 0.155 0.148 0.148 
 3 0.151 0.151 0.156 0.156 
 4 0.152 0.152 0.162 0.162 

 5 0.151 0.151 0.162 0.162 
The TT� and T+� in Table  5.3 show bigger differences in comparison with the 

differences in Table  5.2. Again, almost all of TT� and T+� values from SANN are 

smaller in comparison with TT� and T+� from MLR, indicating that SANN outperforms 

MLR. There are, however, three exceptions: two are in the PC4 dataset (with K = 1 

respectively. 2) and the third is in the PC1 dataset for K = 3. 

The best result for each dataset in Table  5.3 is the one that has the smaller TT� and 

T+�, respectively. The best result, while weighting with SANN, is obtained by varying 

the number of the nearest neighbor for MLR, as shown in the shaded areas in Table  5.3. 

In Table  5.2 and Table  5.3, for each dataset the row with the biggest improvement 

using SANN, in comparison with MLR, is highlighted by a frame. It is again observed 

that the best improvement is obtained with the different number of nearest neighbors for 

each dataset. 

5.2.4.6 Study of the impact of the number of similar cases used  

The best improvement in the results taken from Table  5.2 and Table  5.3 show the relative 

improvement (in %) of applying SANN, in comparison with uniform weighting and MLR 

methods. The results are summarized in Table  5.4. 
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Table  5.4 Relative improvements in comparing attribute weighting techniques 

Datasets  K 

 Relative improvement 

of SANN in 

comparison with 

uniform weighting 

(%) 

K  

Relative improvement 

of SANN in 

comparison with MLR 

(%) 

 AAE  ARE   AAE  ARE  

CM1  4 7 16 1 18 53 

KC3 1 24 41 1 52 57 

PC1 1 10 13 1 26 48 

PC3 5 13 19 4 36 54 

PC4 2 18 18 5 7 7 

The other results worth noting here: there is no special pattern for the number of 

nearest neighbors, because the number of nearest neighbors of the best cases, or the best 

improvements in all the experiments is different. The graph in Figure  5.5 shows the 

differences between TT� and T+� related to the application of SANN and MLR. The 

graph in Figure  5.6 shows the differences between SANN and uniform weighting. The 

data is categorized based on the number of nearest neighbors. Positive values 

demonstrate that SANN has some improvement in comparison with the other method, 

and the negative values (bars under the zero) demonstrate that SANN does not provide 

better results for weighting. As represented in Figure  5.5 and Figure  5.6 there is no 

special pattern for the number of nearest neighbors using different methods for weighting 

in the CBR model. 
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Figure  5.5 The impact of using different numbers of nearest neighbors in 

comparison of SANN with MLR 

 

Figure  5.6 The impact of using different numbers of nearest neighbors in 

comparison of SANN with uniform weighting  

5.2.4.7 Validity of results 

The validity of the results is an important issue in empirical software engineering 

[Wohlin et al. ‘00]. For internal validity factors that can influence the results, other than 

the ones we changed to track their influences should be fixed. We need to show that all 

the results are gained solely from altering the parameters under investigation. There are 
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some factors related to the metrics used in the datasets, the error in their measurements 

and collection is unavoidable for evaluation. In addition, although we reduced the 

dependencies among the attributes during the attribute selection, it cannot be claimed that 

there are no other dependencies.  

The factors regarding the selection, building, and software application are done by the 

same person, data, and application. In addition, experiments and analysis were performed 

by skilled people in order to keep modeling errors to a minimum. Moreover, manually 

splitting datasets for training and testing data may also cause randomness and thus 

represent a potential threat to (internal) validity of results. 

The external validity is related to the generalizability of the results. We used datasets 

from real-world industrial environments. The five datasets used here were collected from 

different projects based upon clearly defined selection criteria. The coding languages, 

size, and context of the projects corresponding to the datasets were different, however, 

we have only used five datasets and all of them were from NASA. While the results are 

promising, we cannot claim external validity from the experiments conducted.  

With only a limited number of datasets, no statistical inference tests were applied. As 

a result, conclusion validity would require further datasets. 

 Customization support for CBR-based defect prediction 5.3

CBR can be instantiated in different ways by varying its parameters, however, it is not 

clear which combination of parameters provides the best performance [El-Emam et al. 

‘01]. 

Therefore, the question still remains as: how to instantiate different parameters in a 

general CBR method and, one step further, how to customize CBR for a specific purpose 

and context in order to achieve higher performance. Three main questions to be answered 

are: 

1. Does one size fit all? Is one configuration always the best? 
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2. If not, which individual and combined parameter settings occur most 

frequently in generating the best prediction results?  

3. Are there context-specific rules to support the customization? 

Based on the question, if one size does not fit all (what CBR instantiations always 

works best), the main problem is what approach is proper for customization of CBR in 

context of defect prediction. This problem motivated another investigation to consider 

more options for each component of CBR.  

To present a focused customization support, this section analyzes the performance of 

120 instantiations of CBR to 11 datasets taken from the public PROMISE repository 

[PROMISE]. The summary information of these datasets is shown in Table  5.5. 

Table  5.5 Characterization of datasets 

Dataset # Modules %Defective Code LOC 

CM1 505 9.5 C 17K 

KC3 458 9.39 Java 8K 

MC1 9466 0.71 C++ 66K 

MW1 403 7.69 C 8K 

PC1 1107 6.87 C 26K 

PC2 5589 0.41 C 27K 

MC2 161 32.3 C++ 6K 

PC3 1563 10.24 C 36K 

PC4 1458 12.20 C 30K 

AR3 63 12.25 C 6K 

AR5 36 22.22 C 2K 

Since the input data has correlated values, analysis is carried out to omit the 

correlated variables. For the attributes selection, the data pre-processing has been 

completed and Weka 3.6.4 [Witten et al. ‘11] is employed. To select the attributes, we 

used the filter called CfsSubsetEval for the attribute evaluator and Greedy search for the 

search method. Thirteen attributes were selected that were commonly used in previous 

studies [Paikari et al. ‘10], [El-Emam et al. ‘01] 
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The different instantiations that resulted from varying the values of the key 

parameters of the CBR method were analyzed. The results were evaluated against mean 

magnitude of relative error (MMRE) and the percentage Pred(α) of objects fulfilling a 

prediction quality level α. 

5.3.1 Instantiations of CBR with considered options for CBR 

components 

An overview of the steps of the model construction process is given in Figure  5.7. 

 

Figure  5.7 The process step parameters of CBR instantiation 

Input data represents the attributes (software metrics) for each module. A case is a 

pair (problem, error prediction) for which we have a case base (a repository). myCBR 
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[myCBR] is an open source tool and was developed at the German Research Center for 

Artificial Intelligence (DFKI) was used to construct the CBR models. 

As illustrated in Figure  5.7, we considered two different similarity functions: (i) 

Euclidian, (ii) Manhattan; two different solution algorithms: (i) un-weighted average, (ii) 

rank-weighted average; 10 different numbers of nearest neighbor cases varying from 1 to 

40; and three different weighting techniques: (i) uniform weighting, (ii) multiple linear 

regression (MLR), and (iii) sensitivity analysis based on the neural network (SANN) 

[Paikari et al. ‘12b]. 

The specification of options considered for CBR components are explained in the 

following subsections.  

5.3.1.1 Similarity functions 

Two of the most popular, straightforward, and more frequently applied similarity 

measures are Manhattan and Euclidean Distance functions [El-Emam et al. ‘01], 

[Khoshgoftaar et al. ‘06]. These two measures are employed for numerical variables, 

because only numerical attributes are used here. Their definitions for two case p and q are 

presented in equation ( 5.14) and ( 5.15), respectively. 

HIJℎI��IJ	(@, A) � 	B C-|@- − A-|- 	 ( 5.14) 

�[3����IJ(@, A) � 	sB C-(@- − A-)�- 	 ( 5.15) 

5.3.1.2 Attribute weighting techniques 

Two non-uniform weighting methods and one uniform method were analyzed in this 

study. For weighting, we applied multi-linear regression MLR and neural network (NN) 

for sensitivity analysis SANN (these methods were explained previously). Weka 3.6.4 

[Witten et al. ‘11] was used to develop these models.  

5.3.1.3 Number of nearest neighbors 

The result of varying the number of nearest neighbors is investigated for 40 different 

values from 1 to 40. The results are listed for only 10 conducted experiments to show 
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more significant distinctions. The set of values studied is 

Jd �	 D1,2,3,4,5,10,15,20,25,30G.  
5.3.1.4 Solution algorithms 

The un-weighted average and rank-weighted average are employed. The un-weighted 

average algorithm estimates the number for defects for each case in the testing set �0wwww- by 

calculating the (un-weighted) average of the number of defects of the most similar 

modules �09 . The predicted value is given by equation ( 5.16). 

�0wwww- �	 1Jd 	B�099∈d
	 ( 5.16) 

For the rank-weighted solution algorithm [Khoshgoftaar et al. ‘00], the nearest 

neighbors are ranked according to their distances from the case for prediction. Rank 

+9 	� 	1 represents the best match while +9 	� 	Jd represents the worst match among the 

nearest neighbors. The rank-weight x-9 is presented in equation ( 5.17). The predicted 

number of defects of each case in the testing set �0wwww- is calculated by the (rank-weighted) 

average of the number of defects of the most similar modules �09 , and is presented in 

equation ( 5.18). 

x-9 �	Jd −	+9 � 1∑ +99∈d 	 ( 5.17) 

�0wwww- �	Bx-9 	�099∈d
	 ( 5.18) 

5.3.1.5 Evaluation criteria 

For all the resulting models, two measures for accuracy of prediction are calculated. The 

accuracy of the model is assessed using MMRE and Pred(0.25), the two most widely 

used evaluation criteria for assessing the performance of competing software prediction 

models.  

 H+�	(�) is the Magnitude of Relative Error [Conte et al. ‘86] for a given Definition 5.1

object, �, from the testing dataset including n modules under prediction. The value 

of H+�	(�) is calculated with the equation (8), where �0- is the actual number of 
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defects and �0wwww- is the predicted number of defects. The denominator in equation 

( 5.19) has a ‘1’ added to avoid division by zero as suggested in [Khoshgoftaar et al. 

‘06] 

H+�	(�) � 	 |�0- 	− 	�0wwww-|�0- � 1 	 ( 5.19) 

 MMRE (Mean Magnitude of Relative Error) [Conte et al. ‘86] for a given Definition 5.2

data set including n objects is calculated based on equation ( 5.20). 

HH+� � 	 1JBH+�(�)	
-∈F

	 ( 5.20) 

 Pred (α) (prediction at level α) [Conte et al. ‘86] is presented in equation Definition 5.3

( 5.21), where n is the total number of objects that are predicted, and τ is the number 

of objects with MRE ≤ α.  

�S��(y) � 	 zJ	 ( 5.21) 

The value α=0.25 is often used in literature and also is applied here. 

5.3.2 Frequency analysis of CBR parameters 

Different options considered for components of the CBR imply 120 different 

configurations (combinations) for each dataset. Then, the prediction performance of 

configurations for each dataset was measured with the MMRE and Pred(0.25).  

5.3.2.1 Does one size fit all? 

To find the best instantiation of the CBR the minimal MMRE and the maximal 

Pred(0.25) values are defined. Then the relationship between the changes in the values of 

the MMRE and Pred(0.25) can be investigated. A provided scatter plot depicts the 

relationship for each dataset with these two criteria as the axes. The scatter plot shown in 

Figure  5.8, is an example obtained from AR5 dataset. 
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Figure  5.8 The relationship between the MMRE and Pred(0.25) for AR5  

The points in the left upper part of each diagram can be considered as interesting 

instantiations, because the points in this part represent a small value of MMRE and a high 

value for Pred(0.25). These two criteria are not correlated when options of the 

instantiation are changed. In fact, each combination of options, as an instantiation, 

presents a new point in the scatter plot of each dataset. No strong rule or clear pattern can 

be extracted in order to obtain the best performance. The variety of the results was 

motivating for continuing this study to employ more systematic methods to extract proper 

rules that can guide the process of constructing a new CBR model. The rule set 

introduces the suitable instantiation of the CBR model based on the performance 

evaluation of the datasets investigated. 

5.3.2.2 Single parameter analysis 

The single parameter analysis looks at more frequent instantiations of CBR associated 

with the best values of the individual performance criteria. According to MMRE, the best 

performance is achieved when the value of the MMRE is minimal. On the other hand, 

according to the Pred(0.25), the best performance is obtained when its value is maximal. 

In the first step of the single frequency analysis, the smallest MMRE value for each 

dataset was identified and the CBR instantiations associated with this value were selected 

(there may be more than one instantiation with the smallest MMRE). Then, the associated 
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CBR instantiations taken from all datasets were integrated into one pool called the (pool 

of) top performances for MMRE values.  

This step is also completed for Pred(0.25). In other words, to complete the single 

frequency analysis for the Pred(0.25) values, the highest Pred(0.25) value for each dataset 

was identified, and the CBR instantiations associated with the highest Pred(0.25) value 

from each dataset were selected. The CBR instantiations from all datasets are integrated 

into another pool, called the top performances for the Pred(0.25) values. 

For some datasets several instantiations resulted in the minimal value of MMRE or 

the maximal value of Pred(0.25). In total, there are 131 and 159 top performance 

instantiations regarding MMRE and Pred(0.25), respectively. In Table  5.6, the frequency 

of employing each specific similarity function, weighting technique, solution algorithm, 

and Jd, in pools of top performances for MMRE and Pred(0.25) are presented. The 

frequency numbers were obtained from the top performance instantiations for the 

minimal MMRE and the maximal Pred(0.25), respectively.  

Table  5.6 Frequency of the best performance in single attribute analysis  

Similarity Function 

Function Frequency 

MMRE Pred(0.25) 

Manhattan 68 79 

Euclidean 63 80 

Total 131 159 

Weighting Technique 

Technique Frequency 

MMRE Pred(0.25) 

Uniform 41 47 

MLR 35 52 

SANN 55 60 

Total 131 159 

Solution Algorithm 

Algorithm Frequency 

MMRE Pred(0.25) 

Un-weighted Average 72 88 

Rank-weighted Average 59 71 

Total 131 159 
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Number of Nearest  

Neighbors 

{| Frequency 

MMRE Pred(0.25) 

1 5 16 

2 3 6 

3 6 8 

4 12 12 

5 13 15 

10 18 19 

15 16 17 

20 19 16 

25 19 22 

30 20 28 

Total 131 159 

Each component related to the findings from Table  5.6 are: 

• The frequency values related to two different similarity functions do not vary 

largely.  

• The frequency of the uniform weighting for the weighting techniques is higher 

than the MLR for the MMRE, and is vice versa for the Pred(0.25). The number 

of the frequency of the SANN as the weighting technique for both criteria is 

higher than the frequency of the uniform and MLR.  

• For the solution algorithm for both criteria the frequency of the un-weighted 

average outperforms the frequency of the rank-weighted average.  

• The higher numbers of the nearest neighbors demonstrate the higher frequency. 

When Jd � 1, the number of the frequency is higher than Jd � 2, and the 

difference is even larger for Pred(0.25),. 

5.3.2.3 Multiple parameter analysis 

The most frequent instantiations gathered, based on the MMRE and the Pred(0.25), are 

presented in Table  5.7.  
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Table  5.7 Most preferred configurations linked to smallest MMRE (top) and highest 

Pred(0.25) (bottom) 

MMRE 

Relative 

frequency 

Similarity 

function 

Weighting 

technique 
{| Solution algorithm 

3 out of 131 Euclidean SANN 25 Un-weighted average 

3 out of 131 Euclidean SANN 20 Rank-weighted average 

3 out of 131 Manhattan SANN 25 Un-weighted average 

3 out of 131 Manhattan SANN 30 Un-weighted average 

Pred(0.25) 

Relative 

frequency 

Similarity 

function 

Weighting 

technique 
{| Solution algorithm 

4 out of 159 Manhattan Uniform 30 Un-weighted average 

3 out of 159 Manhattan MLR 25 Un-weighted average 

3 out of 159 Manhattan SANN 25 Un-weighted average 

3 out of 159 Manhattan SANN 30 Un-weighted average 

3 out of 159 Euclidean MLR 30 Un-weighted average 

3 out of 159 Euclidean SANN 25 Un-weighted average 

3 out of 159 Euclidean SANN 30 Un-weighted average 

3 out of 159 Euclidean SANN 10 Rank-weighted average 

The multiple parameter analysis looks at all components of the instantiation 

including: similarity function, weighting techniques, number of nearest neighbors, and 

the solution algorithm.  

For this analysis, the most frequent instantiations selected from the top performances 

are pointed out. In other words, from the pool of the top performances resulting in 

minimal MMRE and maximal Pred(0.25), the most frequent instantiations are selected 

and their relative frequencies are presented separately in Table  5.7. 

The single and multiple parameter analyses do not offer any sound rule for the CBR 

instantiation; therefore, in the next section a dependency network analysis as an induction 

method is employed to provide a proper rule set for customizing the CBR.  
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5.3.3 Customization support using dependency network analysis 

Dependency network analysis (DNA) was applied to investigate different combinations 

and induce a rule set. A meta-analysis across previous experiments is created to recognize 

what CBR model is suitable for what context. In this analysis, in order to uncover the 

hidden rules, the results of previous experiments are mathematically combined and 

studied. 

Figure  5.9 shows the process of customization support on a CBR model. It starts with 

a certain number of datasets to be studied by DNA, then empirical knowledge (rule set) 

can be acquired and reused on instantiating an efficient CBR model working on a new 

dataset.  

 Customization function l assigns to each 4-tuple (I�, I�, I}, I~) a set of Definition 5.4

recommended customization parameters DA�, A�, A}, A~G, as defined in ( 5.22). 

l(I�, I�, I}, I~) �%&*	�*$������ DA�, A�, A}, A~G	 ( 5.22) 

 

 

Figure  5.9 Process of customization support for CBR 

Therein, I� to I~ refer to the characteristics of a new dataset, such as the number of 

modules, percentage of defective modules, language, and lines of code. The parameters to 

instantiate a CBR model are A� to A~.  

All datasets 

DNA 

Rule set New data 
(a1, a2, a3, a4) 

Recommendation 

 f (a1,a2,a3,a4) 

CBR model 
instantiated by 
(p1, p2, p3, p4) 

Rule induction Customization support 
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According to [Heckerman et al. ‘00], DNA shows the relations among a set of 

attributes by constructing a decision tree that shows the probability distribution of all 

possible values of the decision attributes. For all condition and decision attributes, a 

dependency network is generated to indicate a subset of condition attributes that have 

different levels of impact on determining the decision attributes.  

In addition, a decision tree is generated for each decision attribute. Trees show the 

causal relationships, with probabilistic distributions, among the condition and decision 

attributes. The WinMine toolkit [WinMine] is used for the experiments to implement a 

dependency network. 

5.3.4 Dependency network analysis on all datasets  

5.3.4.1 Selection of condition and decision attributes 

Eleven datasets from the PROMISE repository were studied in our experiments. For each 

dataset we applied 120 instantiations of CBR models to measure the prediction 

performance (Pred(0.25) and MMRE). As a result, we finally have 11*120=1320 

different combinations (cases) for DNA. 

Eight attributes are defined as condition attributes, there are four dataset-related 

attributes: number of modules (NumOfModule), percentage of defective modules 

(DefectRatio), programming language (Language), and lines of code (LOC). The other 

four CBR-related attributes: similarity function (SimFunc), weighting technique 

(WeightingTech), number of nearest neighbors (NumOfNN), and solution algorithm 

(SolutionAlgorithm). The two prediction performance measures, Pred(0.25) and MMRE, 

are the decision attributes. 

5.3.4.2 Discretization of condition and decision attributes 

Discretization aims to scale continuous attributes to a number of intervals, where each is 

associated with a discrete (nominal or ordinal) label. In [Kotssiantis, Kanellopoulos ‘06], 

different discretization algorithms are studied, such as equal-frequency or equal-width 

interval binning and entropy-based partitioning algorithm. Equal-width binning was 

applied on condition attributes, while equal-frequency binning was applied on decision 
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attributes, due to the heterogeneous distribution of their values. The discretization schema 

for condition and decision attributes is shown in Table  5.8. 

Table  5.8 Discretization of condition and decision attributes 

Condition Att. Value Range Discretization Criterion 

NumOfModule 
A integer value from 
[36, 9466 ] 

High If value ≥ 5000 

Medium If 1000 ≤ value < 5000 
Low If value < 1000 

DefectiveRatio 
A real value from 
[0.41%,32.3%] 

High If value ≥ 21.67% 
Medium If 11.04% ≤ value < 21.67% 
Low If value < 11.04% 

LOC 
A integer value from 
[2 ,66] 

High If value ≥ 45K 

Medium If 24K ≤ value < 45K 

Low If value < 24K 

NumofNN 
A integer value in the 
array {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
10, 15, 20, 25, 30} 

High If value = 25, 30 
Medium If value = 10, 15, 20 

Low If value =1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

Decision Att. Value Range Discretization Criterion 

Pred(0.25) 
A real value from 
[0.333, 0.994] 

High If value ≥ 0.899 

Medium If 0.820 ≤ value < 0.899 

Low If value < 0.820 

MMRE 
A real value from 
[0.003, 0.968] 

High If value ≥ 0.158 

Medium If 0.076 ≤ value < 0.158 

Low If value < 0.076 

5.3.4.3 Generation of the dependency network 

The WinMine toolkit [WinMine] constructs a dependency network based on the given 

condition and decision attributes, showing the influential power of condition attributes to 

decision attributes.  

As indicated by this tool, the ranking of condition attributes impacting on decision 

attributes Pred(0.25) and MMRE, from the highest to the lowest, can be expressed as 

follows:  
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[0�l�3�+I��4, � �, �IJZ[IZ�,�[? l��,�[? lH4�[��,	
g��Zℎ�JZ��3ℎ, �4�[��4JT�Z4S��ℎ?] → �S��(0.25)	
[0�l�3�+I��4, � �, �IJZ[IZ�,�[? l��,g��Zℎ�JZ��3ℎ,	
�[? lH4�[��, �4�[��4JT�Z4S��ℎ?] → HH+�	

The condition attributes inside the brackets are ranked according to their influential 

power on decision attributes, as denoted by an arrow. From these two rankings, we know 

both Pred(0.25) and MMRE are determined by the same group of condition attributes. In 

both cases, condition attribute SimFunc is identified as a having small or no impact on 

decision attributes. 

5.3.4.4 Generation of the decision trees 

For each decision attribute a related decision tree is created from the given condition 

attributes. Due to space limitation, only the decision tree for MMRE is shown in 

Figure  5.10. In this tree each node corresponds to a condition attribute, and each branch 

from the source node to each leaf node is a rule that reveals the causal relationships 

between condition and decision attributes.  

Not all rules generated by DNA are deterministic, and each possible value of decision 

attribute has a corresponding probability distribution. An example (No. 11) is shown in 

Figure  5.10. 

The decision tree in Figure  5.10 contains 19 rules in total, which are denoted by a 

number. Rule No. 2, however, should be pruned because it only involves data set-related 

attributes and cannot be employed for customization support. 
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Figure  5.10 Decision tree constructed for MMRE 

 The strength of each rule is defined in equation ( 5.23). Definition 5.5

��S�JZ�ℎ- � d�d����� × 100%		 ( 5.23)  

Where N\ is the number of cases supported by this rule, and N����� is the total number 

of cases (1320). After pruning, the top four rules are listed in Table  5.9. They cover 

45.5% of all cases in our datasets. 
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Table  5.9 Sample decision rules for MMRE 

Rule 

No. 

Condition Attributes 
Decision 

Attr. 
Prob. 

(%) 

Strength 

(%) Defect 

Ratio 

Num 

Of 

Module 

Lang LOC 

Num

Of 

NN 

MMRE 

1 ≥11.04%   <24 ≥10 
Low 0.55% 

13.64% Medium 3.84% 
High 95.6% 

10 <11.04%  C ≥24 ≥10 
Low 72.1% 

13.64% Medium 27.3% 

High 0.55% 

6 ≥11.04% [1000,5000]  <24 ≤5 
Low 8.94% 

9.09% Medium 22.0% 

High 69.1% 

8 <11.04%  C <24 ≥10 

Low 51.2% 

9.09% Medium 48.0% 
High 0.81% 

5.3.4.5 Application of DNA results  

Given a dataset for defect prediction and an evaluation criterion, the decision rules 

generated can suggest how to instantiate a more fitted CBR model. An application 

scenario is presented below: 

Given: A dataset with characterization values: 

• NumOfModule =  High 

• DefectRatio  =  High 

• LOC   =  Medium 

• Language   =  JAVA 

Question: How to customize a CBR defect prediction model towards achieving high 

prediction accuracy measured in MMRE? 

Recommendation: Customize CBR model by means of: 
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• WeightingTech =  SANN 

• NumOfNN  ≥  10 

• SolutionAlgorithm =  Rank-weighted Average 

Justification: The input dataset fulfills the assumptions of rules 3, 4, 5, 11 and 12. By 

comparing the probability distributions of MMRE from all these rules, customization 

suggested by rule No. 11 is the best in terms of having the highest probability (69.2%) to 

achieve “Low” MMRE, even though it still has the probability of 23.1% to achieve 

“Medium” MMRE.  

5.3.5 Transferability of rules across sets of data 

So far, DNA has been applied on all 11 datasets in order to gain the comprehensive 

knowledge. Since, datasets AR3 and AR5 are significantly different from the other nine 

datasets, in terms of number of modules, percentage of defect-proneness modules, and 

lines of codes; it is interesting to investigate whether the rule set extracted from one 

group is also applicable to the other group of the datasets.  

We investigate the suitability of the rule set extracted from Group1 (the 9 data sets) 

working on Group2 (AR3 and AR5), in terms of both Pred(0.25) and MMRE, by taking 

the following steps: 

Step 1: Apply DNA on Group1 and extract the rule sets for both Pred(0.25) and 

MMRE. 

Step 2: Predict Pred(0.25) and MMRE for Group2 by using the rule sets extracted 

from Step 1. 

Step 3: Evaluate prediction performance. 

5.3.5.1 Evaluation measures  

One common way to evaluate the prediction performance is through the values of 

confusion matrix [Kohavi, Provost ‘98]. According to [Kohavi, Provost ‘98], let {a, b, c, 

d} denote the true positives, false positives, false negatives, and true negatives 
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(respectively) found by a predictor. Three standard measurements of the confusion matrix 

can be defined as equations ( 5.24), ( 5.25), and ( 5.26). 

T33[SI3j � (I � 2)/(I � 2 � 3 � �)	 ( 5.24) 

�S�3�5�4J � I/(I � 2)	 ( 5.25) 

+�3I�� � I/(I � 3)	 ( 5.26) 

T33[SI3j measures the ratio of correctly predicted cases compared to the number of 

all testing cases; �S�3�5�4J is the ratio of true positives to all that are positive predicted 

cases; and +�3I�� reflects the ratio of true positives to all actually positive cases.  

5.3.5.2 Prediction results analysis  

After the prediction, we check each testing case for the true label versus the prediction 

and add the case into the correct place in the confusion matrix, i.e. increasing the count 

by one. The total prediction T33[SI3j on Pred(0.25) and MMRE is 48.33% and 62.92% 

respectively. The per-class (High, Medium and Low) �S�3�5�4J and +�3I�� are 

calculated based on the confusion matrix and presented in Table  5.10 and Table  5.11. 

Table  5.10 Confusion matrix of prediction results on Pred(0.25) 

 True.High True.Medium True.Low Precision 

Pred.High 39 77 4 32.50% 

Pred.Medium 0 0 0 0.00% 

Pred.Low 8 35 77 64.17% 

Recall 82.98% 0.00% 95.06%  

Table  5.11 Confusion matrix of prediction results on MMRE 

 True.High True.Medium True.Low Precision 

Pred.High 79 35 6 65.83% 

Pred.Medium 0 0 0 0.00% 

Pred.Low 2 46 72 60.00% 

Recall 97.53% 0.00% 92.31%  

By considering the overall prediction	T33[SI3j, the results are not satisfactory for 

both Pred(0.25) and MMRE. In addition, the rule set extracted from Group1 totally fails 

to forecast “Medium” Pred(0.25) and MMRE, where actual 112 and 81 such cases, 

respectively, exist in the testing data sets(Group2).  
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Based on the above observation, we can conclude that the rule set extracted from 

Group1 are not applicable to the Group2. We also tried the other direction (extracting 

rule set from Group2 and applying on Group1) and the results were similar. This 

confirmed our hypothesis that the rule sets extracted from a group of more homogeneous 

datasets are not transferable across the datasets.  

5.3.6 Validity of results 

The results are based on a limited amount of data coming from a public (PROMISE) 

repository. There are several threats to validity; for internal validity, details on the data 

collection are unknown. For attribute selection we have applied the open source data 

mining tool Weka 3.6.4 [Witten et al. ‘11] and followed the recommendations gained 

from its formal analysis.  

For all modeling tasks, such as constructing the neural network, regression analysis, 

CBR and dependency network analysis, reliable tools were employed to keep modeling 

errors at a minimum level. Also, the factors for the construction, evaluation, and software 

application for the CBR-based prediction model and the dependency network for meta-

analysis were completed with the same data and application. 

In terms of conclusion validity, there is not enough statistical evidence to back-up the 

frequency statements made. We consider the approach to be the main results. The 

parameter combinations that were determined to be the most promising could serve as a 

hypothesis to be verified by follow-up studies.  

To satisfy the threats to construct validity, the settings of the experiments should 

reflect the construct under study. Four important parameters of the CBR instantiation 

were investigated. These are not all possible options, but are considered to be the most 

relevant and most the frequently varied ones. In addition, there are more options for 

instantiating the parameters. Again, not all of them were studied, but the ones we found 

most relevant from literature.  

Another threat to construct validity is the composition of the training and testing 

datasets. In our case, the separation for these datasets from the original dataset was 
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accomplished with the objective to properly balance the number of defects between the 

two sets; this was done manually, which causes randomness and thus is a potential threat 

to validity of results.  

Meta-analysis with the same parameters for the CBR model was combined with the 

characteristics of the datasets to answer the questions regarding the customizations 

support. More characteristics could be considered, which likely would have changed the 

results. Another aspect of the analysis undertaken is the definition of classification 

intervals for dependency networks. Here, intervals were defined by application of two 

discretization algorithms: Equal-width binning for condition attributes and equal-

frequency binning for decision attributes. Using other algorithms may affect the results 

and can be investigated in future work. In addition, as another aspect of internal validity, 

no sensitivity analysis was accomplished to measure the sensitivity of the resulting rule 

definitions on the quality of classification.  

There is ongoing debate about the meaningfulness of performance criteria MMRE 

and Pred(0.25) [Foss et al. ‘03]. We applied them as they are widely used and there is no 

ultimate set of measures.  

The eleven datasets used for empirical analysis were taken from the PROMISE 

repository. Although coming from different projects, they cannot be considered 

representative to claim external validity of the results. The primary purpose is not to 

generate externally applicable rules (which appears to be difficult in general), but to 

provide a methodology that conducts empirical analyses and tries to link their 

applicability to the context that they are coming from. 

 Summary 5.4

In this chapter a new attribute weighting technique for the CBR, called SANN, was 

studied. SANN is based on sensitivity analysis conducted on a neural network. An 

empirical evaluation of three weighting techniques, including SANN, used for CBR-

based defect prediction was conducted. Based on the analysis of more than 5000 modules 

taken from the NASA repositories, there are three main findings:  
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• In the majority of cases, SANN achieves the most accurate results.  

• Uniform weighting may perform better than the MLR-based weighting 

heuristic. 

• Finally, investigating different numbers of nearest neighbors for prediction 

resulted in finding that there is no significant preference pattern for the 

different number of similar objects (nearest neighbors) applied in CBR. 

In the second part, the prediction performance of 120 instantiations of the CBR-based 

defect prediction model was investigated for 11 datasets from the PROMISE repository 

[PROMISE]. The CBR model was customized regarding the different options for four 

main parameters of the CBR-based prediction model: similarity function, weighting 

techniques, number of nearest neighbors, and solution algorithm. The performance of the 

different models was evaluated based on the value of the MMRE and Pred(0.25). After 

the frequency analysis of the top performances, customization support for new datasets to 

be used for new prediction models was presented.  

The frequency analysis showed that there is no substantial difference in the frequency 

of employing Manhattan or Euclidean as the similarity function among the top 

performances. However, by looking at the top performances regarding minimal MMRE 

or the maximal Pred(0.25), SANN was more frequently observed as the weighting 

technique and the un-weighted average as the solution algorithm. In addition, using 

higher number of the nearest neighbors provided a better performance.  

DNA was used to provide a customization support for a new dataset with additional 

defined characteristics. By analyzing different combinations of datasets in the PROMISE 

repository and CBR models, a rule set was extracted and reused for customization 

support. The empirical knowledge cannot only direct the instantiation of a CBR model 

towards a dataset in PROMISE, but more importantly, it aims to provide customization 

support for new datasets.  

Finally, in order to check the compatibility of rule sets extracted from different 

contexts, the possibility of applying the rule set extracted from one more homogeneous 
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group to a different group, was investigated. The results revealed that the rule sets from 

groups with different characteristics are not compatible. 
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 : SIM-DASH* - An Integrated Approach for Chapter 6

Balancing Functionality and Quality 

 Introduction  6.1

In this chapter the comprehensive model-based DSS, SIM-DASH* is presented to 

support the planning and controlling, as SPM tasks, during the iterative construction. For 

the planning phase of the DSS, a bi-criteria decision support method inspired by [Ruhe 

‘10], is used to provide a trade-off analysis for balancing functionality and quality 

aspects. The control part of the DSS provides the same capabilities as the SIM-DASH 

method. In addition, by integrating a static prediction model with a dynamic SD model, 

this control mechanism works through smaller segments of the construction phase for 

more precise and pro-active performance.  

With the dynamic behavior of the process modeled by the SD simulation model, the 

impact of various managerial decisions can be evaluated. The focus is still the 

construction phase of a RUP-type software development process. This approach supports 

planning and controlling activities, by taking action and making changes to decrease the 

gap between actual and targeted performance as the plan. In case of off-track situations, 

actions are proposed for bringing the project back on track.  

 Problem statement 6.2

Decisions are the key factors for success or failure of software projects. Planning for a 

software project with a perspective of accommodating functionality and quality, and 

controlling the plan during the implementation steps, require proper decision support. 

The DSS must be capable to offer trade-off analysis to balance functionality and quality 

with a given amount of development capacity [Paikari et al. ‘09], [Paikari, Ruhe ‘10].  
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In order to achieve the objective the planning phase proposes alternatives with 

consideration of the risk and value of features. During the controlling phase the selected 

alternative during the planning phase is implemented by allocation of resources needed to 

maintain the balance. Due to the significance of the accuracy and performance of the 

control mechanism, timely updated information and input parameters need to be 

considered. To accommodate this issue the utilization of a prediction model in an 

iterative manner is proposed. 

Systematic planning, controlling, and re-planning aim at the avoidance of off-track 

situations and propose an iterative resolution in case it occurs. Considering the 

complexity caused by the numerous factors that impact the process the key questions to 

be answered regarding a software delivery operation are: How much progress has the 

project made so far in comparison with the plan? When will the proposed functionality be 

delivered? Will it be delivered with the targeted quality? How to predict and prevent 

deviations from the given plan? Where are the bottlenecks? A DSS called SIM-DASH* is 

presented in this chapter to answer these questions. Support is provided through the 

following key areas of functionality: 

• Design a systematic planning phase by means of a bi-criteria decision support 

method, while balancing quality vs. functionality and offering different 

alternatives in consideration of risk and value. 

• To update the SD model integrate the CBR-based defect prediction model 

(using the SANN weighting technique) with the SD model used in SIM-

DASH. 

• Determine measurements to evaluate the progress of the project in comparison 

with the plan, through the iterations of the construction phase of the RUP-

based development process, and even more fine-grained through the sub-

iterations.  

• Recommend proper actions to decrease or prevent deviation from the original 

plan and employ the SD model to pro-actively evaluate corrective actions. 
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• Incorporate the re-planning step to adjust the plan according to changes in 

requirements and constraints.  

The SIM-DASH* is an enhancement of the SIM-DASH method, as explained in 

chapter 4. SIM-DASH just focuses on controlling the iterations of the construction phase. 

For the purpose of more effective control, SIM-DASH* integrates the CBR-based defect 

prediction model (presented in chapter 5) with the same SD model used in the SIM-

DASH method. In addition, the SIM-DASH* extends its scope over the SIM-DASH 

method by accommodating the planning phase. 

 Solution approach – An overview 6.3

The scope and dimensions of the approach are presented in this section. Then, the models 

employed for planning and controlling their linkages and the process of using them 

during the iterative construction are explained. More details, including definitions, 

assumptions, and information needed is presented in the following sections. 

The SIM-DASH method containing the SD simulation model, the KEB, and the 

dashboard is utilized here, so the SIM-DASH can be considered as the kernel of this DSS 

in controlling phase.  

In this approach three methodologies were considered to tackle the difficulties in 

managing an iterative software development process. At the planning phase a bi-criteria 

decision support method [Ruhe ‘10] is employed for planning. At the controlling phase 

the SD simulation modeling, as a process modeling technique [Abdel-Hamid, Madnick 

‘91], is integrated with the CBR-based defect prediction model. Figure  6.1 presents these 

methodologies and their relationships. 
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Figure  6.1 Integration of methodologies in SIM-DASH* 

In a study by [Al-Emran et al. ‘10] it was discovered that if the development of a 

product release requires balancing between potentially conflicting aspects, such as quality 

and functionality, then re-estimation is beneficial. We apply this idea to employ defect 

prediction in the process modeled by SD. For balancing between functionality and quality 

during construction, the main focus is on (re-) allocation of effort between programming 

and testing. Since the SIM-DASH method and the CBR-based defect prediction model 

were explored and the results were presented in previous chapters, just an overview of 

SIM-DASH* is presented here. 

The workflow of SIM-DASH* is presented in Figure  6.2. The iterations, sub-

iterations, and the proper timing for using the methodologies are illustrated in Figure  6.2. 

Before starting the construction phase, the bi-criteria decision support method is 

employed for planning the iteration, in support of balanced functionality and quality. The 

SD model represents the process behavior during the iteration and its sub-iterations. Next, 

for a precise and timely updated simulation at the end of each sub-iteration, the prediction 

model is utilized to accommodate the capability of predicting the value of an influential 

parameter in the SD simulation model. The predicted parameter is influential, because it 

can cause deviations from the plan; therefore, it affects the decisions for the forthcoming 

sub-iterations.  
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In the SIM-DASH* method iterations are the same as the iterations during the 

construction phase of the RUP development process, which was also considered in the 

SIM-DASH method. At the end of the iteration, in case of an off-track situation, the SD 

model, in cooperation with the KEB, as presented in SIM-DASH method, will be used to 

bring the project on track.  

The planned quality and functionality levels are defined in Figure  6.2. When 

considering the changes in terms of new features, in addition to the missing features from 

previous iterations, the re-planning mechanism can be performed at the end of each 

iteration. 

 

Figure  6.2 Segmentations for planning, controlling, updating, adjusting and re-

planning in the SIM-DASH* 

The length of sub-iterations included in one iteration is defined based on the duration 

of coding a sub-set of features; this sub-set includes the number of features that can be 

under development simultaneously.  
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 The planning phase of SIM-DASH*  6.4

During the planning phase a bi-criteria decision support method proposes a trade-off 

analysis between quality and functionality. The criteria accommodated are the value and 

risk assigned to features to be planned. This method provides alternative plans, including 

a set of features with associated optimality for the criteria. 

The quality of a plan is defined in terms of the remaining number of defects. In fact, 

quality is defined as the total number of defects that escaped testing, measured as the 

number of remaining defects. 

Planning in SIM-DASH* is performed based on the following information: 

• A set of features F = {f1 … fn}. 

• Features have estimated values called V1 … Vn. 

• Features have associated risks called R1 … Rn 

• Features have associated effort for coding called CE1 … CEn 

• Features have associated effort for testing called TE1 … TEn. 

For a set of n features ����, delivered at standard level of quality TSQ, the notation of 

( 6.1) is used. 

���� � Dl-���6��-��� , ��-��� , +- , �-;, � � 1. . JG	 ( 6.1) 

In addition, the total capacity for the construction phase is defined as the summation 

of capacity available for coding and testing. 

To implement features in different target levels of quality, for each feature, different 

effort estimates for the respective coding and testing have to be provided. The assumption 

is that more effort is needed for a higher target level of quality. The specific form of the 

dependency is context and project specific and outside the scope of this research. 

The three key steps of the planning phase are described in more detail: 

P-Step1: Define different target levels of quality. 
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P-Step2: Effort estimation for each feature in a defined target level of quality. 

P-Step3: Present the trade-off analysis results. 

6.4.1 P-Step1: Defining target quality levels 

Different target levels of quality can be defined based on the measurements declared in 

the quality model. Here, the quality level is considered according to the effort needed to 

achieve it. The relationship between quality and effort required can roughly be 

considered as depicted Figure  6.3. 

 

Figure  6.3 Required effort vs. target levels of quality [Ruhe ‘10] 

Any target level of quality corresponds to the required effort for achieving it; it means 

increasing the level of quality results in the increase of the related effort to achieve it 

[Regnell et al. ‘08]. To achieve any target level of quality that is higher than the standard 

quality level, TSQ, more effort is needed.  

The quality definition in the planning phase is different from the quality levels Q0/1/2 

previously defined in chapter 3. Here, target quality levels TQk (k = 0,1,…,K) are 

defined. TSQ represents the standard level of quality as the baseline (TSQ=TQ0). The 

standard quality level is achieved when the number of remaining defects is the same as a 

pre-defined threshold that can be defined by the expert opinion as the acceptable number 

of defects. The expert opinion is also needed for defining the number of target quality 

levels K, and their acceptable number of remaining defects. 
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6.4.2 P-Step2: Effort estimation for each feature in a defined target 

level of quality  

In this step the input information for each feature should be provided in each defined 

target level of quality. The assigned efforts for coding and testing, at a standard level of 

quality, are defined as the result of previous activities in inception and elaboration phases 

of the RUP development process. The effort for coding and testing in other target quality 

levels need to be estimated while considering the original required effort in the standard 

level of quality. The estimation can be performed based on the expert knowledge from 

historical organization information.  

In addition, the risk and value assigned to each feature is defined by stakeholders’ 

votes. The risk and value assigned to the features are considered the same in different 

target quality levels. The detailed information needed as input for planning is presented in 

Figure  6.4. 

 

Figure  6.4 Assigned information to features in different levels of quality 

6.4.3 P-Step3: Presenting the trade-off analysis results 

The total capacity, including capacity for coding and testing, is considered adequate for 

implementing all features in the standard level of quality, which results in a plan with a 

specific set of features. Consequently, total capacity for coding and testing would not be 

Coding Effort | Testing Effort 
f1 -     - 
f2 -     - 

... 
fn -     - 
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f1 *     * 
f2 *     * 
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fn *     * 
 

TQk 

..
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���� � Dl-���<��-��� , ��-��� , +-, �-=:	1 � � � JG 

���� � �l-���<��-��� , ��-��� , +-, �-=: 1 � � � J� 
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adequate at higher target levels of quality. Different possible sets of features to be 

implemented can be proposed for the limited and fixed capacity.  

In the planning phase of the SIM-DASH*, the functionality aspect is defined by 

consideration of the risk and value assigned to features as the criteria for selecting the 

best set of features. The bi-criteria method presents set of features to be implemented 

while maximizing the overall worth of the plan in terms of minimized risk and 

maximized value of included features. 

Including these criteria, and added effort for quality purposes, the planning is not just 

about finding the most comprehensive and attractive set of features. Instead, planning is 

providing a trade-off analysis to balance the most attractive set of features in each target 

level of quality. Figure 6.5 presents the trade-off curve, including alternatives of planning 

with consideration of quality. 

 

Figure  6.5 Trade-off solutions for balancing quality and functionality 

The trade-off alternatives provide valuable information for the decision maker to 

select the preferred alternative that represents the proper compromise under the defined 

conditions. Each alternative corresponds to sets of features related to functionality within 

a target level of quality. 

For determining the trade-off alternatives the decision support tool ReleasePlannerTM 

[ReleasePlanner] can be used. ReleasePlannerTM receives the list of features, and their 

assigned effort for coding and testing. This tool also facilitates the process of collecting 

the stakeholders’ votes, and stakeholders can be defined and notified via this tool. Then, 

ReleasePlannerTM
 provides the number of alternatives, including set of features, and 
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defines the optimality of the alternatives regarding the criteria. By selecting the 

alternative with the highest optimality the preferable set of features can be defined. For 

the purpose of planning in SIM-DASH* this tool is applied iteratively, varying the effort 

estimates for features in each target level of quality. The trade-off alternatives, as shown 

in Figure  6.5, are the result of repeating this process for different target levels of quality 

and varying the effort estimates for features. 

After selecting the preferred plan from the alternatives, a controlling mechanism 

guides through the implementation of the plan during iterations.  

 The controlling phase of SIM-DASH* 6.5

The controlling mechanism of SIM-DASH* uses the SIM-DASH method, which includes 

the SD simulation model, the KEB, and the dashboard. The dashboard and the KEB serve 

as the user interface the knowledge base, respectively. The SD simulation model works 

as the heart of the method to monitor the progress. At certain points in time the gap 

between plan and actual performance can be measured.  

The five primary steps of the SIM-DASH* method are listed below and explained in 

detail in following sub-sections. 

C-Step1: Scoping: Define the iterations and sub-iterations in the SIM-DASH* method. 

C-Step2: Modeling: SD modeling of one iteration from RUP-based construction phase. 

C-Step 3: Monitoring and update: Detect the deviation between plan and predicted 

circumstance by employing the prediction model and updating the corresponding 

parameter in the SD model. 

C-Step4: Simulation: Run simulation scenarios to pro-actively evaluate the impact of the 

proposed action to decrease the gap and the distance. 

C-Step5: Analyze: Analyze the results and provision of recommended actions.  
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6.5.1 C-Step1: Scoping 

As mentioned previously, iterations in the SIM-DASH* method, same as iterations in 

SIM-DASH, correspond to the iterations of the construction phase of the RUP 

development process, however, in the SIM-DASH* method there are also sub-iterations.  

The number of features in one sub-iteration depends on the total number of available 

programmers and the limitation of how many of them can work on one feature. If q 

features can be completed in parallel, and total p features are considered in the iteration, 

then the number of sub-iterations is defined by m = p/q. The length of a sub-iteration is 

defined by the duration of coding a sub-set of features called SSFj (j=1,2,..,m); this is not 

a pre-defined duration and depends on the length of the completion of the coding process.  

6.5.2 C-Step2: Modeling 

For the SD model, the focus in this step is on the completion of sub-iterations SIj 

(j=1,...,m) of the iteration under investigation. 

Two sets of parameters in the SD model, presented in two tabs of the dashboard as 

part of SIM-DASH in chapter 4 are: process parameters and input parameters (presented 

in first and second tab of the dashboard, respectively). Both are of constant type in the SD 

model. Process parameters only change if the process – and thus its capability or 

performance – changes, while input parameters change for every new project or as an 

action to deal with the changed performance. 

To differentiate the plan, as the baseline project status, with any other project status, 

created by changing process and/or input parameters in the concept of circumstance need 

to be defined:  

 : A circumstance C(a,b) is defined in the SD model by values of process Definition 6.1

and input parameters during an iteration which starts at time a ends at time b.  

The plan as the baseline provides values of parameters in the SD model during an 

iteration which ends at time b, and then can be considered as a circumstance, called 

P(a,b).  
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If the value of a process parameter, during an iteration which starts at time a ends at 

time b, is predicted by a prediction model, it is a predicted circumstance, called PC(a,b). 

If the process parameters are defined by their real values, during an iteration which starts 

at time a ends at time b, it is the actual circumstance, called AC(a,b). 

The next set of circumstances is the result of changing input parameters, in addition 

to the process parameters, during an iteration which starts at time a ends at time b. By 

changing the input parameters, considering the predicted values of process parameters, 

the circumstance is called PCC(a,b). And if any action is taken by changing the input 

parameters, considering the actual values of the process parameters, the circumstance is 

called ACC(a,b). 

Any circumstance C(a,b) is represented by two measurements provided by the SD 

model: 

1. The number of features signed off from each level of quality at the end of the 

iteration at time b: ��-�(I, 2) 
2. The time step, TS, during an iteration which starts at time a ends at time b, that 

the jth sub-set of features SSFj (at the end of the jth sub-iteration SIj) are signed 

off from the ith level of quality Qi : ��������� (I, 2).  
The result from the SD model presented in dashboard provides adequate information 

to define values of these measurements. 

6.5.3 C-Step3: Monitoring and update  

In SIM-DASH*, after a sub-iteration, the updated value of the predicted parameter by the 

prediction model will be changed in the first tab of the dashboard, and simulated results 

from the SD model will be provided in dashboard as a circumstance, called PC(a,b). 

Based on the recommendation of increasing the programming/testing capacity for 

increased defect injection rate, the corresponding input parameters will be changed 

manually in the second tab of the dashboard, and simulated results from the SD model 
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will be provided in dashboard as the circumstance PCC(a,b). To accommodate more 

information to analyze the action taken, idle efforts are provided in the second tab.  

Since the only action taken in case of changed defect injection rate is considered as 

increasing the capacity, the KEB component, as explained in the SIM-DASH method, is 

not used during the primary steps of the SIM-DASH* method for sub-iterations. 

To measure the deviation between the plan P(a,b) and any circumstance C(a,b), 

during an iteration which starts at time a ends at time b , two measurements are defined. 

 The gap created between the plan P(a,b) and a circumstance C(a,b) at the Definition 6.2

end of the iteration t=b for each level of quality, Qi (i:0,1,2), is defined by the 

number of features signed off at the end of the iteration in each level of quality, as 

compared with their values in the plan shown in equation ( 6.2).  

,�(7,�)	(I, 2) � 	���7(I, 2) − ����(I, 2)	
,�(7,�)(I, 2) � 	���7(I, 2) − ����(I, 2)	
,�(7,�)	(I, 2) � ���7(I, 2) − ����(I, 2)	

( 6.2) 

So, ,�/�/�(7,�) (I, 2) defines the gap for three quality levels, at time t=b, which is 

considered as the end of the iteration under investigation.  

More information about the features signed off from Q0/1/2 can discriminate different 

circumstances more precisely. Differences between a circumstance C(a,b) and the plan 

P(a,b) can be measured by the distance between their ��������� (I, 2). A time step in the 

simulation model can be considered as hour, day, or week. For the SD model in SIM-

DASH* the time step is considered as a day. 

 The distance between the plan P and a circumstance C, in terms of the Definition 6.3

difference between their TSs, is called ��0������(7,�) (I, 2).  
 To measure the overall distance between the plan P and a circumstance C, Definition 6.4

��0(�,#)(I, 2), the difference in TSs for features signed off from three quality 

levels Qi, and at the end of q sub-iterations is presented in equation ( 6.3). 
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��0(7,�)(I, 2) �B� ∗ (B��0�����9(7,�) (I, 2))�
9f�

�
-f�

 

																												� B� ∗ (B�������97 (I, 2) −	�������9� (I, 2)�
9f�

)�
-f�

 

( 6.3) 

6.5.4 C-Step4: Simulation 

The corresponding process parameter of the SD model, predicted with the defect 

prediction model, is the defect injection rate. The increased value of this parameter 

causes a deviated situation and is under investigation. The recommended action to deal 

with this situation is to increase the programing or testing effort. The question here is: 

“How many additional programmers/testers are needed to reduce the gap between the 

plan and predicted results?” A significant drawback of increasing capacity, testing, or 

programming during execution of the software project is the impact of communication 

and training overheads on software development productivity, as stated in Brook’s law 

[Humphrey ‘90].  

Considering Brook’s law in the SD model, the recommendation of increasing the 

programming or testing effort introduces a number of simulation scenarios derived from 

the process of determining the proper amount of increased effort. Pro-actively running 

the simulation scenarios assists the evaluation of options.  

To evaluate the scenarios, first, the SD model should be updated regarding the 

predicted value for the defect injection rate as a constant parameter, which results in 

circumstance PC(a,b). The proposed action is: Effort re-allocation within [c,b], while c is 

the starting point of a sub-iteration that prediction defines the deviation, and b is the end 

of the iteration. Then, the effort re-allocation as the action taken, and changing the input 

parameters of the SD model implies circumstance PCC(a,b). The re-allocation is 

performed in order to minimize the gap between ���/�/�7 (I, 2) and ���/�/�7�� (I, 2).  
Different alternatives for the effort re-allocation as different scenarios provide the 

decision support. Then, a decision can be made based on the information provided about 
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each scenario. To evaluate these scenarios the gap between them and the plan can be 

measured. This gap is quantified by different options regarding the cost of increased 

capacity for programming or testing. So, more details can be provided on minimization 

the projected distance for the number of features FQ0/1/2 and the imposed cost of the 

action taken.  

 To measure the projected distance between the plan P and a scenario as Definition 6.5

PCC(a,b), the Projected Distance, PD(c,b), is defined. Details on the projected 

distance at the end of the iteration, regarding the number of features in three levels 

of quality FQ0/1/2 and the imposed cost of the taken action can be provided as 

shown in equation ( 6.4). 

�0(3, 2) � 345�� ∗ 6���7(I, 2) −	���7��(I, 2); � 

																		345�� ∗ 6���7(I, 2) −	���7��(I, 2); � 

																		345�� ∗ 6���7(I, 2) −	���7��(I, 2);		
( 6.4) 

The value of the cost0/1/2 is assumed to be 1, 4, and 2, respectively. 

In summary, the process is to add programmers or testers and measure the PD. The 

question remains: how this process should be initiated and ended? Here, the procedure for 

scenario creation is explained: 

SC1: To initiate the scenario creation process, the availability of two types of idle 

capacities, programming and testing, should be investigated. If one type provides 

the idle capacity, the increase should be started by the other type. If both types are 

out of idle capacities, it is recommended to start with programming capacity. 

SC2: Increase the selected type of capacity by one.  

SC3: Check the closure conditions in the following sequence:  

 The value of PD reaches zero: End of the procedure.  (i)

 There is no idle effort on the other type of effort: Switch the increase capacity (ii)

to the other type of the effort. And continue on to step 2. 
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The increase negates the improvement, which means increasing the value of (iii)

PD: End of the procedure. 

 If none of the above conditions are met, continue on to step 2 with the same (iv)

type of capacity. 

If (i) happens, the goal is achieved and no further increase is necessary. If (ii) 

happens, increasing the effort should continue while switching to the other type of effort 

until one of the closure conditions happens again. If (iii) happens it means that no more 

improvement is possible, and although the goal is not achieved, the possible improvement 

is reached. 

6.5.5 C-Step5: Analyze 

The recommendation about the implementation of the selected action is provided. The 

action will be taken in the next sub-iteration to prevent the final gap at the end of the 

iteration. 

After completion of the iteration under investigation, the actual circumstance 

AC(a,b), will be compared with the plan P. Now, the gap at the end of the iteration is the 

same as defined in SIM-DASH method which is called off-track situation. At this point, 

and in case of any gap, when using SIM-DASH method, the corrective actions will be 

proposed to bring the project back on track. As summary, SIM-DASH* starts with 

planning for each iteration, controlling through sub-iterations, then continues the 

measurement of gaps at the end of iterations, and proposes a broad range of corrective 

actions for the next iteration, as previously explained and provided by the SIM-DASH 

method.  

There are number of differences between the SIM-DASH and SIM-DASH*: 

1. D1: The SD simulation model should simulate the iterations in both methods, 

however, in the SIM-DASH* the iteration simulated by the SD model is based 

on the plan provided from the planning phase. 
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2. D2: The SIM-DASH introduces the iterations of the construction phase as the 

control points. In SIM-DASH*, the iterations and sub-iterations are both 

considered as control points.  

3. D3: There are five primary steps in SIM-DASH* that look at the sub-

iterations. Then, eight steps of the SIM-DASH method complete the 

controlling step of the SIM-DASH* method. 

4. D4: In SIM-DASH* the defect prediction model updates the corresponding 

parameter in the SD simulation model, at the starting point of a sub-iteration. 

Also, the SIM-DASH* method during one iteration, only supports the root-

cause related to the change in defect injection rate and effort allocation 

adjustments as corrective actions. 

 Re-planning  6.6

The SIM-DASH* pro-actively takes action regarding the changes of defect injection rate 

updated by defect prediction model before each sub-iteration during one iteration. Other 

changes can be monitored and in case of a gap, the corrective action proposed by the 

KEB can be considered as presented in the SIM-DASH method. The addition of a 

planning step in SIM-DASH* also facilitate the re-planning mechanism. 

Although controlling the resource allocation at the end of each sub-iteration is 

intended to decrease the possible cumulative gap at the end of iterations, there may be 

deviation from the original plan in terms of missing features. This can occur because of 

other actual enforced changes of process parameters. In addition, since the prediction 

model cannot predict the number of defects with 100% accuracy, the goal to prevent the 

gap may not be completely achieved. Then a gap can still be expected. 

Re-planning can be an option to reconsider the current situation in terms of remaining 

number of features that were missed from the previous iteration. Re-planning includes 

these features, in addition to any other added feature as possible changes to the plan.  

At the end of each iteration the remaining features from that iteration that are not 

implemented as planned will be added to the pool of features planned for next iterations. 
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Any new feature introduced after primary planning can also be added to the pool. Then, 

re-planning for the new set of features can be performed with updated information and by 

following the planning steps. 

 Discussion of limitations and benefits 6.7

Applicability is the first point to be discussed when investigating the limitations of SIM-

DASH*. As a criterion for applicability, this method is designed for companies holding 

the third or higher level of CMMI [CMMI]. These companies are able to measure the 

processes and provide the required data to apply this method. On the other hand, the 

applicability of this method is limited because of the different phases and steps that 

required data and estimation, and flexibility to make changes during the iterations and 

sub-iterations.  

Furthermore, the efficiency evaluation of the method for the effort needed to 

complete the phases and steps is not performed systematically. Considering the efficiency 

evaluation, none of the steps can be considered as a large effort or time consuming 

activity, and the iterative manner is proposed for performing these activities through the 

construction phase. The variety of these activities results in limited efficiency in a 

different context, including planning and controlling issues.  

To demonstrate the benefit of integrating the defect prediction model with the SD 

model in SIM-DASH*, results will be compared with the situation using only the SD 

model as defined in SIM-DASH. To evaluate the results, here the circumstance AC(a,b) 

comes into the picture. The circumstance AC(a,b) represents the real project situation 

simulated by the SD model with its corresponding actual process parameters. 

The ideal situation is to have a prediction model with 100% accuracy. If the only 

change during an iteration is the increase of the defect injection rate, then PC(a,b) is the 

same as AC(a,b) at the end of the iteration. Since the prediction model, however, cannot 

predict the exact value of the defect injection rate the AC(a,b) and PC(a,b) are different 

circumstances.  
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Using the defect prediction model with a preventive and pro-active approach, SIM-

DASH* is supposed to decrease the gap by changing the input parameters as PCC(a,b), in 

comparison with AC(a,b), with an increased defect injection rate and no action by 

changing input parameters. Not integrating the defect prediction model and not following 

the five primary steps of this circumstance AC(a,b) makes the controlling step of SIM-

DASH* the same as the SIM-DASH method. In order to compare these cases must be 

followed: 

1. The first case is: The actual alternation of the defect injection rate with no 

added effort is simulated by the SD model; this case can be defined as 

circumstance AC(a,b). 

2. The second case is: The predicted alternation of the defect injection rate will 

be applied in the SD model. The added effort as proposed in primary C-Steps 

of SIM-DASH* is considered in the SD model; this case can be defined as 

circumstance PCC(a,b). 

3. The third case is: The actual alternation of the defect injection rate will be 

applied in the SD model. The added effort as proposed in primary C-Steps of 

SIM-DASH* is considered in the SD model; this case can be defined as 

circumstance ACC(a,b). 

The circumstance ACC(a,b) may result differently from PCC(a,b). In PCC(a,b), 

the increased effort is proposed and evaluated while the defect injection rate in the 

SD model is updated based on the prediction model, not the actual value.  

Then, the distance between two circumstances, ACC(a,b) and AC(a,b), with P(a,b), 

will be compared, this shows how the taken action can decrease the gap at the end of the 

iteration. 

Finally, the better performance in terms of smaller gap and distance, while comparing 

with the plan, can be justified in two points: 

1. Integrating the CBR-based defect prediction model offers more accuracy in 

monitoring the process. 
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2. The prediction model can be employed right after the coding. Preventive 

actions can be taken earlier in comparison with the predefined duration in 

SIM-DASH method. 

 Summary 6.8

In this chapter the components of the DSS for planning and controlling the iterative 

software construction is presented as SIM-DASH*. The components were presented in 

detail in chapters 4 and 5, and the application of the approach is shown in chapter 7. 

The main steps of SIM-DASH* are introduced during planning and controlling. The 

planning phase accomplishes the goal through three steps. Then, the controlling step 

employs the SIM-DASH method while integrating its SD model with the CBR-based 

defect prediction model. Also, SIM-DASH* completes the process by proposing the re-

planning step. 

Although, the controlling phase focuses on the balanced quality and functionality, this 

balance is defined differently in comparison with the planning phase. In fact, in the 

planning phase different target levels of quality are defined as the number of remaining 

defects. Then, while the total capacity is fixed for each target quality level, the largest set 

of features is presented with maximized overall worth regarding the risk and value 

criteria. The decision maker can choose among the alternatives with information provided 

about the quality and functionality aspects. The controlling phase attempts to keep the 

quality and functionality balanced by implementing of the balanced plan and preventing 

deviation from it. Also, the SD model, as a component of the controlling phase, is 

developed primarily with the goal of balanced quality and functionality in terms of the 

effort allocation for programming and testing. 
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 : Case Study of Applying the SIM-DASH* Chapter 7

Method 

 Introduction 7.1

SIM-DASH* supports the decisions that need to be made during the planning and 

controlling of the construction phase of a RUP-based development process. A case study 

in this section is conducted to represent the steps of SIM-DASH*. This case study was 

designed in order to test the applicability of SIM-DASH* and to validate the advantage of 

integrating the prediction model.  

The SIM-DASH* method incorporates the quality and functionality aspects, and also 

integrates the SD simulation model with the defect prediction model. In comparison with 

the SIM-DASH method, this method includes the planning phase, incorporates the 

prediction model, and proposes the re-planning step. 

 The case study information 7.2

The case study, as a proof of concept, presents original use cases defined by SAP Canada 

as objectives to be achieved. Generally, a case study investigates contemporary 

phenomena. Case studies with the exploratory purposes aims to find out what is 

happening and seeks new insights and ideas [Robson ‘02].  This case study is also used 

for explanatory purposes which seeks explanations for a situation. we have tried to 

consider all the steps of conducting the case study, including: case design, data collection, 

evidence collection, analysis, and reporting [Runeson, Host ‘09]. Although the designing 

step is flexible, the objective should be defined ahead. This case study investigates the 

iterative evaluation of the project; whether it can commit to deliver a certain feature set, 

at a certain level of quality, with a certain capacity, and at a certain point in time. In 

addition, the data collection have been completed before and more data is needed and 

stated during this case study as the explanatory one [Runeson, Host ‘09]. this also limits 
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the flexibility and generalizability of the results. Moreover, through this case study, the 

project is evaluated if it is on track to deliver as committed and is able to describe the 

situation in terms of trade-offs during the project in terms of outstanding defects after the 

construction phase, features to be removed, capacity to add, and detect bottlenecks during 

the testing or programming effort. Furthermore, the project manager can set intermediate 

targets for number of features completed and number of defects remaining, and evaluate 

whether new features can be added to the project and what the impact would be.  

The data corresponding to the features to be planned and controlled were inspired by 

a project at SAP Canada. The data was collected during the cooperation with SAP 

Canada and should be treated as confidential information. The features are part of the 

Gemini documentation product for knowledge transferring and project history tracking by 

providing well-structured and complete documentation. The core set of documentation 

provided by Gemini include the following components: 

1. Requirement specifications, architecture documentation, and prototypes 

2. Development task reports and tracking records 

3. Issue reports and tracking records 

4. System configuration guides 

5. Administration guides 

6. User guides and business scenarios 

The scope in the case study is part of the third component, as an interactive reporting 

framework, which manages capabilities such as viewing, printing, sharing, emailing, and 

providing an interactive panel of parameters in its user interface. This component of the 

project was planned to take nine months, with nine programmers and six testers to 

complete it. The whole project was planned to take 25 months starting from January 

2007. In the case study 18 features were considered to be signed off at the end of the first 

iteration. 

In the following sections, planning phase (using the bi-criteria decision support 

method) and controlling phase, including the integration of SD model and prediction 

model is explained. In this case study, re-planning is not under investigation since the 
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process is the same as the three steps of the planning phase, which is illustrated in this 

chapter under the planning phase.  

 Planning by a bi-criteria decision support method  7.3

In this phase a set of features for the first iteration was selected based on their risk and 

value gained from stakeholder votes and the effort needed for coding and testing at each 

level of quality. To start the planning phase, the quality levels and their corresponding 

efforts need to be defined. 

7.3.1 P-Step1: Defining the levels of quality  

To define different target levels of quality during the planning phase, the number of 

remaining defects was considered. To define the target levels, TQk, the defect estimation 

procedure from SAP was used. The quality model based on this procedure and three 

target levels of quality are presented in Figure  7.1. The percentage of remaining defects 

during one iteration of the construction phase for the standard level of quality and three 

levels of quality is also shown in Figure  7.1. 

 

Figure  7.1 Quality model based on the number of remaining defects 

The standard level of quality is defined here as removing 83% of defects. Then, three 

target levels are defined. Figure  7.1 presents the percentage of the remaining defects in 

the case of expending more effort for fixing the defects.  
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7.3.2 P-Step2: Effort estimation for each feature in a defined target 

level of quality  

The standard level of quality TSQ/TQ0 corresponds to the largest acceptable percentage of 

the remaining defects. Target level of quality TQ3 corresponds to no defect. Considering 

TSQ /TQ0 as the baseline for the remaining defects and effort required for testing and 

programming, target levels TQk (k=1,..,3) and their associated additional effort required 

for programming and testing are presented in percentage Table  7.1. The additional 

programming and testing effort is the summation of the effort for all features. All efforts 

were estimated based on the defect-effort estimation procedure from SAP. 

Table  7.1 Additional programming and testing effort for levels of target quality 

Target Quality level Programming Testing 

TQ0 - - 

TQ1 3.1% 8.9% 

TQ2 7.3% 14.2% 

TQ3 11.7% 16.4% 

7.3.3 P-Step3: Presenting the trade-off analysis to support the decision 

about the balanced functionality and quality 

The next step was to define the feasible number of features for each target level of quality 

previously defined for criteria while the total capacity is fixed. To complete this step, 

ReleasePlanner™ [Release Planner] tool was used to solve the bi-criteria problem based 

on the procedure explained in chapter 6, which was inspired by the example application 

of the tool in [Ruhe ‘10]. To complete this step, voting was required, based on the value 

and the risk of features. The voting information was done later by two experts, and was 

not originally provided in the data for the case study. The list of features and required 

effort information in standard level of quality, as input for Release Planner™ is presented 

in Table  7.2. 
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Table  7.2 Input information for ReleasePlanner™ 

Features   

ID Name Description Group Coding Testing 

1 
Interactive Parameter 
Panel 

Implement new MMIC 
design 

Interactive 
Parameters 

148 79 

2 
Interactive parameter panel 
for Java DHTML & JSF 
Viewer 

contractual requirement 
Interactive 
Parameters 

108 79 

3 
Interactive parameter panel 
for .net Winform viewer 

Go from 256MB to 1GB 
Interactive 
Parameters 

148 79 

4 
Interactive Parameter 
Designer Support 

Market leading size, cost  
Interactive 
Parameters 

148 79 

5 
Interactive Parameter 
Support for Remote Report 
Viewing  

Verizon contractual  
Interactive 
Parameters 

148 79 

6 
Enterprise Support for 
Interactive Parameters 

Required on all products 
Interactive 
Parameters 

336 75 

7 
EROM Support for 
Interactive Parameters 

For India market entry 
Interactive 
Parameters 

336 75 

8 
Interactive Parameter 
View/Time Selection 

bug fixes, rewrites 
Interactive 
Parameters 

148 80 

9 
Interactive Parameter 
Support for Local Report 
Viewing 

china feature  
Interactive 
Parameters 

72 75 

10 
Exporting Support for 
Interactive Parameters 

china feature 
Interactive 
Parameters 

180 79 

11 Interactive Sorting - Interactive Sorting 192 79 

12 
EROM Support for 
Interactive Sorting 

- Interactive Sorting 192 79 

13 
Default Currency to be 
Locale-Appropriate and 
Fixed 

- Multilingual 296 79 

14 
GB18030-2000 (UTF-16) 
Support 

must have for market 
entry 

Multilingual 296 79 

15 
Support Barcodes as menu 
item in CR 

must have for market 
entry 

Publishing - ER 116 79 

16 Language Pack Support 
must have for market 
entry 

Multilingual 254 82 

17 
Language and Platform 
(Tier 1 & 2 languages), all 
OSes 

must have for market 
entry 

Multilingual 254 82 

18 
Select CR Designer UI 
Language 

must have for market 
entry 

Multilingual 192 79 
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To discover the feasible sets of features, regarding the criteria and available capacity, 

four project instances were created corresponding to the standard level of quality and 

three target levels of quality. Each project instance includes features, their assigned effort 

for programming, and testing in the particular level of quality. The risk and value, and 

total fixed programming/testing effort are the same for all instances. 

The ReleasePlanner™ tool provided a set of features to be implemented in each level 

of quality as the result of the iterative process explained in chapter 6. Table  7.3 presents 

four alternatives, corresponding to four target quality levels and their corresponding 

functionality, as the output from the ReleasePlanner™ tool. The functionality level in 

Table  7.3 defines the number of features with highest value and lowest risk.  

Table  7.3 Number of features in dependence of target quality level. 

Target Quality level Functionality level 

TQ0 18 

TQ1 16 

TQ2 16 

TQ3 15 

 

The decision made at the planning phase of SIM-DASH* defines the preferable level 

of quality and its set of features. To control the plan the available effort in the iteration, 

and the set of features to be implemented in that iteration, should be provided from the 

planning phase. In this example 15 features in target quality level TQ3 were selected for 

the first iteration. The output list of features received from the ReleasePlanner™ is 

presented as a snapshot from the tool in Figure  7.2. 
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Figure  7.2 Snapshot from ReleasePlanner™ presenting 15 features associated to the 

third target level of quality TQ3 

 Controlling the implementation of the plan  7.4

With a sub-iteration control mechanism the gap between the plan and actual performance 

is expected to decrease. Hence, the pro-active action will more effectively prevent the 

cumulative gap between iterations. In the following, five primary steps will be followed 

as part of SIM-DASH* for the case study. 

7.4.1 C-Step1: Scoping 

The plan to achieve the third target level of quality with 15 features (p=15) is selected for 

the first iteration of the construction phase. The length of this iteration is t = 90 (in 

working days). Following the practice used at SAP, the number of features in a sub-

iteration is five (q=5). This iteration includes three sub-iterations (m=3) with five 

features. 

7.4.2 C-Step2: Modeling  

The completion of three sub-iterations (SI1/2/3) during the first iteration is modeled by the 

SD model and is under investigation. The result, in terms of the number of features 

signed off from quality levels FQ0/1/2 at the end of this iteration, is presented in 
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Figure  7.3. Each sub-iteration is completed when five features are coded, in other words, 

the sub-iterations are completed when FQ0 reaches 5, 10, and 15. 

 

Figure  7.3 Target number of signed-off features from quality levels Q0/1/2 at the end 

of three months based on the plan 

For the proposed method to prevent or decrease the gap at the end of the iteration the 

simulation model is employed to show the results for the considered iteration. The 

measurements to define the plan, as circumstance P(1,90), are ��-7(1,90)and 

��������7 (1,90). At the end of the iteration the number of features signed off from each 

quality level is presented as: ���7(1,90) � 15, ���7(1,90) � 15, ���7(1,90) � 15. 
The time steps associated to the completion of sub-iterations in the plan are shown as 

the result of the SD model in Figure  7.3 and presented in Table  7.4.  

Table  7.4 Time steps of completion of sub-iterations in the plan ��������7 (1,90) 
 TS  TS  TS 

Q0SSF1 (=5) 5 Q1SSF1 (=5) 28 Q2SSF1 (=5) 34 

Q0SSF2 (=10) 12 Q1SSF2 (=10) 54 Q2SSF2 (=10) 61 

Q0SSF3 (=15) 69 Q1SSF3 (=15) 81 Q2SSF3 (=15)  90 

7.4.3 C-Step3: Monitoring 

During coding of the first sub-set of features SSF1, there is no difference between the 

defect injection rate and the number of defects projected by applying the CBR-based 

defect prediction model from chapter 5. The second and third sub-set of features are 
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coded with 33% increased rate of defect injection in comparison with the first sub-

iteration.  

At the end of the first sub-iteration SI1, at ��������7 (1,90)=5, after applying the defect 

prediction model, there is no change in terms of the defect injection rate; however, after 

the second sub-iteration SI2, at ������� ¡ (1,90)= 12, the defect prediction model detects 

the increase of defect injection rate. The actual deviation was caused by 33% increased 

value of the defect injection rate, while the average accuracy of the defect prediction 

model used here is 90% and the increased rate is predicted as 30%. The circumstance 

PC(1,90) is defined by increasing the defect injection rate as a process parameter in the 

first tab of the dashboard, by 30%. The circumstance AC(1,90), however, is defined by 

increasing the defect injection rate as a process parameter in first tab of the dashboard by 

33%. 

The SD model is updated by adjusting the process parameter with the predicted value. 

Then, the resulted number of features in PC(1,90)  can be defined by the simulation 

model. In Figure  7.4 the number of features signed off from three levels of quality FQ0/1/2 

is presented based on P(1,90)  and PC(1,90).  

 

Figure  7.4 Deviation between P(1,90)  and PC(1,90) for FQ0/1/2 

The number of features in three levels of quality FQ0/1/2, at the end of the first 

iteration, t=90, for P and PC are different and presented in Table  7.5. 
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Table  7.5 Number of signed off features from Q0/1/2 at the end of the first iteration 

 ¢£¡̀(¤, ¥¦) ¢£¡̀§(¤, ¥¦) 
Q0 15 15 

Q1 15 10 

Q2 15 10 

To measure the gap between P(1,90)  and PC(1,90) for 30% increase of defect 

injection rate as predicted in SIM-DASH* there are two measurements. The first one 

looks at the gap created at the end of the iteration in Q0/1/2. After the second sub-iteration 

the gap between P(1,90)  and PC(1,90)  is as follows: 

,�(7,¨�)(1,90) � 0, ,�(7,¨�)(1,90) � 5, ,�(7,¨�)(1,90) � 5  

The values present gaps at the end of the iteration, however, ��0(�,�#)(1,90)	can be 

defined to emphasize the differences between P and PC, in terms of the time steps of the 

feature sign off. The time steps TSs of completion of sub-iteration in P(1,90)  is 

introduced as ��������7 (1,90)	. The same parameter in PC(1,90)  is introduced 

as	��������7� (1,90)	. The distance, in terms of the difference between these TSs is 

called	��0�������(7,7�) (1,90)	. The overall distance between P(1,90)  and PC(1,90) for the 

features signed off from Q0/1/2 at all three sub-iterations SSF1/2/3 of the first iteration is 

presented in equation ( 7.1). 

��0	(7,7�)(1,90) 	�B� ∗ (B��0�-���9(7,7�) (1,90)	)}
9f�

�
-f�

�B� ∗ (B���-���97 (1,90) 	− 	���-���97�}
9f�

(1,90)	)�
-f�

 

( 7.1) 

Previously defined, ,�(¨,¨�)(1,90) � 0, means that the number of features in Q0 

already reached the planned number. In fact, Figure  7.4 shows that the third sub-set of 

features in Q0, in PC(1,90), was completed even before what was considered in P(1,90). 

So, in this example the distance between P(1,90)  and PC(1,90)  for Q0 is not considered 

in the equation ( 7.1) and index i started from 1. The results are presented in Table  7.6. 
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Table  7.6 Distances between P(1,90)  and PC(1,90)  as time steps 

Time Step ©ª¡(1,90) ©ª¡§(1,90) ©ª«(¡,¡§)(¤, ¥¦)	 
Q1SSF1 (=5) 28 32 4 

Q1SSF2 (=10) 54 62 8 

Q1SSF3 (=15) 81 -  

Q2SSF1 (=5) 34 37 3 

Q2SSF2 (=10) 61 69 8 

Q2SSF3 (=15)  90 -  

   ��0(7,7�)(1,90)=34 

7.4.4 C-Step4: Simulation 

The question here is: “How many additional programmers/testers are needed to reduce 

the gap between the plan and predicted results?” Investigating the idle programming and 

testing effort shows there are idle testers. So, the first step is to increase the programming 

effort.  

Revising input parameters in PCC, the proposed action in SI2, is: Re-allocation within 

the sub-iteration staring from c= 12 to b= 90 in order to minimize the gap between 

���/�/�¨ (1,90) and ���/�/�¨¬¬ (1,90). The Projected Distance, PD(c,b), is quantified by 

different options regarding the cost of increased capacity for programming or testing. 

Moreover, more details on the gap at the end of the iteration, regarding the number of 

features in three levels of quality FQ0/1/2 and the imposed cost of the action taken can be 

provided, as shown in equation ( 7.2). 

�0(12,90) � 345�� ∗ 6���7(1,90) −	���7��(1,90); � 

345�� ∗ 6���7(1,90) −	���7��(1,90); � 

345�� ∗ 6���7(1,90) −	���7�(1,90); 

( 7.2) 

For the case study the value of the cost0/1/2 is 1, 4, and 2, respectively. 

In Table  7.7 the final number of signed-off features associated to each added 

programmer and the associated projected distance is presented. The number of 
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programmers is abbreviated by BL#P. The number of features signed off from quality 

level Q0 is excluded here, because it has already reached 15. 

Table  7.7 The resulted FQ1/2 at the end of the IS2 for different scenarios 

# Progr. ¢£¤¡§§(¤, ¥¦) ¢£¡§§(¤, ¥¦) PD(12,90) 

BL#P+ 1 15 10 10 

BL#P+ 2 15 10 10 

BL#P +3 15 10 10 

BL#P +4 15 10 10 

BL#P +5 15 10 10 

BL#P +6 15 10 10 

BL#P +7 15 10 10 

BL#P +8 15 10 10 

BL#P +9 15 10 10 

BL#P+ 10 15 10 10 

BL#P+ 11 10 10 30 

BL#P+ 12 10 5 40 

BL#P 10 10 30 

PLAN 15 15 - 

The two circumstances P(1,90) and PC(1,90), with no added programmer (BL#P), as 

the baseline for FQ1/2 are presented at the bottom of Table  7.7. The results show that 

increasing the number of programmers by up to 10 improve the PD with the same amount 

PD(12,90)=10. The results in BL#P+11 or BL#P+12, respectively; however, represent no 

improvement or negative improvement in comparison with plan. The reduction of the 

number of features and increasing the value of PD for BL#P+11 or BL#P+12 is the result 

of the negative impact of increasing the capacity. In fact, the overhead of communication 

and training negate the power of added programmers to complete their tasks.  

Why does not adding up to 10 programmers improve the PD? The answer is, there are 

more testers to complete the work done by the new 10 programmers; this is presented 

here to show the variety of possible scenarios. To achieve the goal of minimizing the 
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projected distance the scenario creation procedure, as explained in chapter 6, should be 

followed. 

SC1: Initially, there are idle testers and no idle programmers. So, the process initiates 

with adding programmers.  

SC2: Adding one programmer results in PD (12,90) = 10. 

SC3: Adding one programmer does not provide any closure condition.  

SC2: So, increasing continues with one more programmer and PD (12,90) = 10.  

SC3: Then, adding 2 programmers, with PD (12,90) = 10, results in closure condition 

(ii): no more testers are available.  

SC2: So, the increasing capacity continues with adding one tester, this action results 

in PD (12,90) = 0.  

SC3: The closure condition (i) is met, which means the goal is achieved.  

By adding a total of two programmers and one tester, the PD (12,90) will be zero; this 

scenario is selected as the proper action, resulting in the final circumstance PCC(1,90).  

7.4.5 C-Step5: Analyze  

The recommendation of the implementation of the selected action is provided. In the next 

sub-iteration this action will be taken and implemented. 

The action taken is selected with PD(12,90)=0, the expectation is to measure no gap 

between PC(1,90) and P(1,90). To find this, the SD model is updated by adjusting the 

process and input parameters based on the selected action. The resulting number of 

features at the end of the iteration, in PCC(1,90), can be defined by the simulation model. 

In Figure  7.5 the number of features signed off from three levels of quality FQ0/1/2 is 

presented based on P(1,90)  and PCC(1,90).  
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 Figure  7.5 Deviation between P(1,90) and PCC(1,90) for FQ0/1/2 

The number of features in three levels of quality FQ0/1/2, at the end of the first 

iteration, t=90, for P and PCC are presented in Table  7.8.  

Table  7.8 Number of signed off features FQ0/1/2 at the end of the first iteration 

 ��-¡(1, ¥¦)	 ��-¡§§(1, ¥¦)	
Q0 15 15 

Q1 15 15 

Q2 15 15 

There are two measurements to determine the difference between P(1,90) and the 

PCC(1,90) for the 30% increase of defect injection rate predicted in SIM-DASH* and the 

action taken. The gap between the plan and PCC(1,90) after the second sub-iteration is as 

follows: 

,�(7,7��)(1,90) � 0, ,�(7,7��)(1,90) � 0, ,�(7,7��)(1,90) � 0 

The values depict no gap at the end of the iteration, however, ��0(7,7��)(1,90) can 

be defined to emphasize the differences between P(1,90)  and PCC(1,90). The overall 

distance between P(1,90) and PCC(1,90) for the features signed off from Q0/1/2 at all three 

sub-iterations of the first iteration is defined based on equation ( 7.1). Again, the distance 

between P(1,90) and PCC(1,90) in Q0 is not considered here, results are presented in 

Table  7.9 
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Table  7.9 Distances between P(1,90)  and PCC(1,90)  as time steps 

Time Step ©ª¡(¤, ¥¦)	 ©ª¡§§(¤, ¥¦) ©ª«(¡,¡§§)(¤, ¥¦) 
Q1SSF1 (=5) 28 29 1 

Q1SSF2 (=10) 54 55 1 

Q1SSF3 (=15) 81 81 0 

Q2SSF1 (=5) 34 37 3 

Q2SSF2 (=10) 61 62 1 

Q2SSF3 (=15)  90 90 0 

   ��0(7,7��)(1,90)= 10 

Even this precise measure, TSD, shows a small amount of distance between P(1,90) 

and PCC(1,90). ��0(7,7��)(1,90)=34 corresponds to the distance between the plan and 

PC(1,90)when no action after predicting the increase of defect injection rate is 

implemented. When the action proposed by SIM-DASH* is implemented 

��0(7,7��)(1,90)=10 corresponds to the distance between the plan and PCC(1,90). 

Comparison between the TSD values illustrates the impact of the action proposed by the 

SIM-DASH*. 

Going back to C-Step3, in the third sub-iteration the defect injection rate would not 

change. Therefore, using the defect prediction model no change will be detected and no 

further action will be taken.  

After completion of the first iteration the actual performance and the plan will be 

compared. In case of any gap, the SIM-DASH method will be employed to control and 

propose the corrective actions for the next iteration. The assumption is that use of the 

SIM-DASH method was adequately explained in chapter 4. 

 Evaluating the result of integrating the defect prediction 7.5

model with the SD model 

The ideal situation is to have a prediction model with 100% of accuracy. In that case, the 

ACC(1,90) at the end of the iteration would be the same as PCC(1,90). With integrating 

the prediction model with average accuracy of 90%, the actual results of the actions 

taken, based on SIM-DASH* will be compared.  
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Three different sets of results from different circumstances are compared here: 

1. The actual performance with no action taken (AC(1,90)): Increase the defect 

injection rate by 0.33% and no action taken to decrease the gap in comparison 

with the plan. 

At the end of this iteration AC(1,90), in terms of the number of features signed off 

from three levels of quality FQ0/1/2, differs from the plan as presented in Figure  7.6. 

 

Figure  7.6 Deviation between P(1,90) and AC(1,90) values regarding FQ0/1/2 

2. The predicted defect injection rate with the suggested actions by following the 

five primary C-Steps of SIM-DASH* during the controlling phase 

(PCC(1,90)): Increase the defect injection rate by 0.3% as predicted by the 

prediction model and corrective actions (adding two programmers and one 

tester from t=12 to t=90) to decrease the gap in comparison with the plan. 

Through the five C-Steps of SIM-DASH*, explained earlier in this chapter, 

PCC(1,90) is already presented, however, to compare it with the plan in 

Figure  7.7 presents it again. 
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Figure  7.7 Deviation between P(1,90) and PCC(1,90) values regarding FQ0/1/2 

3. The actual performance with suggested actions by following the five primary 

C-Steps of SIM-DASH* during the controlling phase (ACC(1,90)): Increase 

the defect injection rate by 0.33% and apply corrective actions (adding two 

programmers and one tester from t=12 to t=90) to decrease the gap in 

comparison with the plan as SIM-DASH* proposed. The ACC(1,90) basically 

simulates the situation that should be dealt with at the end of the iteration in 

the real world. In other words, it shows how much the increased effort can be 

effective in real world.  

This situation can be expressed more precisely: the defect injection rate is increased 

by 33% in the second and third sub-iterations SI2/3. To deal with this change, the action 

proposed by SIM-DASH* is considered at the end of the SI2 at t=12 and continued until 

t=90. Now, the effectiveness of the SIM-DASH* method can be evaluated. 

At the end of this iteration ACC(1,90), in terms of the number of features signed off 

from three levels of quality FQ0/1/2, differs from the plan, as presented in Figure  7.8. 
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Figure  7.8 Deviation between P(1,90) and ACC(1,90) values regarding FQ0/1/2 

Results from plan (P(1,90)), Actual circumstance (AC(1,90)), using SIM-DASH* and 

prediction model (PCC(1,90)), and applying the actions proposed by SIM-DASH* in 

actual situation (ACC(1,90)) for features signed off from the three quality levels FQ0/1/2, 

are presented in Figure  7.9, Figure  7.10, and Figure  7.11, respectively. 

 

Figure  7.9 Four sets of results in Q0 

 

Figure  7.10 Four sets of results in Q1 
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Figure  7.11 Four sets of results in Q2 

Previously, ,-(7,¨¬¬)(90) was calculated as zero. To compare the ACC(1,90) and 

AC(1,90) quantitatively, the gaps between P(1,90) and ACC(1,90) and then P(1,90) and 

AC(1,90) for all three levels of quality are presented in Table  7.10. 

Table  7.10 Gap between plan P(1,90) and circumstance AC/ACC(1,90) 

 ®(̀¡,¯°)(¤, ¥¦) ®(̀¡,¯°§)(¤, ¥¦) 
Q0 0 0 

Q1 5 0 

Q2 5 5 

The gaps calculated in Table  7.10 show how the circumstance ACC(1,90) is 

decreasing the gap. To more closely compare these results the distance between the P and 

circumstances AC(1,90) and ACC(1,90) can also be evaluated. The results are shown in 

Table  7.11. To complete the values in Table  7.11 the equation ( 7.1) is used. 

The distance between plan and circumstance AC(1,90)  is larger than the distance 

between plan and circumstance ACC(1,90). In the case study no other changes are made 

during the first iteration. Since the actual and predicted changes are not the same, the 

ACC(1,90) circumstance shows that there would be gap at the end of the iteration. 

Comparing the values of G and TSD, however, shows that the increased effort proposed 

in SIM-DASH*, through the sub-iterations, did not completely prevent the gap at the end 

of the iteration, rather decreased it. 
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Table  7.11 Distances between plan P(1,90) and circumstances AC(1,90) and 

ACC(1,90) 

Time 

Step 
©ª(¡)(¤, ¥¦) ©ª(±§)(¤, ¥¦) ©ª(±§§)(¤, ¥¦) ©ª«(¡,±§)(¤, ¥¦) ©ª«(¡,±§§)(¤, ¥¦) 

Q1      

Q1SSF1 

(=5) 
28 32 31 4 3 

Q1SSF2 

(=10) 
54 68 60 14 6 

Q1SSF3 

(=15)  
81 - 89 - 8 

Q2      

Q2SSF1 

(=5) 
34 40 39 6 5 

Q2SSF2 

(=10) 
61 74 67 13 6 

Q2SSF3 

(=15)  
90 - - - - 

    
��0(7,²�)(1,90)
=55  

��0(7,²��)(1,90)
=39 

After the five C-Steps the first iteration is done. Now the SIM-DASH method can be 

applied for other possible changes. As shown in Table  7.11, the added five C-Steps in 

SIM-DASH*, through sub-iterations, make the gap or distance between the plan and 

actual performance smaller. As a result, the correction actions to decrease the gap after 

the next iteration will cost less. 

 Validity of results 7.6

There are number of required data to complete different phases and steps of the SIM-

DASH*. The core data for the SD model were provided by the industrial collaborator of 

the project. Two other sets of data are required, but not provided here, and a number of 

assumptions were made about them. The planning phase in SIM-DASH* assumes the 

availability of information or estimations about the effort required for each feature in 
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target levels of quality. During the controlling phase the code metrics required by the 

CBR-based defect prediction model is assumed to be available. Regarding the internal 

validity, because of the assumption made for the data used in this case study the 

effectiveness of the SIM-DASH* method is limited.  

As a criterion for applicability, this method is designed for companies holding third or 

higher level of CMMI [CMMI]. Then, they are able to measure the processes. The 

existence of data required to apply this method (in a company holding the third or higher 

level of CMMI [CMMI]) is not in question so the effectiveness evaluation in this case 

study is provided by partially real data and can provide limited external validity. 

The duration of iterations or sub-iterations in the SIM-DASH* is defined based on the 

expert opinion. In the case study, it is assumed that there is the possibility of increasing 

capacities for programming and testing. While the increase may not be possible, the 

flexible time for the increase adds up to a limited construct validity, because the project 

manager has constraints regarding the re-allocation of resources to prevent unnecessary 

communication and training overhead. If the increase at certain points of time is possible 

the changes may still be valuable to take place. More investigation is needed. 

Regarding the conclusion validity, another limitation of the SIM-DASH* is related to 

the integrated performance of the defect prediction model. Although, the defect 

prediction model employed in this chapter was 90% (as presented in chapter 5) and 

showed better performance, the applicability of any defect prediction model cannot be 

concluded. The sensitivity of the results because of the capability of defect prediction 

model in accurate prediction can be an interesting future work. 

Since the attributes of the source code corresponding to the coded features were not 

available in this case study, only the results of the prediction with average accuracy was 

discussed and internal validity is limited. In case of availability of this information, the 

development of the model and its use could be added as steps of the method; this may 

have an impact on the efficiency of the method. The evaluation of the efficiency of the 

method, itself, would make the validity process more satisfactory. 

The efficiency of the method, in terms of time and effort consumption, while 

employing SIM-DASH*, is not evaluated here, because the introduction of the final SIM-

DASH* occurred after the collaboration with the SAP Canada was finished. 
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Consequently the SIM-DASH* and its capabilities, such an efficiency evaluation, was 

not originally considered in the collaboration. 

 Summary 7.7

This chapter presented a case study as a proof of concept and to demonstrate the SIM-

DASH* through the planning and controlling phases. The planning phase focuses on the 

consideration of quality and functionality aspects of the project, while solving it as a bi-

criteria optimization problem. The criteria include the value and the risk of each feature 

based on stakeholder voting. 

SIM-DASH* utilizes the prediction model after submission of a sub-set of features. 

In case of completion of development tasks by programmers, the number of injected 

defects can be predicted. By using the prediction model the deviation from the plan can 

be prevented earlier and more accurately. Although the SIM-DASH method controls the 

construction phase of a RUP process, the SIM-DASH* method acts pro-actively and 

integrates the CBR-based defect prediction model, applying the SANN as the attribute 

weighting technique, resulting in better performance. The better performance is measured 

as 30% less distance with the plan, while using the prediction model in comparison with a 

situation where no prediction model was used. 

In addition, SIM-DASH* incorporates the planning phase to back up the quality 

aspect. The trade-off analysis provided during the planning phase proposes different 

alternatives to support the decision in balancing functionality and quality. In this case 

study the selected alternative defined the highest target level of quality with zero 

remaining defects, which was 25% less in comparison with the standard level of quality. 

Also, the alternative associated with this target level of quality offered 15% less number 

of features, while it required 12% additional programming effort and 16% additional 

testing effort. The planning mechanism can also guide through the re-planning step. At 

the end of each iteration, in case of missing features, they can be re-planned with features 

of the next iteration and their implementation can be reconsidered. 
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 : Conclusions and Future Work  Chapter 8

 Results and contributions 8.1

Key contributions from the research described in this thesis can be listed as follows: 

1. C1: System dynamics modeling of a real world iterative construction phase of 

a RUP-type software development process to perform project management 

decision support scenarios that emphasize balanced functionality and quality 

during implementation. The modeling is accomplished under the guidance 

provided by IMMoS and is enhanced by integrating the GQM offered in the 

Dynamic-GQM approach, as described in chapter 3. 

2. C2: Designing a simulation-based decision support system for process control 

and corrective actions to bring a project back-on-track in case of deviations 

from plan, described as the SIM-DASH method. Initial empirical evaluation 

was performed on a retrospective real world case study, as described in 

chapter 4.  

3. C3: Development and empirical analysis of a CBR-based defect prediction 

model with a novel attribute weighting technique and customization support 

for the development of an effective CBR-based prediction model, 

incorporating the characteristics of the associated source code, as described in 

chapter 5. 

4. C4: Employing the bi-criteria decision support method for planning, 

incorporating the functionality and quality aspects, and value and risk 

assigned to features based on expert opinion as criteria, as described in 

chapter 6. 

5. C5: Developing a DSS by integrating the prediction model with the SD 

simulation model in SIM-DASH*. In particular, this method focused on 
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balancing functionality and quality during planning and controlling, as 

described in chapter 6. 

6. C6: Presenting a case study for the prototype DSS using SIM-DASH*, in 

addition to evaluating the impact of integrating the defect prediction model 

with the SD simulation model, as described in chapter 7. 

The existing planning mechanisms concentrate more on functionality aspects. As 

stated in RO1, C4 introduces a planning mechanism that also incorporates the quality 

aspect of the project. 

To complete the RO2, the SD model created during the collaboration with SAP 

Canada, implemented the plan through iterations. The development of the SD model was 

performed under the existing IMMoS and Dynamic-GQM guidance, as stated in C1. 

Moreover, to provide an effective defect prediction model for the final DSS and RO4, 

CBR was selected and a new attribute weighting method was offered for higher accuracy. 

To support the customization decisions in developing a CBR-based defect prediction 

model, a set of example rules were provided, these were explained as C3 in the list of 

contributions. 

To use the SD model to address control issues, as stated in RO3, the SIM-DASH 

method was introduced. As stated in C2 and RO6, this method includes the SD model in 

addition to the KEB and the dashboard, and provides a decision support framework that 

focuses on monitoring the progress of the project. In case of deviation from the plan 

potential actions are suggested and the result of the selected action can be proactively 

measured. 

Regarding the RO5, the C5, as part of the SIM-DASH*, the SD model (same as the 

one developed in the SIM-DASH method) was integrated with the CBR-based defect 

prediction. In addition, the KEB and the dashboard were included in SIM-DASH*. The 

bi-criteria method was used to overcome the planning issues, regarding the consideration 

of stakeholder opinion, and balancing the functionality and quality aspects.  

In order to reach the RO7 in C6a case study inspired by data from SAP Canada was 

presented to evaluate how SIM-DASH* integrates a prediction model with the SD model 

and to show how the planning steps can be performed and how the plan and other 

provided information can be utilized during the controlling phase.  
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The utilization of the SD model for different parts of the software development 

process, such as requirement engineering or even to determine the most effective 

inspection technique, were presented in the literature review. The primary contribution of 

this thesis is the use of this modeling approach for a specific goal in resource allocation 

that focuses on balanced functionality and quality aspects. Extending this capability, with 

the KEB and dashboard, the SIM-DASH method was presented in this thesis to provide a 

framework for controlling the construction phase is another unique contribution of this 

research. 

There are integrated models that consider dynamic and static models in the literature. 

There are also studies that look at the quality aspects during the planning phase of the 

software development process. Here, to present a more comprehensive DSS, the planning 

phase was added to the SIM-DASH method. Furthermore, a static model in favor of the 

focus on quality and the functionality aspect during the control phase is integrated with 

the dynamic model. The conclusive DSS, incorporating the planning phase, integrating 

static and dynamic models, and balancing quality and functionality aspects, make the 

final proposed SIM-DASH* another exceptional contribution of this thesis. 

 Research limitations and future work 8.2

While the proposed approach has already shown promising results, there are several 

issues that can be addressed in future research. In previous chapters limitations of the 

work presented in those chapters were discussed under the topic of validity.  

SIM-DASH* needs improvement in order to increase its applicability. Although a 

KEB and prototype dashboard are already presented a more precise design, connection to 

external databases, and implementation of the user interface need more work to be usable 

for real users. 

In particular, here the KEB component is presented based on the fish-bone diagram, 

which accommodates a limited number of recommendations based on the literature 

review. This component can be envisioned as a data mining method, such as a decision 

tree, with more capabilities in providing suggestions and their estimated costs. 
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The SD model used in the SIM-DASH method just considers the construction phase 

of the iterative RUP-type development process, restricting the scope of the method. The 

focus in this phase was primarily on programming and testing, however, in reality other 

tasks such as requirements, analysis, and design are required. Augmenting more 

parameters to the SD model in the enhancement phase of the IMMoS model, with 

corresponding GQM models as part of Dynamic-GQM, to incorporate these tasks makes 

the SD model more valuable. 

There are also more parameters, related to programming and testing tasks that were 

not included in the model. Other general models, such as GENSIM [Garousi et al. ‘10] 

that consider other tasks, including verification and validation in different levels are more 

extensively applicable. In such models, in case a process does not include any of these 

tasks, the exclusion of them is allowed. The SD model presented in SIM-DASH* offers 

less generalizability aspects, therefore, making this model more generalized provides 

added value. 

The planning phase of SIM-DASH* accommodates a bi-criteria decision support 

method of value and risk. This method is capable of including additional criteria; 

examples of other criteria to be considered during the planning phase are urgency and 

volatility of the features.  

The usage of an effort prediction model with similar objectives has already shown 

promising results in [Al-Emran et al. ‘10]. Other prediction models, such as effort 

prediction models, can be included in SIM-DASH* for better performance and less cost. 

The efficiency of such a DSS needs to be evaluated. 

Rigorous evaluation based on complete information provided by, and including 

expert opinion during different decision making steps, is still needed; the framework 

presented in [Kitchanham et al. ‘05] would be a good addition. 

 Conclusions 8.3

Decisions related to the levels of functionality and quality of the final project are critical 

for the success of software project. Especially while balancing these conflictive aspects is 

under investigation. Decision support for including a set of features to create the balance, 
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while considering the fixed duration and resources, and accommodating stakeholder 

opinion would increase the chance of success. The employment of the bi-criteria decision 

support method in SIM-DASH* considers these points and directs the planning phase. 

The plan itself does not promise the perfect implementation, a control mechanism 

would assure the conforming implementation of the plan. Required components of the 

control mechanism are the criteria to evaluate the proper progress of the plan, a 

knowledge base capable of root-cause analysis to recommend the potential right actions 

in case of any fluctuation, and a user interface to proactively examine the recommended 

actions and support the selection of the appropriate adjustment. The SIM-DASH method 

proposes a complete control mechanism for working primarily on the SD simulation 

model, in addition to the KEB and dashboard components. 

Defect prediction models, as static models that provide information about the defects 

included in code, promise a more effective resource allocation as part of the project 

manager task. The CBR defect prediction model is an appropriate prediction model in 

software engineering. Yet, an adequately effective weighting method, during the 

development of the CBR model for defect prediction was missing. As a result, the SANN 

weighting technique was proposed, which outperformed other existing techniques. Still, 

another challenge in CBR-based defect prediction model - is its customization in order to 

reach the highest performance - was not addressed. Customization support, using the 

DNA approach and providing a set of rules based on the project attributes, is another step 

forward in developing a more effective CBR-based defect prediction model. 

Although the SD model and defect prediction model offer beneficial capabilities in 

decisions made by SPM, here their integration to assist the SPM in iterative software 

construction was suggested. The SD model provided simulated a RUP-type iterative 

software construction. The iterative nature of the SD model used in control phase 

provided an opportunity for integrating the CBR-based defect prediction model. The 

static prediction model updated the SD model, so the increasing gap between the planned 

and actual performance would be more effectively prevented. The effectiveness of this 

model integration for planning and controlling the iterative construction was evaluated by 

a case study. Results were shown using the prediction model to update the SD model, 
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then, in terms of the final distance with the plan chose the proper change in resource 

allocation and outperformed the use of the SD model for the proactive action. 
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Appendix B: SD model in the SIM-DASH* method  

1 Variables in the mathematical model 

1.1 Effort for programmers 

• CP: Capacity for programmers available up to time t. This is an input provided. 

• EPQ0: Actual programmer effort expended to sign-off features at Q0- level. This is the 
cumulative effort expended up to time t. 

• EPQ1, EPQ2, and EPEX: Actual programmer effort fixing Q1 defects, Q2 defects or defects in 
existing functionality. This is the cumulative effort expended up to time t. 

• IdleCP: is the part of the available programming capacity that is not used by any other 
programming effort at time t. 

1.2 Effort for testers 

• CT: Capacity for Testing available up to time t. This is an input provided. 

• ETQ1, ETQ2, and ETEX: Actual tester effort for the execution of test cases for existing 
functionality, Q1-level test cases and Q2-level test cases. This is the cumulative effort expended 
up to time t. 

• EVQ1, EVQ2, and EVEX: Actual tester effort for the validation of fixed defects in existing 
functionality, Q1-level defects or Q2-level defects. This is the cumulative effort expended up to 
time t. 

• IdleCT: is the part of the available Testing capacity that is not used by any other testing effort 
at time t. 

1.3 Features 

• FQ0, FQ1, and FQ2: Number of features signed-off at Q0-level, Q1-level or Q2-level up to time 
t. 

• TNF: Number of features required to be delivered in total. This is an input provided to the 
system. 

1.4 Defects assigned to programmers 

• DFQ1, DFQ2, and DFEX: Number of defects in state “for fixing” at time t. 

1.5 Defects processed by programmers 

• DFVQ1, DFVQ2, and DFVEX: Number of defects which have transitioned from state “for 
fixing” into state “for validating” up to time t. 

1.6 Defects assigned to testers 

• DVQ1, DVQ2, and DVEX: Number of defects in state “for validation” at time t. 

1.7 Defects removed by testers 

• DRQ1, DRQ2, and DREX: Number of defects in state “removed”. Defects fixed by 
programmers which have been successfully validated by testers up to time t. 

1.8 Programmer estimators 

• tae: Estimated programmer tasks. This is the total amount of programmer task estimates at 
time t. This is an input provided. 

• TAC: Consumed programmer task estimates. This is the total amount of programmer estimates 
consumed up to time t. 
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1.9 Defects injected by programmers 

• diq1, diq2, and diex: Total number of injected Q1-level, Q2-level, EX-level defects up to time 
t. 

1.10 Defect latency 

• DLQ1, DLQ2, and DLEX: Number of latent Q1-level, Q2-level, EX-level defects i.e. defects 
which have been injected, but have not been discovered at time t. 

1.11 Execution constants 

• TApE: number of tasks delivered for Q0 level feature sign-off per development effort 
expended. 

• NFP: number of features programmed in parallel during feature-signoff. This constant is part 
of work prioritization and determined by the project lead. 

• NDFH: number defects fixed per hour. This is obtained by dividing the total number of 
removed defects by the total effort expended during a period of the project when no effort is 
spent on task completion. 

• NDRH: number of defects validated per hour. This number is obtained by dividing the total 
number of defects validated for the project over the total effort logged under “testing: 
validation Q1/Q2/EX” in the timesheet. 

• PDF: percentage of defects for re-testing which were fixed successfully. 

• NDDH: number of defects detected per hour of testing. This is calculated by dividing the 
number of defects removed during the project by the number of hours spent on test execution 

• NDIQ1, NDIQ2, and NDIEX: number of Q1/Q2/EX defects injected per TAE. This number is 
calculated by dividing the number of Q1/Q2/EX defects by TAE 

• NDIDF: number of defects injected per defect fixed 

2 Equations in the mathematical model  

2.1 Policy variables 
New programmers number= GAME (20) 

New testers number= GAME (20) 

2.2 Levels 

CP= INTEG (CP Rate, 0) 

EPQ0= INTEG (EPQ0 Rate, 0) 

EPQ1= INTEG (EPQ1 Rate, 0) 

EPQ2= INTEG (EPQ2 Rate, 0) 

EPEX= INTEG (EPEX Rate, 0) 

Idle CP= INTEG (Idle CP Rate, 0) 

CT= INTEG (CT Rate, 0) 

ETQ1= INTEG (ETQ1 Rate, 0) 

ETQ2= INTEG (ETQ2 Rate, 0) 

ETEX= INTEG (ETEX Rate, 0) 

EVQ1= INTEG (EVQ1 Rate, 0) 
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EVEX= INTEG (EVEX Rate, 0) 

EVQ2= INTEG (EVQ2 Rate, 0) 

Idle CT= INTEG (Idle CT Rate, 0) 

TAC= INTEG (TAC Rate, 0) 

FQ0= INTEG (FQ0 Rate, 0) 

FQ1= INTEG (FQ1 Rate, 0) 

FQ2= INTEG (FQ2 Rate, 0) 

DFQ1= INTEG (DFQ1 Rate + DVQ1 failed Rate - DVQ1 Rate, 0) 

DFQ2= INTEG (DFQ2 Rate + DVQ2 failed Rate - DVQ2 Rate, 0) 

DFEX= INTEG (DFEX Rate + DVEX failed Rate - DVEX Rate, 0) 

DVQ1= INTEG (DVQ1 Rate - DVQ1 failed Rate - DRQ1 Rate, 0) 

DVQ2= INTEG (DVQ2 Rate - DRQ2 Rate - DVQ2 failed Rate, 0) 

DVEX= INTEG (DVEX Rate - DVEX failed Rate - DREX Rate, 0) 

DRQ1= INTEG (DRQ1 Rate, 0) 

DRQ2= INTEG (DRQ2 Rate, 0) 

DREX= INTEG (DREX Rate, 0) 

DFVQ1= INTEG (DVQ1 Rate, 0) 

DFVQ2= INTEG (DVQ2 Rate, 0) 

DFVEX= INTEG (DVEX Rate, 0) 

FQ0 bank= INTEG (FQ0 bank Rate, 0) 

FQ1 bank= INTEG (FQ1 bank Rate, 0) 

FQ2 bank= INTEG (FQ2 bank Rate, 0) 

FSOQ0= INTEG (FSOQ0 Rate, 0) 

FSOQ1= INTEG (FSOQ1 Rate, 0) 

New testers= INTEG (Tester allocation rate - Testers assimilation rate, 0) 

New Programmers= INTEG (Programmer allocation rate-Programmers assimilation rate, 0) 

Experienced testers= INTEG (Testers assimilation rate, 6) 

Experienced Programmers= INTEG (Programmers assimilation rate, 9) 

DVQ1 bank= INTEG (DVQ1 bank Rate, 0) 

DVQ2 bank= INTEG (DVQ2 bank Rate, 0)  

DVEX bank= INTEG (DVEX bank Rate, 0) 
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DFEX conc= INTEG (DFEX conc Rate, 0) 

DFQ1 conc= INTEG (DFQ1 conc Rate, 0) 

DFQ2 conc= INTEG (DFQ2 conc Rate, 0) 

2.3 Rates 

CP Rate= (Programmers nominal productivity*(1-"communication overhead % in programming"/100) * (0.8*New Programmers 
+1.2*(Experienced Programmers-experienced programmers needed for training))) * 8 

EPQ0 Rate= MIN (((CP Rate) - ((EPEX Rate + EPQ1 Rate + EPQ2 Rate) / NDFH)) * TApE, (tae - TAC)) 

EPQ1 Rate= IF THEN ELSE (MIN (((0.25 * CP Rate) * NDFH), (DFQ1 - DVQ1 bank)) < 0, 0, MIN (((0.25 * CP Rate) * NDFH), 
(DFQ1- DVQ1 bank))) 

EPQ2 Rate= IF THEN ELSE (MIN ((((CP Rate) - (((EPEX Rate + EPQ1 Rate) / NDFH)))) * NDFH, (DFQ2 - DVQ2 bank)) < 0, 0, 
MIN ((((CP Rate) - (((EPEX Rate + EPQ1 Rate) / NDFH)))) * NDFH, (DFQ2 - DVQ2 bank))) 

EPEX Rate= IF THEN ELSE (MIN (0.25 * CP Rate * NDFH, (DFEX - DVEX bank)) <0, 0, MIN (0.25 * CP Rate * NDFH, (DFEX - 
DVEX bank))) 

Idle CP Rate= CP Rate - (((EPEX Rate + EPQ1 Rate + EPQ2 Rate) / NDFH)) - ((EPQ0 Rate / TApE)) 

CT Rate= (Testers nominal productivity*(1-"communication overhead % in testing"/100)*(0.8*New testers +1.2*(Experienced 
testers-Experienced testers needed for training))) * 8 

ETQ1 Rate= IF THEN ELSE (MIN (0.8 * ((CT Rate * NDRH) - (EVEX Rate + EVQ1 Rate + EVQ2 Rate)) * NDDH , DLQ1) < 
0, 0, MIN (0.8 * ((CT Rate * NDRH) - (EVEX Rate + EVQ1 Rate + EVQ2 Rate)) * NDDH, DLQ1)) 

ETQ2 Rate= IF THEN ELSE(MIN (((CT Rate) - (((EVEX Rate + EVQ1 Rate + EVQ2 Rate) / NDRH)) - (((ETEX Rate + ETQ1 Rate) 
/ NDDH))) * NDDH, DLQ2) <0, 0, MIN ((( CT Rate) - ((( EVEX Rate + EVQ1 Rate + EVQ2 Rate) / NDRH)) - (((ETEX Rate + 
ETQ1 Rate) / NDDH))) * NDDH, DLQ2)) 

ETEX Rate= IF THEN ELSE (MIN (0.2 * ((CT Rate * NDRH) - (EVEX Rate + EVQ1 Rate + EVQ2 Rate)) * NDDH , DLEX) < 
0, 0, MIN (0.2 * ((CT Rate * NDRH) - (EVEX Rate + EVQ1 Rate + EVQ2 Rate)) * NDDH, DLEX)) 

EVQ1 Rate= IF THEN ELSE (MIN ((CT Rate * NDRH) - EVEX Rate, DVQ1) < 0, 0, MIN ((CT Rate * NDRH) - EVEX Rate, 
DVQ1)) 

EVQ2 Rate= IF THEN ELSE (MIN ((CT Rate * NDRH) - (EVEX Rate + EVQ1 Rate), DVQ2) < 0, 0, MIN ((CT Rate * NDRH) - 
(EVEX Rate + EVQ1 Rate), DVQ2)) 

EVEX Rate= IF THEN ELSE (MIN (CT Rate * NDRH, DVEX) < 0, 0, MIN (CT Rate * NDRH, DVEX)) 

Idle CT Rate= CT Rate - (((ETQ1 Rate + ETQ2 Rate + ETEX Rate) / NDDH)) 

TAC Rate= EPQ0 Rate 

FQ0 Rate= IF THEN ELSE (tr > 0, tr, 0) 

FQ1 Rate= IF THEN ELSE (tr1> 0, tr1, 0) 

FQ2 Rate= IF THEN ELSE (tr2> 0, tr2, 0) 

DFQ1 Rate= ETQ1 Rate 

DFQ2 Rate= ETQ2 Rate 

DFEX Rate=ETEX Rate 

DVQ1 Rate= IF THEN ELSE ((tr DVQ1 > 0), tr DVQ1, 0) 
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DVQ2 Rate= IF THEN ELSE ((tr DVQ2 > 0), tr DVQ2, 0) 

DVEX Rate= IF THEN ELSE ((tr DVEX > 0), tr DVEX, 0) 

DVQ2 failed Rate= (1- PDF) * EVQ2 Rate 

DVQ1 failed Rate= (1- PDF) * EVQ1 Rate 

DVEX failed Rate= (1 - PDF) * EVEX Rate 

DRQ1 Rate= PDF * EVQ1 Rate 

DRQ2 Rate= PDF * EVQ2 Rate 

DREX Rate= PDF * EVEX Rate 

FQ0 bank Rate= fq0helper - FQ0 Rate 

FQ1 bank Rate= fq1helper - FQ1 Rate 

FQ2 bank Rate= fq2helper - FQ2 Rate 

FSOQ0 Rate = fq0helper 

FSOQ1 Rate = fq1helper 

Testers assimilation rate= New testers/10 

Tester allocation rate= New testers number*pulse (New testers time, 1) 

Programmers assimilation rate= New Programmers/10 

Programmer allocation rate= New programmers number * pulse (New programmers time, 1) 

DVQ1 bank Rate= dvhelper Q1 - DVQ1 Rate 

DVQ2 bank Rate= dvhelper Q2 - DVQ2 Rate 

DVEX bank Rate= (dvhelper EX) - DVEX Rate 

DFQ1 conc Rate= IF THEN ELSE (((DFQ1 conc) < (EPQ1 Rate)), ((EPQ1 Rate) - (DFQ1 conc)), IF THEN ELSE ((DVQ1 Rate <= 
((DFQ1 conc +1))), ((-1) * DVQ1 Rate), (DFQ1 conc - 1))) 

DFQ2 conc Rate= IF THEN ELSE (((DFQ2 conc) < (EPQ2 Rate)), ((EPQ2 Rate) - (DFQ2 conc)), IF THEN ELSE ((DVQ2 Rate <= 
((DFQ2 conc + 1))), ((-1) * DVQ2 Rate), (DFQ2 conc - 1))) 

DFEX conc Rate= IF THEN ELSE (((DFEX conc) < (EPEX Rate)), ((EPEX Rate) - (DFEX conc)), IF THEN ELSE ((DVEX Rate <= 
((DFEX conc +1))), ((-1) * DVEX Rate), (DFEX conc - 1))) 

2.4 Constants 

TApE = 0.75 

tae = 500 

TNF= 15 

NDIQ1= 0.3 

NDIQ2 = 0.6 

NDIEX= 0.3 
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NDDH= 2.4 

NFP= 5 

NDIDF= 0.3 

NDFH= 0.125 

PDF= 0.7 

NDVH= 0.225 

New testers time= 0 

Testers nominal productivity= 1 

Training overhead in testing= 25 

New programmers time= 0 

Programmers nominal productivity= 1 

Training overhead in programming= 25 

2.5 Auxiliary 

diq1= ((1 - NDIDF) * NDIQ1 * (FSOQ0 * (tae / TNF))) + (PDF * NDIDF * (NDIQ1 / NDI) * (DFVQ1 + DFVQ2 + DFVEX)) 

diq2= ((1 - NDIDF) * NDIQ2 * (FSOQ1 * (tae / TNF))) + (PDF * NDIDF * (NDIQ2 / NDI) * (DFVQ1 + DFVQ2 + DFVEX)) 

diex= (1 - NDIDF) * NDIEX * TAC) + (PDF * NDIDF * (NDIEX / NDI) * (DFVQ1 + DFVQ2 + DFVEX)) 

DLQ1= diq1 - DFQ1 - DVQ1 - DRQ1 

DLQ2= diq2 - DFQ2 - DVQ2 - DRQ2 

DLEX= diex - DFEX - DVEX- DREX 

fq0helper= (TNF/ tae) * TAC Rate 

fq1helper= DRQ1 Rate/ x Q1DefectsPerFeat 

fq2helper= DRQ2 Rate / x Q2DefectsPerFeat 

dvhelper Q1= EPQ1 Rate 

dvhelper Q2= EPQ2 Rate 

dvhelper EX= EPEX Rate 

Experienced testers needed for training= New testers*training overhead in testing/100 

"communication overhead % in testing"= WITH LOOKUP (Experienced testers + New testers, ([(0,0)-
(40,60)],(0,0),(5,0),(10,0),(11,0),(12,1),(14,2),(16,3),(18,24),(20,54),(21,68))) 

Experienced programmers needed for training= New Programmers* Training overhead in programming/100 

"communication overhead % in programming"= WITH LOOKUP (Experienced Programmers + New Programmers, ([(0,0)-
(40,60)],(0,0),(5,0),(10,0),(11,0),(12,1), (14,2), (16,3),(18, 24), (20,54),(21,68))) 

NDI= NDIQ1 + NDIQ2 + NDIEX 
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x Q1DefectsPerFeat= x Q1TotalDefects / TNF 

x Q2DefectsPerFeat= x Q2TotalDefects / TNF 

x Q1TotalDefects=NDIQ1 * tae 

x Q2TotalDefects= NDIQ2 * tae 

tr= IF THEN ELSE( ( ( FQ0 bank) <= TNF) :AND: (NFP<>0), IF THEN ELSE(NFP * INTEGER (FQ0 bank / NFP) >0, NFP * 
INTEGER (FQ0 bank / NFP), IF THEN ELSE (FQ0 bank > NFP - 1 :AND: FQ0 bank < NFP, NFP, 0)), FQ0 bank) 

tr1= IF THEN ELSE (((FQ1) <= TNF) :AND: (NFP<>0), IF THEN ELSE (NFP * INTEGER (FQ1 bank / NFP) >0, NFP * INTEGER 
(FQ1 bank / NFP), IF THEN ELSE (FQ1 bank > NFP-1 :AND: FQ1 bank < NFP, NFP, 0)), FQ1 bank) 

tr2= IF THEN ELSE (((FQ2 bank) <= TNF) :AND: (NFP<>0), IF THEN ELSE(NFP * INTEGER (FQ2 bank / NFP) >0, NFP * 
INTEGER (FQ2 bank / NFP), IF THEN ELSE(FQ2 bank > NFP - 1 :AND: FQ2 bank < NFP, NFP, 0)), FQ2 bank) 

tr DVQ1= IF THEN ELSE(INTEGER (DFQ1 conc) <> 0, INTEGER (DFQ1 conc) * (INTEGER ( DVQ1 bank / INTEGER (DFQ1 
conc))), (DVQ1 bank)) 

tr DVQ2= IF THEN ELSE(INTEGER (DFQ2 conc) <> 0 , (INTEGER (DFQ2 conc) * (INTEGER ( DVQ2 bank / ( INTEGER 
(DFQ2 conc))))), DVQ2 bank) 

tr DVEX= IF THEN ELSE(INTEGER (DFEX conc) <> 0 , (INTEGER (DFEX conc) * (INTEGER (DVEX bank / (INTEGER 
(DFEX conc))))), DVEX bank) 
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Appendix C: Permission to publish co-authored work 
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